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INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The area which the Indianapolis Historic Preservation Commission has defined as the Monument 

Circle District (MCD) is the historic core of the City of Indianapolis. It retains a continuum of ar-

chitectural styles dating from the Civil War to the present day, with structures that represent work 

of outstanding quality executed by some of the most talented architects from our state and nation.  

This district is significant as it encompasses the heart of our city which symbolically defines Indi-

anapolis as “The Circle City.”  The “Mile Square” with the “Circle” as its centroid was planned by 

Alexander Ralston as the capital city for the new State of Indiana in 1821.  The City of Indianapolis 

was not shaped by geographical elements, commercial position, or natural resources, but rather by a 

desire of the Indiana legislators to create a new capital city at the very center of the state.  Ralston’s 

plan emphasizes this in a most dramatic way: a mile square crisscrossed by four main avenues con-

verging on a circle block and bisected by the Market Street axis that places the State Capitol at one 

end, the Circle with the Governor’s residence in its center and the Marion County Court House and 

City Market at the other.  The plan was simple and created a strong stately image for a capital city.  

Preserving the principal elements of the Ralston Plan within the Monument Circle District is essen-

tial to retaining the physical identity of Indianapolis as the Capital City of Indiana.   For these rea-

sons, its preservation plan must protect contributing features in a way that retains vitality and pro-

motes growth without compromising the identity of this important cultural resource. 

 

The MCD is not only a collection of some of Indianapolis’ most notable architecture, but also de-

fines a set of urban spaces that is unique to the state.  Most primary public rights-of-way spaces 

within the district remain fairly intact from the original Ralston design, with the exception of the 

removal of three of the original four diagonal avenues that terminated at the Circle Block, lost in a 

twenty-year period from the mid-1960s to the mid-1980s.  These were important definitive ele-

ments of the Ralston Plan which had survived for 140 years, yielding some of the most distinctive 

and interesting “flat iron” structures within the district.  The MCD includes the last diagonal, Vir-

ginia Avenue, within its boundaries.  Once these resources are lost they are gone from our cultural 

memories forever. These spaces set the scale, establish the context and reinforce the ambiance of 

the Monument and its Circle. They are crucial to preserving and maintaining the identity and char-

acter of the MCD. 

 

The variety of architectural 

styles and period structures 

reflects an evolution of the 

city over almost a two-

century period.  This district 

represents who we are, 

where we have come from, 

and the need to accommo-

date change.   In developing 

this preservation plan, the 

Indianapolis Historic Preser-

vation Commission has  

 

Photo Source: Postcard of English Hotel and Opera House, 1909, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION (continued) 

 

endeavored to emphasize what is important and what must be preserved while allowing for change 

and continued evolution of Monument Circle and its environs. The MCD plan does not seek to cre-

ate “frozen history,” but provides orientation and direction for future development that is respon-

sive to the architecture and cultural resources of this special place. 

 

The MCD plan is not a set of prescriptive rules or absolutes about how to plan or design new struc-

tures and additions within the district.  Rather it is a “road map” to assist owners, city officials, ar-

chitects and planners on how to preserve, rehabilitate, and infill new structures in an appropriate 

and sensitive manner.  The plan emphasizes conserving the remaining historic structures and urban 

context because it is the fabric that defines the very character of the MCD.  As one pages through 

the Building Inventory Section of this plan, one can’t help but be struck by the loss or alteration of 

significant structures that were once prominent features of the MCD.  The Guidelines section of the 

plan sets forth a process that seeks to retain the maximum number of existing resources while per-

mitting the design of new and creative reuses, additions, and new structures that will allow the pub-

lic to appreciate and interpret the historic heart of Indianapolis.  We recognize the need for change 

and growth within the MCD if it is to remain the vital and thriving core of Indianapolis and the 

State of Indiana. 

 

 

James T. Kienle, FAIA 

Past President 

Indianapolis Historic Preservation Commission 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Photo Source: Postcard of Marion County Courthouse, James T. Kienle Private Collection 
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INTRODUCTION 

FOREWORD 

 

Platted in 1821, the City of Indianapolis was designed by prominent planner Alexander Ralston.  

Ralston located a circular street at the heart of his mile-square plat and named it “Circle Street,” 

intending it to be the site of the home of the Governor of Indiana. Less than one hundred years later 

the street would be renamed Monument Circle and the location of the City’s unofficial symbol, the 

Indiana Soldiers and Sailors Monument.   

 

Ralston’s plan also designated Washington Street as the principal street in the new city.  Its extra 

width and the fact that public land and major public buildings fronted it, such as the Court House 

Square and the State House Square, are evidence of the street’s importance.  Washington Street also 

became a portion of the National Road, the first federally funded interstate highway stretching 

through six states from Cumberland, Maryland to Vandalia, Illinois.  

 

Monument Circle District is located in the heart of this historic plat, today known as downtown In-

dianapolis.  It includes surviving resources of the historic downtown established in the nineteenth 

century and resources from the early, mid- and late-twentieth century.  It contains both historic and 

architecturally significant buildings constructed in a variety of styles, materials, shapes and sizes.  

Its streets symbolize a mix of unique functions: Washington Street historically commanded great 

prominence as Indianapolis’ “Main Street,” while the two blocks of East Market Street developed 

as the city’s financial district.  Monument Circle evolved from a residential neighborhood into an 

urban public plaza with landmark buildings encircling and framing the Soldiers and Sailors Monu-

ment.   

 

Even though Urban Renewal and the growth of suburban retail slowly eroded Indianapolis’ urban 

core in the 1960s and 1970s, the economic revitalization efforts of the 1980s and 1990s introduced 

new buildings bringing business, retail and entertainment venues to the area.  Combined with the 

Indianapolis Cultural Trail, an urban bike and pedestrian path installed in the early twenty-first cen-

tury to connect the city’s core to other area attractions, these improvements have given downtown a 

new lease on life.   

 

It is this amazing collection 

of resources that defines 

downtown Indianapolis. 

 

Photo Source: Postcard of West Market Street from Monument Circle, James T. Kienle Private Collection 
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Photo Source: Washington Street, 2012, Indianapolis Historic Preservation Collection 

Photo Source: Monument Circle, 2012, Indianapolis Historic Preservation Collection 
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DISTRICT DELINEATION 

BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION 

 

Monument Circle District is located in Center Township, in the center of the original Mile Square 

plat dating back to the founding of the city.  The plat was composed of a mile-square grid with a 

circular street centered in the gridded plat.  Four diagonal streets were designed to radiate outward 

one block from the circle street.  Today Virginia Street is the only diagonal street within the district 

that remains. 

 

The district boundary is based on the Washington Street-Monument Circle National Register His-

toric District, which was listed in 1997.  It is generally bounded by East and West Ohio Street to the 

north, East and West Maryland Street to the south, North Delaware Street to the east, and North 

Capitol Avenue to the west.  It includes the first two blocks of East and West Washington Street 

and East and West Market Street, and all four quadrants of Monument Circle.   

 

The boundary also incorporates the public rights-of-way of the 100 blocks of North Illinois Street, 

North Meridian Street, and North Pennsylvania Street, as well as the first block of Virginia Avenue. 

These rights-of-way are purposely included to preserve Alexander Ralston’s original street grid 

leading into the city center and maintain consistency of the streetscape views coming to and from 

Monument Circle. 

 

The legal boundary is described on the next page and is depicted on the Boundary Map located on 

page 22. 

Photo Source: 1821 Plat of Indianapolis, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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DISTRICT DELINEATION 

DISTRICT BOUNDARY  

 

The boundary officially designated by this plan is described verbally below and visually depicted 

on the Boundary Map located on page 22. 

 

Starting at the intersection of the southern right-of-way boundary of Ohio Street and the western 

right-of-way boundary of Delaware Street, proceed south along the western right-of-way boundary 

of Delaware to the southern right-of-way boundary of Washington Street.  

Thence proceed west along the southern right-of-way boundary of Washington Street to the eastern 

right-of-way boundary of Virginia Avenue.  

Thence proceed southeast along the eastern right-of-way boundary of Virginia Avenue to the inter-

section of the western right-of-way boundary of Delaware Street.  

Thence proceed due south approximately ninety feet to the northern curb line of Maryland Street.  

Thence proceed due west approximately forty-five feet along the northern curb line of Maryland 

Street.  

Thence proceed northwest approximately forty-five feet to the intersection of the northern right-of-

way boundary of Maryland Street and the western right-of-way boundary of Virginia Avenue.  

Thence proceed northwest along the western right-of-way boundary of Virginia Avenue to the in-

tersection of the southern right-of-way boundary of Washington Street and the western right-of-

way boundary of Pennsylvania Street.  

Thence proceed south along the western right-of-way boundary of Pennsylvania Street to the inter-

section of the southern right-of-way boundary of Pearl Street (alley). 

Thence proceed west along the southern right-of-way boundary of Pearl Street (alley) to the inter-

section of the eastern right-of-way boundary of Scioto Street (alley).  

Thence proceed south along the eastern right-of-way boundary of Scioto Street (alley) to the north-

ern boundary of 47 South Meridian Street extended (which is approximately sixty-five feet due 

north of the northern right-of-way boundary of Maryland Street).   

Thence proceed west along the northern parcel boundary of 47 South Meridian Street to the eastern 

right-of-way boundary of Meridian Street. 

Thence proceed south along the eastern right-of-way boundary of Meridian Street to the intersec-

tion of the southern right-of-way boundary of Maryland Street.  

Thence proceed west along the southern right-of-way boundary of Maryland Street approximately 

two hundred-and-ninety-four feet to the eastern parcel boundary of 49 

West Maryland Street extended south. 

Thence proceed north approximately one hundred-and-forty feet. 

Thence proceed east along the southeastern parcel line of 49 West 

Maryland Street approximately eighty-three feet to the southeast cor-

ner of 49 West Maryland Street.  

Thence proceed north following the eastern boundary line of 49 West 

Maryland Street to a point twenty-three feet south of the southern 

right-of-way boundary of Washington Street.  

Thence proceed west on a line parallel to the southern right-of-way 

boundary of Washington Street (this line being twenty-three feet 

south of the southern right-of-way boundary of Washington Street) to 

the western right-of-way boundary of Illinois Street.  

Thence proceed northwest to a point on the southern right-of-way  

Photo Source: Merchants National Bank, 2009, Indianapolis Historic Preservation Commission 
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DISTRICT BOUNDARY (continued) 

 

boundary of Washington Street approximately thirty-nine feet west of  

the western right-of-way boundary of Illinois Street.  

Thence proceed west along the southern right-of-way boundary of Washington Street to the inter-

section of the eastern right-of-way boundary of Capitol Avenue.  

Thence proceed north following the eastern right-of-way boundary of Capitol Avenue to the inter-

section of the northern right-of-way boundary of Market Street.  

Thence proceed east following the northern right-of-way boundary of Market Street to the intersec-

tion of the western right-of-way boundary of Illinois Street.  

Thence proceed north following the western right-of-way boundary of Illinois Street to the intersec-

tion of the southern right-of-way boundary of Ohio Street.  

Thence proceed east to the intersection of the eastern right-of-way boundary of Illinois Street. 

Thence proceed south along the eastern right-of-way boundary of Illinois Street to a point approxi-

mately two hundred-and-sixty-eight feet south of the southern right-of-way boundary of Ohio 

Street.  

Thence proceed due east approximately one hundred-and-twenty-feet feet.  

Thence proceed north along the western edge of Pierson Street (alley) approximately one hundred-

and-forty-eight feet to the northern right-of-way boundary of Wabash Street (alley).  

Thence proceed east along the northern right-of-way boundary of Wabash Street (alley) to the inter-

section of the western right-of-way boundary of Meridian Street.  

Thence proceed north along the western right-of-way boundary of Meridian Street to the intersec-

tion of the southern right-of-way boundary of Ohio Street.  

Thence proceed east to the intersection of the southern right-of-way boundary of Ohio Street and 

the eastern right-of-way boundary of Meridian Street.  

Thence proceed south along the eastern right-of-way boundary of Meridian Street to the northern 

right-of-way boundary of Wabash Street (alley).  

Thence proceed east along the northern right-of-way boundary of Wabash Street (alley) to the inter-

section of the eastern right-of-way boundary of Scioto Street (alley).  

Thence proceed south along the eastern right-of-way boundary of Scioto Street (alley) to the south-

ern parcel line of 120 North Pennsylvania Street.  

Thence proceed east approximately one hundred-and-twenty feet along the southern parcel line of 

120 North Pennsylvania Street to the intersection of the western right-of-way boundary of Pennsyl-

vania Street.  

Thence proceed north along the western right-of-way boundary of Pennsylvania Street to the inter-

section of the southern right-of-way boundary of Ohio Street.  

Thence proceed east to the intersection of the southern right-of-way boundary of Ohio Street and 

the eastern right-of-way boundary of Pennsylvania Street.  

Thence proceed south along the eastern right-of-way boundary of Pennsylvania Street to the inter-

section of the northern right-of-way boundary of Wabash Street (alley).  

Thence proceed east along the northern right-of-way boundary of Wabash Street (alley) to the inter-

section of the western right-of-way boundary of Talbott Street (alley).  

Thence proceed north along the western right-of-way boundary of Talbott Street (alley) to the inter-

section of the southern right-of-way boundary of Ohio Street.  

Thence proceed east along the southern right-of-way boundary of Ohio Street to the point of begin-

ning, intersecting at the western right-of-way boundary of Delaware Street. 

DISTRICT DELINEATION 
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DISTRICT DELINEATION 

Location of  

Monument Circle 

District 

GENERAL LOCATION MAPS 
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DISTRICT DELINEATION 

GENERAL LOCATION MAPS 

Monument Circle District Wholesale District and Union Station 
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DISTRICT DELINEATION 

DISTRICT BOUNDARY MAP 
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PROPERTY INFORMATION BY BLOCK 

Resource      

Number 

Building Name City Recognized Address Alternate Address 

44-1 Knights of Pythias Lodge No. 

56 
115 E. Ohio St. 115-121 E. Ohio St. 

44-2 Sun Company Bldg. 121 E. Ohio St. 125-133 E. Ohio St. 

44-3 Indiana Dental College Bldg. 150 N. Delaware St. 150 -154 N. Delaware St 
135 -145 E. Ohio St. 

44-4 Wagner Bldg. 148 N. Delaware St. (Same) 

44-5 Winterrowd Bldg. 144 N. Delaware St. 144-146 N. Delaware St. 

44-6 Carr Bldg. 136 N. Delaware St. 132-142 N. Delaware St.; 
140 -144 E. Wabash St. 

44-7 Commercial Bldg. 130 N. Delaware St. 130 -134 N. Delaware St. 

44-8 Delaware Flats Bldg. 122 N. Delaware St. 122-132 N. Delaware St. 

44-9 Peoples Mutual Savings and 

Loan Bldg.  
118 N. Delaware St. 118, 120  N. Delaware St. 

44-10 Turner Bldg. and Saving 

Assoc. Bldg.  
116 N. Delaware St. (Same) 

44-11 Peter Lieber Bldg. 106 N. Delaware St. 106, 110, 114 N. Delaware 
St. 

44-12 City Trust-Inland Bldg. 156 E. Market St. 156-160 E. Market St. 

44-13 Skiles DeTrude Bldg.  150 E. Market St. (Same) 

44-14 Fidelity Trust Co. Bldg.  146 E. Market St. 148 E. Market St. 

44-15 Law Bldg./Peoples Bank Bldg.  136 E. Market St. 130-136 E. Market St. 

44-16 Indiana Bldg. 120 E. Market St. (Same) 

44-17 Lemcke-LaRosa Bldg. 107 N. Pennsylvania St. (Same) 

44-18 Lemcke Annex/Consolidated 

Bldg. 
115 N. Pennsylvania St. (Same) 

44-19 Lemcke Annex Addition  115 N. Pennsylvania St. 127 E. Wabash St. 

44-20 Stuart Parking Lot  136 E. Market & 145 E. Wa-
bash Sts. 

(Same) 

44-21 Empire Theater/Parking Ga-

rage 
136 N. Delaware St. 121 E. Wabash St. 

DISTRICT DELINEATION 

Block 44 
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Block 45 

Resource    

Number 

Building Name City Recognized Address Alternate Address 

45-1 Christ Church Cathedral 125 Monument Circle (Same) 

45-2 Columbia Club  121 Monument Circle (Same) 

45-3 Fidelity-AFNB-Chase Bldg. 111 Monument Circle (Same) 

45-4 Fletcher Trust Bldg. 108 N. Pennsylvania St. 10 E. Market St. 

Resource    

Number 

Building Name City Recognized Address Alternate Address 

46-1 Market Tower  127 N. Illinois St., 10 W. Mar-
ket St. 

(Same) 

46-2 Monument Circle Bldg.  120 Monument Circle (Same) 

Block 46 

Block 54 

Resource    

Number 

Building Name City Recognized Address Alternate Address 

54-1 Hotel Harrison-Harrison 
Bldg.  

143 W. Market St. (Same) 

54-2 Shoemaker Flats  133 W. Market St. 129-139 W. Market St.  

54-3 Sentinel Printing Bldg.  125 W. Market St. 123-127 W. Market St. 

54-4 William H. Block Co. Bldg. 50 N. Illinois St. (Same) 

54-5 Claypool Court/Embassy 
Suites Hotel  

110 W. Washington St. (Same) 

54-6 Indiana Theater  140 W. Washington St. 134 W. Washington St. 

54-7 One North Capitol Office 
Bldg.  

1 N. Capitol Ave. (Same) 

54-8 Parking Garage  33 N. Capitol Ave. 27-39 N. Capitol Ave. 

DISTRICT DELINEATION 

PROPERTY INFORMATION BY BLOCK 
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Block 55 

Resource      

Number 

Building Name City Recognized Address Alternate Address 

55-1 Illinois Bldg.  35 N. Illinois St. 17 W. Market St. 

55-2 Test Bldg.-Lacy Bldg.  54 Monument Circle (Same) 

55-3 Emmis Broadcasting/
Journal Façade Bldg.  

40 Monument Circle (Same) 

55-4 Guaranty Bldg.  20 N. Meridian St. (Same) 

55-5 H.P. Wasson and Co. Bldg.  2 W. Washington St. 2 N. Meridian St. 

55-6 Selig Dry Goods Co. Bldg.  20 W. Washington St. (Same) 

55-7 H. Lieber Co. Bldg.  24 W. Washington St. (Same) 

55-8 Taylor Carpet Co. Bldg. 26 W. Washington St. (Same) 

55-9 Indianapolis News-
Goodman Jewelers Bldg. 

26 W. Washington St. 30 W. Washington St. 

55-10 Conrad Hotel  1 N. Illinois St. 50 W. Washington St. 

55-11 and 55-12 Rink's Apparel/Circle Block 
Garage  

25 N. Illinois St. (Same) 

DISTRICT DELINEATION 

PROPERTY INFORMATION BY BLOCK 
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Block 56 

Resource      

Number 

Building Name City Recognized Address Alternate Address 

56-1 Indianapolis Power and 
Light Bldg.  

1 Monument Circle (Same) 

56-2 Circle Tower  55 Monument Circle 55-59 Monument Circle, 1-9 
E. Market St. 

56-3 Express Parking Garage 20 and 50 N. Pennsylvania 
St. 

(Same) 

56-4 Commercial Bldg. 16 N. Pennsylvania St. 10-16 N. Pennsylvania St. 

56-5 Roselyn Bldg. 10 N. Pennsylvania St. 48-50 E. Washington St. 

56-6 Arsenal Savings and Loan 
Bldg. 

44 E. Washington St. (Same) 

56-7 Hannaman and Duzan Bldg.  42 E. Washington St. 40-42 E. Washington St. 

56-8 Commercial Bldg.  38 E. Washington St. (Same) 

56-9 Gay-Lord Bldg.  36 E. Washington St. (Same) 

56-10 Hotel Washington  32 E. Washington St. (Same) 

56-11 Lombard Bldg. - Victoria 
Centre  

22 E. Washington St. 22-28 E. Washington St. 

56-12 Marott's Shoes Bldg.  18 E. Washington St. 18-20 E. Washington St. 

56-13 McOuat Bldg.  14 E. Washington St. 14-16 E. Washington St. 

56-14 Commercial Bldg.  10 E. Washington St. 10-12 E. Washington St. 

56-15 Vacant Lots  6 E. Washington St. 6-8 E. Washington St. 

56-16 Kahn Tailoring Co./King Cole 
Bldg. 

1 N. Meridian St. 7 N. Meridian St. 

DISTRICT DELINEATION 

PROPERTY INFORMATION BY BLOCK 
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Block 57 

Resource      

Number 

Building Name City Recognized Address Alternate Address 

57-1 Union Federal Bldg.  45 N. Pennsylvania St. (Same) 

57-2 J.F. Wild State Bank Bldg.  129 E. Market St. 123, 129 E. Market St. 

57-3 Parking Lot  135 E. Market St. 131-139 E. Market St. 

57-4 Indiana Parking Garage 145 E. Market St. 143-151 E. Market St. 

57-5 Union Title-Del Mar Garage 
Bldg./Barrister Bldg.  

155 E. Market St. 155-161 E. Market St., 34-
52 N. Delaware St. 

57-6 Parking Lot  26 N. Delaware St. 26-32 N. Delaware St. 

57-7 Hereth Block  20-22 N. Delaware St. 18-24 N. Delaware St. 

57-8 Commercial Bldg.  12 N. Delaware St. 12-16 N. Delaware St. 

57-9 Freiberg and Techentin 
Bldg. 

10 N. Delaware St. (Same) 

57-10 Stevens-Coffman Bldg. 152 E. Washington St. (Same) 

57-11 Commercial Bldg.  146 E. Washington St. 146-148 E. Washington St. 

57-12 Lawyers Title Bldg.  140 E. Washington St. (Same) 

57-13 Farm Bureau Insurance 
Bldg.-Disciples Center 

130 E. Washington St. (Same) 

57-14 City Park 110 E. Washington St. 112 & 120 E. Washington 
St. 

57-15 National City Bank Bldg.  110 E. Washington St. (Same) 

57-16 Odd Fellows Bldg.  1 N. Pennsylvania St. 1-9 N. Pennsylvania St., 102
-106 E. Washington St. 

57-17 Kuhn-Herron Bldg.  15 N. Pennsylvania St. (Same) 

57-18 Hilgenberg-A.B. Meyer & 
Co. Bldg.  

17-19 N. Pennsylvania St. (Same) 

57-19 Aetna Building-Insurance 
Center  

21 N. Pennsylvania St. 21-25 N. Pennsylvania St. 

57-20 Penn Parking Garage 35 N. Pennsylvania St. (Same) 

DISTRICT DELINEATION 

PROPERTY INFORMATION BY BLOCK 
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Block 65 

Resource      

Number 

Building Name City Recognized Address Alternate Address 

65-1 Merchants National Bank 11 S. Meridian St. (Same) 

65-2 F. W. Woolworth Co. Bldg. 11 S. Meridian St. 7-11 E. Washington St. 

65-3 Parking Lot 15 & 41 E. Washington St. 15-35 E. Washington St. 

65-4 S.S. Kresge Bldg. 41 E. Washington St. 41-47 E. Washington St. 

65-5 Merchants Garage  31 S. Meridian St. 35 S. Meridian St. 

Block 66 

Resource      

Number 

Building Name City Recognized Address Alternate Address 

66-1 Part A Artsgarden Circle Center 
Mall 

100 W. Washington St. (Same) 

66-1 Part B Circle Center Mall Façade 49 W. Maryland St. 1st block of W. Washington 
St. 

66-2 Griffith Block Façade 49 W. Maryland St. 1st block of W. Washington 

66-3 and 66-4 L.S. Ayres & Co. Depart-
ment Store Bldg. 

1 W. Washington St. and 30 
S. Meridian St. 

(Same) 

66-5 Stewart Bldg. 50 S. Meridian St. (Same) 

66-6 Elliot's Block 14 W. Maryland St. 14-22 W. Maryland St. 

DISTRICT DELINEATION 

PROPERTY INFORMATION BY BLOCK 
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NATIONAL, STATE AND LOCAL LISTINGS OF HISTORIC PLACES 

 

Monument Circle District contains several types of listed historic resources.  Properties can be 

listed individually or as part of a district.  Listing can be at the National, State, and/or Local level, 

depending on the amount of protection desired. 

 

National 

The National Register of Historic Places’ criteria is based on the following: 

“Quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture is 

present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, 

setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and: 

A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pat-

terns of our history; or 

B. That are associated with the lives of significant persons in or past; or 

C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or 

that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a sig-

nificant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or 

D. That have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.” 

 

Listing on the National Register of Historic Places: 

DOES 

Give a property prestige and publicity.  

Provide protection for the property when part of federally funded projects.  

Permit the owners of income-producing properties to use investment tax credits for certified 

rehabilitation.  

Allow owners of certain publicly owned or publicly accessible, non-income-producing prop-

erties to apply for federal rehabilitation grants.  

DOES NOT 

Prevent private owners from altering their property.  

Restrict the use or sale of the property.  

Establish certain times the property must be open to the public.  

 

State 

The criteria for listing properties in the Indiana State Register of Historic Places are virtually the 

same as those for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.  All properties listed in the Na-

tional Register are automatically listed in the State Register.  However, sometimes properties are 

listed solely in the State Register. 

 

Local 

In 1967 the Indiana State Legislature passed State Statute IC 36-7-11.1, which established and em-

powered the Indianapolis Historic Preservation Commission (IHPC) to preserve the character and 

fabric of historically significant areas and structures for all present and future citizens of Marion 

County, Indiana. The IHPC accomplishes this task by protecting areas through local designation 

and issuing a certificate of appropriateness before making significant changes or additions to a 

property, before beginning new construction, or before demolishing or relocating a property.  The 

commission's review of proposed changes ensures the work is appropriate to the special character 

of the district. 
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Properties Currently Listed in the National Register of Historic Places 

Washington Street-Monument Circle Historic District - Listed 1997 

Delaware Flats Building (44-8) - Listed 1983 

Fidelity Trust Building (44-14) - Listed 1980 

Christ Church Cathedral (45-1) - Listed 1973 

Columbia Club (45-2) - Listed 1983 

The Indiana Theatre (54-6) - Listed 1979 

Test Building (55-2) - Listed 1983 

H. P. Wasson & Company Building (55-5) - Listed 1997 

Selig’s Dry Goods Company Building (55-6) - Listed 1984 

Taylor Carpet Company Building (55-8) - Listed 1984 

Indianapolis News-Goodman Jewelers Building (55-9) - Listed 1984 

Rink’s Womens Apparel Store (55-11) - Listed 1984 

Hotel Washington (56-10) - Listed 1980 

Lombard Building-Victoria Centre (56-11) - Listed 1982 

Marott’s Shoes Building (56-12) - Listed 1983 

Merchants National Bank and Annex (65-1) - Listed 1982 

Elliott’s Block (66-6) - Listed 1973 

Circle Theater (Excluded) - Listed 1980 

Soldiers and Sailors Monument (Excluded) - Listed 1973 

 

Properties Currently Listed in the Indiana State Register of Historic Places 

Indiana Dental College (44-3) - Listed 1980 

All districts and properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places are also listed on the 

Indiana State Register of Historic Places.  

 

Properties designated by the Indianapolis Historic Preservation Commission (Local) 

Circle Theater (Excluded): Located at 45 Monument Circle, Circle Theater  is locally designated by 

the Indianapolis Historic Preservation Commission (IHPC) as an individual property, with the 

adoption of its own Historic Area Preservation Plan in 1981. Therefore, Circle Theater is excluded 

from the boundaries of Monument Circle District. 

 

Properties designated by the War Memorial Commission (Local) 

Soldiers and Sailors Monument (Excluded): Located at the center of Monument Circle, the Soldiers 

and Sailors Monument is located in the Indiana War Memorial Plaza Historic District, under the 

jurisdiction of the War Memorial Commission. Therefore, Soldiers and Sailors Monument is ex-

cluded from the boundaries of Monument Circle District. 
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Historic Significance 

Monument Circle District Preservation Plan 

Photo Source: Vegetable Market on Delaware Street, 1905, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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City Planning and Development 

Carved out of the Northwest Territory, Indiana entered the Union as the nineteenth state in 1816.  

The city of Indianapolis was founded in 1821 as the state capital, when the Indiana State Legisla-

ture sought a central location for the city and appointed a committee to choose the site.  Once the 

site was chosen surveyors Alexander Ralston and Elias Fordham were hired to lay out the city, 

which was proposed as a grid of north-south and east-west streets in a mile square plat.  

 

This plat was influenced by the Pierre L’Enfant plan for Washington, D.C., which in turn was in-

spired by the royal residence of Versailles.  Since Indianapolis was planned as a state capital, the 

plat sited the State House Square and the Court House Square equidistant from Circle Street (now 

Monument Circle), located in the center of the Mile Square.  The Governor’s house was to be situ-

ated in the circular lot framed by Circle Street, and the four city blocks framing the Circle were 

known as the “Governor’s Square.”  Four diagonal streets radiated out from the far corners of the 

four blocks framing the circle.   

 

All streets of the Mile Square were 90 feet wide with the exception of Washington Street, which 

was 120 feet wide to accommodate its intended use as the capital’s main street.  The sale of lots in 

the new capital city on October 8, 1821 reveal the street’s importance, as lots fronting it com-

manded the highest prices.  During the city’s infancy Washington Street functioned as the only 

commercial street, and its importance grew with the coming of the National Road in the 1820s. 

 

The National Road was planned by the federal government as a thoroughfare to connect the eastern 

seaboard to the new western states.  The first leg of the road extended from Cumberland, Maryland 

to Wheeling, Virginia between 1811 and 1818.  Then Congress appropriated $10,000 in 1820 to 

continue the National Road from Wheeling through Indiana to the Mississippi River.  One of the 

first acts of the state legislature in 1821 was to petition Congress to direct the National Road 

through the new capital of Indianapolis.  Congress agreed, and the surveyors reached Indianapolis 

on July 5, 1827.  By 1834 the National Road extended across the state and guaranteed a future of 

growth for Indianapolis.   

 

The original plat of the city’s streets and sites for public buildings, along with the National Road 

connecting Indianapolis to the East and West via Washington Street, shaped the function and char-

acter of downtown Indianapolis.  With the completion of the Na-

tional Road and other thoroughfares, and later with the arrival of the 

first railroad in 1847, the town grew into a city with burgeoning 

wealth, commerce, manufacturing and a growing population.  Ac-

cordingly, the business area grew denser and spread beyond Wash-

ington Street.  During the Civil War era shops, hotels, banks and of-

fice buildings began to replace the houses and churches that dotted 

Circle Street. 

 

Between 1887 and 1902, Monument Circle experienced its most pro-

found transformation with the planning and construction of the Indi-

ana State Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Monument.  The Monument was a 

great source of pride and quickly became the symbol of the City.  

The circular street was renamed Monument Circle.  In 1905, soon 

Photo Source: Fidelity Trust Company Building, 1934, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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after its dedication, a city ordinance was enacted restricting the height of buildings fronting the Cir-

cle to 86 feet.   

 

After the First World War, when the downtown began to rapidly change again, the debate was re-

opened on Circle height restrictions.  Local architect William Earl Russ advocated uniform height, 

style, and materials in addition to a restricted height for new buildings on the Circle.  City planner 

and landscape architect George E. Kessler recommended a compromise plan, resolving the issue 

with a new ordinance in 1922.  This ordinance permitted buildings fronting the Circle to rise to 108 

feet in height, with an additional 42 feet allowed provided the additional footage was set back one 

foot for each three feet in height, allowing a maximum of 150 feet .  Russ’ suggestions and the ordi-

nance had an impact on the redevelopment of the Circle in the following decades. 

 

The following sections describe the diverse uses found within the district and the buildings con-

structed to accommodate those uses, as they evolved over two centuries of development. 

 

Residential Uses in the District 

Although difficult to believe today, the district was once crowded with residential structures.  

Monument Circle was initially designed as a primarily residential area with the Governor’s house 

as its central landmark. Over the decades leading up to the Civil War, other distinguished houses 

sprang up around the Circle to mingle with churches and green spaces. After the war’s end busi-

nesses rapidly replaced those Circle residences and other houses in the district, although many 

buildings with first-floor shops still contained rooms on upper floors for business owners or resi-

dential tenants. The early 20th century commercial building boom further displaced residences from 

the city center. 

 

As mid-century suburbia enticed downtown inhabitants to flee the city, residential uses all but dis-

appeared. Recently, the district has experienced a resurgence of people desiring to live in the city 

center again.  Older commercial buildings such as the William H. Block Co. Building (54-4) at 50 

North Illinois Street, Elliott’s Block (66-6) at 14 West Maryland Street, and the National City Bank 

Building (57-15) at 110 East Washington Street have been renovated as residences. New buildings, 

such as the Conrad Hotel (55-10) at 50 West Washington Street, have been built with residences 

incorporated into the design. 

 

Commercial Uses in the District 

Many structures in the district contribute to the area of 

commerce.  Most of the commercial activity is in the two areas 

of retailing and banking, while others include hotels and 

commercial office use.  As mentioned earlier, Washington Street 

has been the center of business since the city's founding.  Shops, 

taverns and hotels historically fronted this street, which was and 

still is a segment of the National Road.  As the city grew so did 

the commercial area, but Washington Street has always 

remained the east-west axis.  

 

Retail Uses 

The Hannaman and Duzan Building (56-7) at 42 East        

Photo Source: Washington Street Looking West from Pennsylvania Street, 1920, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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Washington Street is the oldest building in the district and possibly the oldest commercial building 

in the city.  It was built circa 1852 to house the drugstore of one of the city’s early druggists, Wil-

liam Hannaman.  In the 1860s the wholesale and retail druggist firm of Stewart and Morgan took 

over Hannaman’s business. 

 

Two other Civil War-era buildings are the Stevens Coffman Building (57-10) at 152 East Washing-

ton Street and the Hereth Block (57-7) at 20-22 North Delaware Street.  Joshua Stevens, a boot-

maker and part-time lawyer, erected the south portion of his three-story brick commercial building 

circa 1853.  Druggists were tenants between the 1860s and 1880s, but the building also held law 

offices and saloons.  Stevens’ daughter remodeled the building circa 1889 to its present appearance.  

The Hereth Block, a three-story Italianate commercial building, was built in 1866-1867 by John C. 

Hereth.  Hereth and his brother operated their saddle and harness shop here and leased the upper 

floors for law offices, due to its prime location across Delaware Street from the Marion County 

Court House. 

 

Elliott’s Block (66-6), built in 1875 at 14 West Maryland Street, is notable for its intact brick and 

cast-iron three-story façade.  The Italianate building is one of the few in Indianapolis with such an 

extensive use of cast-iron details in its brick façade.  Calvin A. Elliott, a wholesale liquor merchant, 

built the building as an investment property. 

 

Early twentieth century commercial retail architecture in the district include the F.W. Woolworth 

Company Building (65-2) at 11 South Meridian Street, built in 1890 and remodeled in 1938; the 

Taylor Carpet Company Building (55-8) at 26 West Washington Street, built in 1897 and 1906; the 

Marott's Shoes Building (56-12) at 18 East Washington Street, built in 1900; the S.S. Kresge 

Building (65-4) at 41 East Washington Street, built in 1923; and Selig Dry Goods Company 

Building (55-6) at 20 West Washington Street, built in 1924. 

 

Three major department store buildings constructed at the turn of the twentieth century are down-

town landmarks today.  The first, L.S. Ayres & Company (66-3 and 66-4), began in 1872 when dry 

goods merchant Lyman S. Ayres arrived in Indianapolis from New York.  He established himself as 

a partner in N.R. Smith & Ayres Company, eventually becoming the sole proprietor of L.S. Ayres 

& Company.  Ayres’ son Frederic moved the department store into a new era in 1905 with a new 

building at West Washington and South Meridian Streets.  Al-

though the company eventually vacated the flagship building in 

1992, it remains a fixture of the district’s streetscape. 

 

The second store, H.P. Wasson & Company (55-5), was estab-

lished in 1883 at North Meridian and West Washington Streets by 

Hiram P. Wasson.  During its tenure, it enjoyed success as one of 

the city’s great department stores.  The company remained at this 

location for almost a century, until it went out of business in 1979.   

 

The third big department store was the William H. Block Co. (54-

4), founded in 1896.  Block was an Austro-Hungarian immigrant 

who began his career as a peddler. The first Block building was in 

the first block of East Washington Street, later moving to a      

Photo Source: Griffith Block/Indianapolis News Building, 1907, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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flagship downtown building at North Illinois and West Market Streets with suburban mall outlets. 

In 1988 Block’s store became part of the national Lazarus chain, which closed in 1993. 

 

The district’s retail function was greatly impacted in the 1990s by the transformation of the first 

block of West Washington into Circle Center Mall.  Shaped in part by a Memorandum of Agree-

ment with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation for the Circle Center Development Pro-

ject, the mall was designed to reflect the evolution of an urban streetscape by reusing the historic 

Griffith and Darmody facades and incorporating the 1905 L.S. Ayres department store as an an-

chor.  Contemporary materials of various textures and colors were used for the build-out of the mall 

and new facades connected to the historic ones. 

 

Banking Uses 

Over the decades many financial institutions located their businesses in the first and second blocks 

of East Market Street.  The Indianapolis News in 1926 dubbed these blocks the “Wall Street of In-

dianapolis,” since by then they were home to nearly a dozen banks and trust companies.  The State 

Bank of Indiana, established in 1834, was the first banking institution in the city.  Indianapolis resi-

dent Stoughton A. Fletcher, Sr. also started a bank in 1839 that would evolve into the American 

Fletcher National Bank.  Upon passage of the National Banking Act of 1863, new local banks could 

be founded with national charters.  By the end of 1864 six national banks were chartered in the city, 

including Merchants National Bank and Indiana National Bank, the successor to the Indianapolis 

branch of the State Bank of Indiana.  Now the names of these banks have all been lost through 

mergers with multi-state banks. 

 

Three of the banks listed above – Fletcher, Merchants and Indiana – built architect-designed build-

ings that remain in the district, although they no longer serve as bank headquarters.  The Merchants 

landmark building (65-1) at 11 South Meridian Street, designed by Daniel Burnham, was the city’s 

tallest building from 1912 to 1962.  The architectural firm of Vonnegut & Bohn designed the 

Fletcher Trust Building (45-4) at 108 North Pennsylvania Street, which was completed in 1914.  

Local architecture firm D. A. Bohlen & Son designed the 1956 

Indiana Building (44-16) at 120 East Market Street for Indiana Na-

tional Bank. 

 

Other buildings in the district were designed as banks or had strong 

associations with now-defunct banks.  The J.F. Wild Bank Building 

(57-2) at 129 East Market Street was built for the J.F. Wild State 

Bank in 1923, though the bank closed in 1927.  The Fidelity Trust 

Company constructed the Fidelity Trust Building (44-14) at 146 

East Market Street in 1915, then moved to the Wild Bank Building 

in 1937.  Its final home (45-3) was constructed in 1958-59 at 111 

Monument Circle.  This new building was designed by the Chicago 

firm of Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill and is the first example of 

curtain wall construction in the city.  The National City Bank 

Building (57-15) at 110 East Washington Street is a sixteen-story 

office building built in 1921 to house that bank.  City Trust Com-

pany occupied the building by 1930, and within another ten years 

Indianapolis Morris Plan, a savings and loan company, occupied the 

Photo Source: Journal Building, 1902, Indiana Historic Preservation Commission Collection  
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building for the next several decades. 

 

Savings banks sprang up soon after state law permitted them in 1869.  Turner Building and Savings 

Association (TBSA) was incorporated in 1883 and opened its own building (44-10) at 116 North 

Delaware Street in 1941.  The building became the home of the Peoples Mutual Savings & Loan 

Association in the 1950s and later of Shelby Street Federal Savings and Loan Association.  Peoples 

Bank was established in 1891 by Felix T. McWhirter and chartered in 1900, making its office in the 

1898 Law Building (44-15) at 136 East Market Street.  The bank bought the building in 1920 and 

remodeled the façade in the 1970s.  Saving bank construction continued into the mid-twentieth cen-

tury, when Union Federal Savings & Loan Association built an eight-story building (57-1) at 45 

North Pennsylvania Street in 1964.  The building received a new façade in 1985. 

 

Hotel Uses 

Hotels have been a part of the district’s history since the city’s founding, when visitors spent the 

night in taverns.  Two great hotels of Indianapolis’ history, the Bates House (1852-1901) and the 

Claypool Hotel (1902-1969), were consecutively located at the northwest corner of Illinois and 

Washington Streets, an ideal spot on the National Road between Union Station and the interurban 

terminal.  Although those earlier buildings are now gone, the site is still used for a hotel. 

 

Hotel Washington and the Harrison Hotel are the only surviving historic hotel buildings in the dis-

trict and both now serve as office buildings.  Hotel Washington (56-10) at 32 East Washington 

Street was designed by the R.P. Daggett architectural firm and constructed by J. Edward Krause in 

1912.  It closed in 1963 and reopened after remodeling in 1965 as an apartment building, then was 

rehabilitated again in 1982 as an office building.  The Harrison Hotel (54-1) at 143 West Market 

Street was constructed in 1927-28 and appropriately situated near the National Road, Traction Ter-

minal, bus station and statehouse.  The eight-story hotel closed in 1971 and was remodeled as of-

fice space, reopening the following year as the Harrison Building. 

 

In the late twentieth century, new hotels were built to serve the revitalized downtown.  Embassy 

Suites Hotel (54-5) at 110 West Washington Street, built in 1983-85, is built on the site of the for-

mer Bates House and Claypool Hotel.  The Conrad Hotel (55-10) at 50 West Washington Street, 

built in 2005-06, has its main entrance located where the historic Griffith Block once stood.  As 

part of the Circle Center Mall development, the dismantled, restored, and reconstructed Griffith fa-

çade (66-2) is now on the south side of Washington Street and faces the Conrad. 

 

The district also contains a building originally constructed 

for another use, but was later rehabilitated into a hotel.  The 

Fletcher Trust Building (45-4) at 108 North Pennsylvania 

Street was built in 1913-14 to house banking, insurance, and 

law offices.  After those uses left, the building found new 

life as a hotel in the late 1990s. 

 

Office Uses 

A number of buildings in the district were constructed as 

speculative office ventures and the earliest real estate specu-

lators gambled on East Washington Street.  The  

Photo Source: Sentinel Printing Co. Building, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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Lombard (56-11), a Renaissance Revival-style commercial building at 22 East Washington Street, 

was designed by R.P. Daggett & Co. and constructed in 1892.  Wealthy resident Elizabeth Tinker 

Talbott initiated the venture and American National Bank eventually became one of the building’s 

most prominent tenants.   

 

In 1900 George J. Marott followed Mrs. Talbott’s lead by constructing the Tudor Revival office 

building (56-12) adjacent to the Lombard.  Marott’s shoe store occupied the street-level space of 

the structure and multiple office users rented the upper levels.   

 

Speculative office ventures then surged in the 1920s as a result of a downtown building boom fol-

lowing the end of World War I.  The Illinois Building (55-1) at 35 North Illinois Street, designed 

by local architecture firm Rubush & Hunter, was constructed in 1925-26 as a speculative office 

venture of the Illinois and Market Realty Co.  Another Rubush & Hunter design, the nine-story 

Renaissance Revival Guaranty office building (55-4) at 20 North Meridian Street, was erected in 

1922-1923 by Indianapolis financier Albert E. Metzger.  It was uniquely designed to front Monu-

ment Circle, with retail shops on the first floor opening into the building’s lobby as well as onto the 

street. This configuration allowed for an interior shopping arcade, which was unusual in city office 

buildings of the period. 

 

The Test building (55-2) at 54 Monument Circle was meant to be a “sister building” to the Guar-

anty office building. Designed by the architecture firm Bass, Knowlton & Co., it was built in 1924-

25 as an investment property by the heirs of Charles Edward Test, former president of the National 

Motor Vehicle Co. The building was an excellent example in that era of a progressive mixed-use 

property, because it had a self-contained parking garage with a capacity of over 200 vehicles. 

 

Of great architectural interest is the Circle Tower (56-2), designed by Rubush & Hunter and con-

structed by Albert E. Metzger in 1929-30.  Located at 55 Monument Circle, this building illustrated 

the high point of Art Deco design in the city. Although the City ordinance limited building heights 

on the Circle to 108 feet, the architects were able to achieve a higher height by receding the stories 

above the 108-foot limit. This set-back principle, while used extensively in Eastern states during 

this time period, found expression in Indianapolis only in Circle Tower. Its “ziggurat” crown cap-

ping the roofline, combined with bronze cresting 

above the individual storefronts, appealed to all 

kinds of office tenants. 

 

Post-World War II office buildings are also rep-

resented in the district.  The Lawyers Title Build-

ing (57-12) at 140 East Washington Street was 

completed in 1962 and exemplifies Modern cur-

tain wall design.  The commercial structure (57-

11) next door at 146 East Washington Street is a 

circa 1890 building remodeled in the 1960s with 

a curtain wall that imitates mid-twentieth century 

stylizing.   

 

In the 1980s the district experienced an office 

Photo Source: William H. Block Store, 1937, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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tower building boom reminiscent of the 1920s era when the central business area was rebuilt.  One 

example of this Post-Modernism movement is Market Tower (46-1) at 10 West Market Street, de-

signed by Lohan Associates and Ratio Architects and built in 1986-88.  Another is One North Capi-

tol (54-7) at 1 North Capitol Avenue, designed by LOM Corporation and built in 1981.  Both build-

ings were skyscraper development ventures that reshaped the skyline of the city. 

 

Entertainment and Recreation Uses in the District 

The district also contains buildings which represent the historic development and practice of leisure 

activities for amusement and diversion.    

 

Theater Uses 

Three historic theater buildings survive in the Mile Square.  The first, the Empire Theater (44-21) at 

136 North Delaware Street (also known as 121, 126 East Wabash Street), was constructed in 1892 

as a venue for burlesque shows and sporting events.  It was radically rebuilt and remodeled in 1922

-1926 to hold 300 cars, and today still functions as a parking garage.   

 

The second, Circle Theater, was designed by Rubush & Hunter and completed in 1916.  Circle 

Theater was the first theater in the city constructed expressly for feature-length films, but it also 

accommodated stage and musical performances.  After a $6.9 million renovation in 1984, Circle 

Theater reopened as the home of the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra.  Although completely sur-

rounded by the boundaries of the Monument Circle Historic District, Circle Theater stands alone as 

an individually designated property by the Indianapolis Historic Preservation Commission. This 

designation occurred in 1981 and the Circle Theater Historic Preservation Plan protects the building 

exterior and interior. 

 

The Circle Theatre Company, which historically owned Circle Theater, constructed the third sur-

viving theater building, Indiana Theatre (54-6) at 140 West Washington Street in 1927.  Rubush & 

Hunter produced the theater design which created the city’s largest cinema, seating 3,200.  The 

Indiana Theatre was also unique because it contained other recreational attractions such as a bowl-

ing alley, billiard tables, soda fountain and roof top ballroom.  Indiana Theatre closed as a cinema 

but reopened after extensive remodeling in 1980 as the home of the Indiana Repertory Theatre. 

 

Clubhouse Uses 

Three clubhouses, the Independent Order of Odd 

Fellows (I.O.O.F.) Building (57-16) at 1 North 

Pennsylvania Street, the Knights of Pythias (K of 

P) Lodge Hall No. 56 (44-1) at 115 East Ohio 

Street, and the Columbia Club (45-2) at 121 

Monument Circle are also important to the his-

toric recreation theme of the district.  Both the K 

of P and Odd Fellows Buildings are no longer 

owned or used by the fraternal lodges that built 

them, but they remain monuments to the move-

ment which flourished in the nineteenth and first 

half of the twentieth centuries.  The Columbia 

Club, however, survived the decline of club life 

Photo Source: Indiana Theater, 1927, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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and continues to enjoy the same prestige and status it commanded in the past.   

 

The I.O.O.F. was the city’s second fraternal order, established in 1846.  They built their first Hall in 

the 1850s on Pennsylvania Street at the National Road, but demolished it in 1907 to make way for 

the present building.  Completed in 1908, the fourteen-story design by Rubush & Hunter incorpo-

rated street-accessible showrooms and storefronts on the first two floors.  Nine stories of office 

space occupied the middle portion, with lodge meeting rooms and an auditorium on the top three 

floors.  Rents from the commercial office and retail space provided income for the fraternal organi-

zation. 

 

The K of P Hall was constructed in 1906 as the home of Indianapolis Lodge No. 56.  In 1910 the 

Lodge was noted as “one of the three largest K of P lodge buildings in the country.”  The building 

had rental commercial space on the first floor with lodge activities occupying the balance of the 

building area.  Like the Odd Fellows, the K of P chose Rubush & Hunter to design its lodge hall.   

 

The Columbia Club at 121 Monument Circle was originally founded in 1888 as a marching club, 

supporting the successful presidential campaign of local attorney Benjamin Harrison. It then 

quickly established itself as an influential organization linked to the Republican Party.  The organi-

zation first occupied a house on the site, but demolished it around 1900 to make way for a multi-

story club house.  It was then replaced by the present Columbia Club building, constructed in 1924-

1925.  Also designed by the local firm of Rubush & Hunter, the prominent building offered club 

members guest rooms, dining rooms, lounges, meeting rooms, and athletic facilities. 

 

Other Entertainment Uses 

The glass-and-steel Artsgarden dome (66-1 Part A) straddling the intersection of Illinois and Wash-

ington Streets is a modern entertainment addition to the district.  Designed by Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut 

& Whitelaw and built in 1994-95, it connects Claypool Court, Conrad Hotel, Hyatt Regency Hotel 

and the Circle Centre Mall to each other.  The 72,500 square feet of space serves as a public area 

and is used year-round for performances, exhibitions, meetings, community and special events.   

 

The Emmis Broadcasting Building (55-3) at 40 Monument Circle is the newest building on the Cir-

cle and houses the headquarters of Emmis Communications, owner of multiple radio stations. Some 

of those stations are housed within and program from the building.  

Designed by local architecture firm Ratio Architects and built in 

1999-2000, the building incorporates the historic façade of the for-

mer Journal Building, built in 1897, into the elevation facing 

Monument Circle and the historic façade of the former Rink’s 

Women’s Apparel Store (55-11 and 55-12), built in 1910, into the 

accompanying parking garage facing North Illinois Street. 

 

Religious Uses in the District 

Founded in 1837, Christ Church Cathedral (45-1) at 125 Monument 

Circle is the oldest church in Indianapolis and the only church that 

remains in the district.  Four Protestant churches faced Monument 

Circle from circa 1830 to 1868, but over time three of them sold 

their lots and moved northward as the Circle changed from a     

Photo Source: Businesses on Washington Street, 1910, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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residential area to a commercial core.  The cathedral is the church’s second structure on the site.  

The first was built in 1838 of wood construction, then removed to make way for the present church, 

built in 1857-1859.  Irish-born architect William J. Tinsley (1804-1885) was the creative mind be-

hind the design.  Christ Church is the “mother church” for much of the present Episcopal Diocese 

of Indianapolis and was elevated to cathedral status in 1954. 

 

Indiana Soldiers and Sailors Monument 

Although located at the center of the district, the Monument and surrounding state-owned land are 

excluded from IHPC jurisdiction because they are protected and operated by the Indiana War Me-

morial Commission.  However, as the district’s namesake the Monument is worth mentioning for 

its significant impact on the district’s composition. 

 

For Hoosiers of the late 19th century, the Civil War was the epochal event of the state’s history, a 

cataclysm that preserved the United States through immense effort and sacrifices on the part of 

Indiana soldiers and citizens.  The first official endorsement for a monument or memorial dedicated 

to the Indiana Soldiers of the Civil War came from Oliver P. Morton.  As early as November of 

1865 he urged the state to “… honor the dead (soldier), cherish the living, and preserve in immortal 

memory the deeds and virtues of all, as an inspiration for countless generations to come.”  Gov. 

Morton later told the state legislature that a monument should be built to commemorate the sacri-

fices of Indiana soldiers. 

 

No other Civil War memorial in the state approaches the Monument in size, scope of design, cost or 

prominence of location.  When finished in 1901, the Monument visually dominated the Mile 

Square plat laid by Alexander Ralston in 1821, and provided an impressive terminus to all the 

streets leading to the Circle.  By virtue of its commanding location, unique design, and local tradi-

tion as Indianapolis’ most familiar landmark, the Monument also became the symbol of the city.   

Photo Source: Monument Circle, 1924, Indianapolis Historic Preservation Commission Collection 
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Most of the resources described in the Historic Significance section were designed by architects, 

many of them local, and were constructed by accomplished builders and ornamented by talented 

artists.  Today their work stands as evidence of the pride of Indianapolis residents in creating a di-

verse built environment.  Yet this showcase of architectural history would be incomplete without 

the streets that define their geographic locations.  Washington and Market Streets, platted by Alex-

ander Ralston, remain intact as originally designed and provide the magnificent streetscape views 

for which the city is known.  

 

LOCAL ARCHITECTS 

 

D.A. Bohlen & Son 

Diedrich August Bohlen (1827-1890) emigrated from Germany and opened his architectural office 

in Indianapolis in 1853. The practice passed down through the family: Diedrich was succeeded by 

his son Oscar, grandson August and great-grandson Robert.  This firm was responsible for land-

mark buildings in Indianapolis and around the state, many of them religious or institutional.   

 

Buildings designed by the D.A. Bohlen & Son firm: 

S.S. Kresge Building, 41 East Washington Street (65-4) 

Indiana Building, 120 East Market Street (44-16) 

Indiana Dental College Building, 150 North Delaware Street (44-3) 

 

Adolf Scherrer 

Swiss native Scherrer (1848-1925) was educated at the Kunstakadmie in Vienna.  After emigrating, 

he arrived in Indianapolis in 1873 to work for Indianapolis architect Edwin May.  May and 

Scherrer’s design of the Indiana State House was selected as the winner after a competition, and 

Scherrer was the supervising architect and completed the drawings after May’s death in 1880.  Ei-

ther on his own or in partnership with others, Scherrer was responsible for many local schools, 

houses, commercial and institutional buildings. 

 

Buildings designed by Adolf Scherrer: 

Rink’s Cloak House Building, 25 North Illinois Street (55-11 and 55-12) 

 

R.P. Daggett & Co. 

Robert Platt Daggett (1837-1915) founded his firm in 1880.  A 

prolific and versatile architect, he designed numerous residences 

such as the 1872 James Whitcomb Riley House, as well as schools 

and commercial buildings.  Daggett’s son, Robert Frost (1875-

1955) joined the firm after earning his diploma in 1901 from the 

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, and Robert Frost Daggett, Jr. (1912

-1985) joined in 1948.  The firm dissolved after the younger 

Daggett’s retirement.   

 

Buildings designed by the R.P. Daggett & Co. firm: 

Hotel Washington, 32 East Washington Street (56-10) 

Consolidated Building, 115 North Pennsylvania Street (44-18) 

Inland Building, 156 East Market Street (44-12) 

Photo Source: Indiana National Bank Building, 1956, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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Lombard Building, 22 East Washington Street (56-11) 

H. Lieber Company Building, 24 West Washington Street (44-11) 

Continental Bank Building (later rebuilt as the Electric Building), 1 Monument Circle (56-1) 

Lemcke Building (later remodeled as the LaRosa Building), 107 North Pennsylvania Street (44-

17) 

 

Vonnegut & Bohn 

The architectural firm of Vonnegut & Bohn contributed much to the district’s architectural spec-

trum.  Formed in 1888 by Bernard Vonnegut (1855-1908) and Arthur Bohn (1861-1948), this team 

was responsible for many buildings throughout the city.  The firm’s designs were wide-ranging and 

included industrial, school, institutional, religious, residential, commercial and office buildings.   

 

Buildings designed by the Vonnegut & Bohn firm:  

L.S. Ayres & Company Building (and additions), 1 West Washington Street (66-3 and 66-4) 

William H. Block Company Building (and addition), 50 North Illinois Street (54-4) 

Kahn Tailoring Building, 1 North Meridian Street (56-16) 

Fletcher Trust Building, 108 North Pennsylvania Street (45-4) 

Meyer-Kiser Bank Building, 130 East Washington Street (57-13) 

Selig’s Dry Goods Company Building, 20 West Washington Street (55-6) 

Turner Building & Saving Association Building, 116 North Delaware Street (44-10) 

 

Rubush & Hunter 

This architectural duo left a deep impression on downtown Indianapolis.  Preston C. Rubush (1867-

1947) and Edgar O. Hunter (1873-1949) founded their firm in 1905 and designed almost 200 

buildings throughout the country until the partnership ended in 1938.  A number of the district's 

early 20th century buildings are identified as their creations and showcase their experience in a 

variety of architectural styles. 

 

Buildings designed by the Rubush & Hunter firm:  

Circle Tower, 55 Monument Circle (56-2) 

H.P. Wasson & Company Building, 2 West Washington Street (55-5) 

Indiana Garage, 145 East Market Street (57-4) 

Odd Fellows Building, 1 North Pennsylvania Street (57-16) 

Columbia Club, 121 Monument Circle (45-2) 

Knights of Pythias (K of P) Lodge No. 56, 115 East Ohio Street 

(44-1) 

Indiana Theatre, 140 West Washington Street (54-6) 

Circle Theater, 45 Monument Circle 

Daniel Stewart Company Building, 50 South Meridian Street (66

-5) 

Fidelity Trust Building, 146 East Market Street (44-14) 

 

Fermor Spencer Cannon 

Cannon studied architecture at the University of Illinois and main-

tained his own practice from 1913 to 1929.  Cannon’s father was the 

founder of Railroadmen’s Federal Savings and Loan Association, to 

Photo Source: Odd Fellows Building, 1946, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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which Cannon succeeded him as president and later, chairman of the board after closing his design 

office.  An especially notable work by Cannon is the 1928 Butler University field house, which is a 

National Historic Landmark. 

 

Buildings designed by Fermor Spencer Cannon: 

J.F. Wild Bank Building, 129 East Market Street (57-2) 

 

William Earl Russ 

Russ was a graduate of Columbia University and moved his architectural office to Indianapolis in 

1913.  By 1934 he had formed a partnership with local architect Merritt Harrison. 

 

Buildings designed by William Earl Russ: 

The Harrison Hotel, 143 West Market Street (54-1) 

 

Bass, Knowlton & Co. 

This firm was founded by architect Herbert L. Bass (1877-1926) and engineer Lynn O. Knowlton 

in 1921.  The firm specialized in garage structures and designed many across the country for the 

U.S. Post Office, while also producing designs for the National Register-listed Cole Motor Com-

pany and numerous mansions. 

 

Buildings designed by the Bass, Knowlton & Co. firm: 

Test Building, 54 Monument Circle (55-2) 

 

Ratio Architects 

This local firm was founded as HDG Architects in 1982 by architect William Browne and develop-

ers Cornelius Alig and Harold Garrison, and was affiliated with Mansur Development Company.  

In 1987 Browne bought out his partners and changed the firm’s name to Ratio.  As the company 

grew, Ratio played a major role in the late twentieth century redevelopment of existing buildings 

downtown in addition to construction of new buildings in the district. 

 

Buildings designed or redeveloped by the Ratio Architects firm: 

Addition to Elliott’s Block, 14 West Maryland 

Street (66-6) 

Emmis Broadcasting Building and Journal 

Building Façade, 40 Monument Circle (55-3) 

Monument Circle Building, 120 Monument 

Circle (46-2) 
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Daniel H. Burnham 

Burnham (1846-1912) was commissioned to design Merchants National Bank at the prime location 

of Washington and Meridian Streets.  He was an experienced designer of high-rise office buildings 

in Chicago and Chief of Construction for the 1893 World’s Columbian Exhibition.  The seventeen-

story tower was the city’s tallest building for fifty years until the City-County Building was erected. 

 

Buildings designed by Daniel H. Burnham: 

Merchants National Bank Building, 11 South Meridian Street (65-1) 

 

Jarvis Hunt 

Hunt (1859-1941) was another Chicago architect hired to design a commercial structure in down-

town Indianapolis.   

 

Buildings designed by Jarvis Hunt: 

Indianapolis News-Goodman Building, 30 West Washington Street (55-9) 

 

Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill (SOM) 

This world-renowned architectural firm was founded in Chicago in 1936 by Louis Skidmore, Na-

thaniel Alexander Owings, and John Ogden Merrill. Skidmore and Owings were both Indiana na-

tives. Still a leader today in building design, the firm is responsible for such famous buildings as 

the Willis (formerly Sears) Tower and the John Hancock Center in Chicago, and the Lever House 

in New York City.  The firm introduced curtain wall construction to Indianapolis in the 1950s. 

 

Buildings designed by the Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill firm: 

Fidelity-AFNB-Chase Building, 111 Monument Circle (45-3) 

J.C. Penney Co. Department Store (now converted to the Monument Circle Building with no 

semblance of the original SOM design), 120 Monument Circle (46-2) 
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BUILDERS AND ARTISTS 

 

Sculptors 

Alexander Sangernebo (1856-1930) was born in Estonia and educated in St. Petersburg, Hamburg 

and Paris.  He arrived in Indianapolis in the early 1890s as chief sculptor of the Indianapolis Terra 

Cotta Company and opened his own studio in 1898.   

 

Buildings displaying work by Alexander Sangernebo: 

L.S. Ayres & Co. Building, 1 West Washington Street (66-3 and 66-4) 

Columbia Club, 121 Monument Circle (45-2) 

Guaranty Building, 20 North Meridian Street (55-4) 

Test Building, 54 Monument Circle (55-2) 

Illinois Building, 35 North Illinois Street (55-1) 

Selig Dry Goods Store, 20 West Washington Street (55-6) 

Fletcher Trust Building, 108 North Pennsylvania Street (45-4) 

Odd Fellows Building, 1 North Pennsylvania Street (57-16) 

Kahn Tailoring Building, 1 North Meridian Street (56-16) 

 

Construction 

The William P. Jungclaus Company was a local firm that constructed many buildings in the district.  

William P. Jungclaus (1849-1923) left Germany in 1870 to visit his uncle, Indianapolis architect 

D.A. Bohlen, and decided to remain.  He founded his contracting business in 1875 and was suc-

ceeded by family members.  The firm still exists as a major builder in the city under the name Jung-

claus-Campbell Company. 

 

Buildings constructed by the William P. Jungclaus Company: 

Indiana Theatre, 140 West Washington Street (54-6) 

Harrison Hotel, 143 West Market Street (54-1) 

Columbia Club, 121 Monument Circle (45-2) 

Indiana Building, 120 East Market Street (44-16) 

Illinois Building, 35 North Illinois Street (55-1) 

Guaranty Building, 20 North Meridian Street (55-4) 

Circle Tower, 55 Monument Circle (56-2) 

Taylor Carpet Co., 26 West Washington Street (55-8) 

H.P. Wasson Co., 2 West Washington Street (55-5) 

L.S. Ayres & Co., 1 West Washington Street 

(66-3 and 66-4) 

S.S. Kresge Company, 41 East Washington 

Street (65-4) 

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Photo Source: Detail of the Columbia Club, 2009, Indianapolis Historic Preservation Commission Collection 
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ERAS OF SIGNIFICANCE 

 

Indianapolis’ history is most easily discerned by looking at the built environment of its downtown 

and how it has evolved over time. Eras of significance, as explained here, define the different chap-

ters of the city’s history. Each era has character-defining features that categorize it as part of that 

era. As the district continues to evolve these features will take on new meaning.  

 

1821-1847: Pioneer 

Indianapolis, platted in 1821, was designed by prominent planner Alexander Ralston.  In Ralston’s 

plan Washington Street was to be the principal street in the new city; its extra width and land layout 

point to its significance.  Washington Street also made up a portion of the National Road, the first 

federally-funded interstate highway.  This road stretched through 6 states, beginning in Cumber-

land, Maryland and ending in Vandalia, Illinois.  

 

Despite being the first area settled, the Monument Circle District does not contain structures dating 

from this pioneer period.  Originally they would have been residences constructed of log or heavy-

timber frames.  As the city grew, these structures were razed or moved to make way for newer, big-

ger buildings.  Indianapolis’ growth and development snowballed when the first train arrived in the 

city in October of 1847.. Other railroads followed quickly followed, connecting the Indiana town to 

the rest of the world.  Because of the railroads, the city’s population exploded from 2,692 in 1840 

to 8,091 in 1850. 

 

1847-1866: Antebellum 

The city of Indianapolis continued to grow during the Antebellum and Civil War eras.  By the be-

ginning of the war the city contained over 18,000 people, with immigrants arriving from the East 

Coast and Europe to seek job opportunities in the steadily growing town.  

Due to this population increase, the city’s central business district grew 

larger and spread away from the original confined “main street” along the 

National Road.  These businesses were located in brick buildings two to 

four stories in height, replacing the smaller older homes and shops along 

Washington Street.  

 

The rapid growth of Indianapolis also affected Circle Street, transforming 

it from a small neighborhood to a booming commercial district which in-

cluded law and insurance offices and retail stores.  This commercial dis-

trict then spread along Washington Street and Market Street.   

 

Some of the oldest buildings currently in the Monument Circle District 

date to the 1850s, including Christ Church Cathedral (45-1) and several 

commercial buildings, though some of the original details have been hidden behind newer facades.   

 

1867-1889: Post Civil War 

Indianapolis continued to grow during this period following the Civil War.  By 1870 the city was 

home to 75,056; twenty years later that number had grown to over 105,000 citizens.  The central 

business district continued to swell as commercial interests engulfed the surrounding residential 

areas, becoming a denser area perfect for commercial activity.  The city also built larger civic 

buildings to serve their needs.  In 1876 the Marion County Courthouse was erected.  The year 1888  
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ERAS OF SIGNIFICANCE (continued) 

 

saw the completion of the Indiana Statehouse as well as the beginning of con-

struction on the Soldiers and Sailors Monument located in the heart of down-

town. 

 

Along with new buildings, the city experienced an increase of notable archi-

tectural firms.  Robert Platt Daggett began his practice in 1868, D.A. Bohlen 

& Son formed in 1884, and Vonnegut and Bohn opened their doors in 1888.  

The Post Civil War period saw the continued popularity of the Italianate , 

Renaissance Revival, and Second Empire Styles.  Many of the new architects 

practicing in Indianapolis designed grand buildings in these styles, which can 

still be seen in the Monument Circle District today. 

 

1890-1899: Post Civil War 

During this period the city’s population expanded to 170,000, and build-

ings and commerce continued to grow.  Older buildings from the antebel-

lum era were demolished to make way for larger buildings and newer ar-

chitectural styles and materials.  Terra-cotta and steel were used fre-

quently in these newer buildings.  The single-story Wagner Building (44-

4) showcased a stamped sheet-metal entablature while the façade of the 

Lombard Building (56-11) highlighted the use of terra-cotta. 

 

The year 1892 marked the completion of the Empire Theater (44-21), pro-

viding a variety of entertainment for Indianapolis’ population. Its uses 

ranged from a venue for stage shows to a ring for boxing matches. The 

theater originally towered over its low-rise neighbors, but now after dec-

ades of growth and development this structure is located behind even 

taller buildings and is completely screened from view. 

 

1900-1919: Early Twentieth Century 

Buildings of the district built in the first two decades of the twentieth cen-

tury are numerous.  They were built with modern materials such as steel 

and concrete and were larger in size.  This period produced numerous 

high-rise skyscrapers, starting with Rubush & Hunter’s 14-story Odd Fel-

lows Building (57-16) in 1908, followed by the Daggetts’ 15-story Con-

solidated Building (44-18) of 1911, and their 17-story Hotel Washington 

(56-10) of 1912.  Daniel Burnham’s 17-story Merchants National Bank 

(65-1) of 1912 reigned as the tallest building in Indianapolis until 1962.  

All of these skyscrapers used the standard classical formula of base, shaft, 

and capital and had Renaissance Classical details in carved limestone and 

terra-cotta. 

 

The early 1900s also saw the completion and dedication of the unofficial 

symbol of the city: the Soldiers and Sailors Monument. Skyscrapers 

posed a threat to the prominence of the Monument and led to the 1905 

adoption of a height restriction ordinance on buildings near Monument Circle.   

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE 
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1920-1930: Post World War I 

Following the end of World War I, the population of the city grew from 

314,194 to 364,161. This period saw the lifting of war-time material and la-

bor restrictions, leading to one of the biggest building booms the city had 

ever seen.  Monument Circle was the focus of redevelopment as one nine-

teenth century building after another was pulled down and replaced.  Revival 

styles became popular, as did the “zoomy” Art Deco style.  Architects also 

designed spaces for the automobile by producing parking garages such as 

Indiana Garage (57-4), Union Title/Del Mar Garage (57-5) and the Test 

Building (55-2) with its unique internal garage. 

 

1931-1949: Great Depression  

During the years of the Great Depression, the city’s population growth slowed with a gain of only 

22,811 by 1940. This period saw very little new construction because of the low demand caused by 

the Depression, and then restrictions on construction materials and labor 

shortages during World War II.  Instead, the city experienced a rise in ret-

rofitting, or applying new facades to existing older buildings.  Examples of 

these buildings include the H.P. Wasson Department Store (55-5), F.W. 

Woolworth Five and Dime store (65-2), Aetna (57-19), and the Turner (44

-10) buildings.  This period also saw a new trend where building owners 

razed their empty commercial buildings to reduce the tax burden and 

turned the properties into surface parking lots.  Many buildings were per-

manently damaged or lost to these trends.   

 

Ironically, the three major local department stores made substantial invest-

ments in their buildings.  The Ayres Building (66-3 and 66-4), Block Store 

(54-4), and the collection of Wasson buildings (55-5) were all heavily 

altered and expanded during the Depression and World War II. 

 

1950-1979: Mid Twentieth Century 

The Post-War period brought the dramatic arrival of the Modern Style to the stage of Monument 

Circle.  With its distinct characteristics of blankness, severity, and simple window grids, this style 

began to sprout on new buildings or as new facades to existing buildings.  Skidmore, Owings and 

Merrill’s 1959 Fidelity Building (45-3) on Monument Circle is an excellent example.  The modern 

designs of the local architectural firm of Lennox, Matthews, 

Simmons & Ford was in high demand during the 1960s and 

1970s. 

 

This was a period of great growth in Indianapolis as the popula-

tion grew from 427,173 in 1950 to 744,624 in 1970.  However, 

it also saw the decline of the central business district as a result 

of suburban growth, and demand for more parking lots and ga-

rages fueled demolition fever.  Removal of “eyesores” was ap-

plauded in the local press.  The Interstate system, completed in  
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1976, spurred development of large shopping malls with local and national department store outlets 

on the I-465 beltway, giving shoppers fewer reasons to frequent the stores on Washington Street.  

New buildings, such as the Union Federal Building (57-1) of 1964 with stark Modern glass facades, 

were enthusiastically received. 

 

1980-1995: Late Twentieth Century 

In the 1980s and the first half of the 1990s the central business 

district became a continuous construction site, culminating with 

the completion of the Circle Center Mall in 1995 and continued 

rehabilitation of historic buildings.  Between 1989 and 1990 his-

toric and non-historic buildings were demolished to clear the 

streetscape of the first block of West Washington for Circle Cen-

ter Mall.  Despite the loss of buildings, the resulting mall design 

reflected the organic evolution of the urban streetscape by reusing 

the Griffith (66-2) and Darmody facades along with new materi-

als of various textures and colors.  New high-rise office buildings 

were introduced downtown, drastically transforming the city’s 

skyline.  Additionally this decade marked an era of investments in public buildings with the devel-

opment of Market Square Arena, the Indiana Convention Center, and eventually the Hoosier RCA 

Dome.   

 

1995-2011: Present 

The current period has seen construction and design oriented to 

highlight the mall, such as the Conrad Hotel (55-10) and the 

Emmis Building (55-3) as well as the rehabilitation of the Wil-

liam H. Block Building (54-4).  Awareness of the value of his-

toric buildings also increased the number of rehabilitation pro-

jects.  However, the mall and the revived central business dis-

trict has resulted in increased demand for more parking struc-

tures, posing unique dilemmas to the ongoing retention of the 

built environment in downtown Indianapolis. 

Claypool Court/Embassy Suites Hotel 

Emmis Broadcasting Building 
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Photo Source: Downtown Indianapolis, Looking Southeast, c. 1895, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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BLOCK 44 

Block 44 General Information: 

The southern half and the northeastern quarter of 

the block are bounded by Ohio Street to the North, 

Delaware Street to the East, Market Street to the 

South, and Pennsylvania Street to the West. 

The Periods of Significance for this block range 

from Post-Civil War (1890-1899) to the Mid-

Twentieth Century (1950-1979). 

The  Delaware Flats Building (44-8) and Fidelity 

Trust  Building (44-14) are listed on the National 

Register of Historic Places. The Indiana Dental 

College (44-3) is listed on the Indiana State Regis-

ter of Historic Places. 
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RESOURCE  NUMBER 

NAME           

ADDRESS  

Alternate Addresses 

ARCHITECT 

CONSTRUCTION DATE 

STYLE 

LOCATION MAP 

BUILDING RESOURCE INVENTORY 

HISTORY: This brick “castle” of three stories was con-

structed as the Knights of Pythias (K of P) Lodge No. 56 

in 1906. Founded in Washington D.C. in 1864, K of P 

came to this city in 1869 and by 1908, there were 491 

lodges in Indiana with 14 in Indianapolis alone. Lodge 

No. 56, the state’s largest, had 880 members in 1908. 

The fraternal organization’s purpose to promote friend-

ship among men and relieve suffering is reflected in the 

three-word motto, “Friendship, Charity & Benevo-

lence.” The letters “F. C. B.” are found on the two 

sculpted shields in the parapet of the “castle,” as the 

Knights of Pythias called their lodge halls. John Irish 

rehabilitated the former lodge hall as his residence in the 

1970s.   

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Rubush & Hunter designed 

this lodge hall with commercial space to evoke a Tudor 

castle. The façade is composed of brown brick and lime-

stone. Smooth limestone ashlar frames the two entrances 

and storefront. Located behind the newer storefront, the 

building now has retail space on the first floor while the 

former lodge hall area is a residence. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The original brown brick 

and limestone facing materials, as well as fenestration 

patterns and detailing,  have been preserved. The build-

ing’s character is defined by the smooth limestone and 

its use in the rough quoining on the second and third 

floors flanking the windows and on the parapet sur-

rounding the K of P shields. Above the central shop-

front is a two-story oriel with limestone base and span-

drels, mullions, and a limestone crenellated parapet. 

Unique stone-framed slit windows flank the oriel. The 

parapet is stone-faced with brick pier panels ornamented 

with K of P shields and knights’ helmets. The eastern 

pier plinth is inscribed “No. 56 Knights of Pythias May 

27, 1906.”   

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I: 39; Dunn Greater Indian-

apolis 379-81.  

   44-1 

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS LODGE NO. 56 

115 East Ohio Street 

115-121 E. Ohio St. 

Rubush & Hunter 

1906 

Tudor Revival 
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HISTORY: Constructed between 1887 and 1898, this 

three-story brick commercial building was built as the 

home of the Sun Company, publisher of the daily Indi-

anapolis Sun. The pressroom was on the first floor, with 

the composition room above. Changing hands numerous 

times after the building was built, the paper was re-

named the Evening Sun, the Indiana Daily Times, and 

lastly the Indianapolis Times. By the late 1920s, the 

building was a restaurant and later a hotel with shops on 

the first floor.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The building is divided into 

three bays and is constructed using taupe brick and ar-

chitectural sculpture. This building was rehabilitated in 

the 1970s. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The original brick masonry 

and limestone façade materials and fenestrations remain 

as designed. Decorative features include the two sculp-

tural tablets at the first floor level, which are knots of 

acanthus leaves in the Gothic style. Two similar panels 

are found in the parapet, linked by a Gothic acanthus 

molding. 

Sources: Sanborn 1898 II:152, 1914-54 I:39; Polk City 

Directories; Encyclopedia of Indianapolis. 809.  

          44-2 

SUN COMPANY BUILDING 

121 East Ohio Street 

125-133 E. Ohio St. 

Rubush & Hunter 

c. 1890 

Gothic 

 

HISTORY: This building was constructed in 1894 as the 

home of the Indiana Dental College, founded in 1878 by 

members of the Indiana State Dental Association. 

Though it was built for dental education, it also served 

as the home of the Sun-Columbia Equitable Securities 

Co. for a number of years. It was listed in the Indiana 

State Register of Historic Places in 1980. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The building is modeled 

after Italian Renaissance palazzos. The first floor was 

designed for retail space with a storefront on Delaware  

St. and two on Ohio St. Original storefront materials 

have been replaced. The rough texture of the brick is due 

to harsh sandblasting in the 1970s.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The original steel lintels and  

flanking stone piers of the storefronts remain. Other sig-

nificant details are found above the third floor windows, 

including the blind arcade filled with nail head motif, 

terra-cotta lunettes, decorated acanthus keystones, a cor-

bel table, a stamped sheet-metal entablature with dentil 

and frieze panels, and a stone stringcourse serving as 

sills, lintels, and architrave. Decorative terra cotta com-

prises the belt course and pier caps.  

Sources: Sanborn 1898 II:152; Hymans Journal Hand-

book of Indianapolis, 206-07.  

          44-3 

INDIANA DENTAL COLLEGE BUILDING 

150 North Delaware Street 

135-145 E. Ohio St.  

D. A. Bohlen & Son 

1894 

Italianate   
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HISTORY: In 1898 this building was the office of Dr. 

Theodore Wagner. By 1928 it was Peter Nomos’ restau-

rant. In later years it was a jewelry store, and then in the 

1970s it became the Architectural Center of the Indiana 

Society of Architects. The building’s rehabilitation was 

a pioneer project of ISA to showcase downtown revitali-

zation through historic preservation. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This tiny one-story com-

mercial building was constructed sometime between 

1887 and 1898. The façade contains the storefront with 

two end piers and a display window with paneled apron.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The building retains its 

original diminutive scale and massing, storefront con-

figuration as well as decorative stamped sheet-metal 

entablature with cornice frieze corbel table. 

Sources: Sanborn 1887 II:41, 1898 II:152; Indianapo-

lis Star 1/13/1978; Polk City Directories.  

          44-4 

WAGNER BUILDING 

148 North Delaware Street 

Same 

Unknown 

c. 1890 

Italianate   

HISTORY: Victor H. Winterrowd (1886-1959) built this 

building to house his architectural firm. Winterrowd 

worked for the Lennox, Matthews, Simmons & Ford 

architectural firm until his death in 1959, and designed 

plans for the Apollo Theater on Illinois St., the Scottish 

Rite Cathedral, and the Meadows Apartments. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This one-story brick build-

ing has a detailed limestone façade balanced with a cen-

tral entrance and symmetrical display windows. The 

façade is framed by two molded end piers. The windows 

are replacements with blind transoms. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The building’s limestone 

façade is unique in this block of primarily brick build-

ings. Its focal center bay is flanked by a pair of molded, 

pinnacled piers that rise above the parapet. The doorway 

features a molded Tudor arch, original transom, double-

leaf, glazed doors, and hardware. Above the doorway is 

simplified perpendicular blind tracery, also found in the 

twin parapet panels above each window. Bead-and-reel 

molding frames the two windows.  

Sources: Sanborn 1898 II:152, Indiana Construction 

Recorder, 3/26/1927, p.5; Indianapolis News, 

3/16/1925, 5/20/1959.  

          44-5 

WINTERROWD BUILDING 

144 North Delaware Street 

144-146 N. Delaware St. 

Victor H. Winterrowd 

1927 

Tudor Revival  
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HISTORY: The Carr building initially had five shops on 

Delaware St., three shops on Wabash St., and offices on 

the second floor. Owner Robert E. Carr of Midwest 

Management rehabilitated it in the early 1980s, which is 

when it lost its original Neo-Classical appearance.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This commercial building is 

three stories in height, with the added mansard roof 

making the third floor. The building is five bays wide, 

the middle slightly wider as it originally accommodated 

the street staircase to the second story. Window and 

storefront details and materials were replaced with plate 

glass in aluminum sashes. The  third floor was added to 

increase leasable space and “to give the building an old-

fashioned look”, as reported by the Star at the time.  

Standing–seam copper clads the mansard roof, which is 

pierced by round arched dormers and accented with 

wooden brackets. The alley (Wabash Street) side is 

seven bays long.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The original bay configura-

tion and brick piers with limestone blocks representing 

bases and capitals remain. A stone stringcourse serves as 

the sills for the second-story windows. 

Sources: 1887 II:4, 1898 II:152, 1914-54 I:40; Indian-

apolis Star, 1/22/1983, News 1/14/1983; Bass Photo 

#70340-F.  

          44-6 

CARR BUILDING 

136 North Delaware Street 

140-144 E. Wabash St. 

Cole Associates (rehabilitation) 

1934 & 1983 

Neo-Classical 

HISTORY: This two-story three-bay commercial build-

ing was constructed sometime before 1887. Although it 

seems to have been part of a larger commercial block 

because of its matching height, width, articulation, and 

details to those buildings farther south on Delaware St., 

it was never attached to any other buildings. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The current storefront dates 

to c. 1990. A secondary storefront window facing Wa-

bash St. was added later. Eight window openings and 

two doorways also pierce the north wall. Evidence of 

narrowed segmental brick arches above the windows 

suggest the current ones are larger than the original.  

Doors also have segmental arches. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The later storefront is 

framed by the original rusticated pilasters made of lime-

stone. The lower stringcourse forming the frieze above 

the storefront is cast-iron. Decorative cornice work and 

the upper central window are remainders of  the original 

detailing. 

Sources: 1887 II:4, 1898 II:152, 1914-54 I:40; Indian-

apolis Star, 1/22/1983, News 1/14/1983; Bass Photo 

#70340-F.  

          44-7 

COMMERCIAL BUILDING 

130 North Delaware Street 

130-134 N. Delaware St. 

Unknown 

c. 1887 

Neo-Classical 
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BLOCK 44— North Delaware Street 

Sources: Sanborn, 1887, II: 41; 1898, II:152; Apart-

ments & Flats of Downtown Indianapolis, Nat Reg. 

Nom. ,1983.  
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          44-8 

DELAWARE FLATS BUILDING 

122 North Delaware Street 

122-132 N. Delaware St.  

Unknown 

c. 1887 

Italianate 

HISTORY: The Delaware Flats Building was constructed 

between 1887 and 1898. The first floor had four shops 

and the upper floors had residential units. Some of the 

apartment residents had shops on the first floor or across 

the street at the City Market. It was listed in the National 

Register of Historic Places in 1980. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The façade of this three-

story brick mixed-use building is articulated in six initial 

units in an A-B-A-A-B-A rhythm on its second and third 

floors, and is additionally expressed in the stepped back 

entablature over the “B” units. The two “B” units are 

framed by a pair of giant pilasters supporting a round 

arch in the third floor. Each of the “A” units is pierced 

by a pair of windows (replacements fitting the original 

openings) on each floor.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The building's original ma-

terials and configuration remain primarily intact. The 

pointed ornamentation consists of cornice and frieze 

panels with an interlocking circle motif. Brick header 

checkerboard panels are between the second and third 

floor windows. The pilasters have acanthus capitals. The 

storefronts are framed by a molded cornice with dentals. 

The historic transom band survives, as do the three cast-

iron pilasters. The center one is fluted and bears the 

motto “ARCHL IRON WORKS MUNCIE IND”.  

          44-9 

PEOPLES MUTUAL SAVINGS AND LOAN 

118 North Delaware Street 

118, 120 N. Delaware St. 

Unknown 

c. 1923 

Colonial Revival   

HISTORY: The Peoples Mutual Savings & Loan Asso-

ciation was founded in 1881 to provide loans for the 

purchase of houses. It appears PMS&LA built this build-

ing and moved in around 1923, maintaining the location 

as its office for decades. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This is an example of the 

Colonial Revival style on a commercial building. The 

brick structure was designed in three bays, with a Palla-

dian-inspired framed doorway topped by a slate pent 

roof.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The façade has all its origi-

nal elements. The entrance is flanked by wooden pilas-

ters and a broken pediment with an urn finial. The pedi-

ment cornice is supported by modillion blocks, also 

found on the entablature of the three-bay shop window 

bay, which has three double-hung windows with 9-over-

1 and 12-over-1 true divided lights. The three second-

story, double-hung windows have the original 12-over-

12 sashes and are flanked by pairs of shutters. Original 

lantern light fixtures also remain. 

. 

Sources: Indianapolis Star, 9/22/1953, 1/5/1958; Indi-

anapolis Business Journal, 11/2-8/1987; Bass Photo 

#70202F, 1920.  
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          44-10 

TURNER BUILDING & SAVING ASSOCIATION  

116 North Delaware Street 

Same 

Vonnegut & Bohn 

1940-41 

Art Moderne 

HISTORY: The Turner Building & Saving Association 

(TBSA) was founded in 1883 by members of the So-

cialer Turnverein. The business was located in the Lem-

cke Building for many years in the early 20th century 

before moving to this Delaware Street location. Al-

though the end walls of the building date to 1887, the 

TBSA had it rebuilt and “completely modernized inside” 

and out. Kurt Vonnegut of Vonnegut and Bohn was the 

architect, who was an active member of the Socialer 

Turnverein. In more recent years the building has 

housed law offices. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Vonnegut designed the two

-story commercial building in the Art Moderne Style, 

influenced by contemporary European design.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The building retains its red 

terra-cotta roof tiles, Art Moderne smooth ashlar lime-

stone, polished granite, and glass block. The façade is 

pierced by a two-story window opening, bisected by a 

marble-paneled spandrel. Granite frames the entrance 

and polished pink granite blocks serve as the plinths for 

the three piers that vertically divide the façade. Glass 

blocks are found in the second-floor window.  

Sources: Sanborn 1887 II:41; Indianapolis Star, 

2/23/1941; Bass Photo #60369F, 1917.  

HISTORY: This building was most likely built for Peter 

Lieber, the proprietor of P. Lieber & Co., a brewery. He 

was a native of Düsseldorf in Germany and served as 

U.S. Consul there from 1893 until 1908.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This two-story brick com-

mercial building was once part of a larger commercial 

block extending northward. Its current form is divided 

into six bays. The first floor has been reconfigured for 

two storefronts and a stair entrance to the second floor. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Under new brickwork is 

evidence of the storefront’s original stone piers. The 

upper portion of the façade is rich with brick ornamenta-

tion accented with sculpted limestone pieces. The sec-

ond-story windows are horizontally framed by two lime-

stone belt courses. Above the lintel line are blind round 

arches with keystones, except in the third and fifth bays 

where two faux round-arch windows are framed by strip 

pilasters topped by gables. The pilasters have scrolled 

corbels. Gables are enriched by decorative brickwork, as 

is the parapet with a terra cotta stringcourse and corbel 

table. The north gable features scrolled and palmette 

finials.  

Sources: Bass Photo #21763-F, 1917; Dunn, Greater 

Indianapolis, 943-44. 

          44-11 

PETER LIEBER BUILDING 

106 North Delaware Street 

106-114 N. Delaware St. 

Unknown 

c. 1887 

Renaissance Revival 
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HISTORY: The City Trust Co. was founded in 1916 and 

established its office in this building the following year. 

By 1925 the company moved into the National City 

Bank Building at 108 E. Washington St. Five years later, 

at the start of the Great Depression, company president 

Dick Miller announced that CTC “closed its doors to 

afford the greatest possible protection to depositors and 

existing creditors” as reported by the Star newspaper. A 

later building tenant was Inland Bank and Trust, giving 

the building its combined name. In 1965 the building 

was remodeled by John M. LaRosa. 

  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Thirteen stories high, the 

City Trust-Inland Building is constructed with a steel 

frame and concrete slab floors. It is faced with brown 

brick and limestone architectural detailing. The building 

originally had two entrances on Market St. and one on 

Delaware St. The latter no longer exists and the con-

soled cornices have been removed. Original wood dou-

ble-hung sashes once located above the first floor have 

been replaced with aluminum-sash, single-pane win-

dows. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The building retains its clas-

sical ordering with a two–story smooth limestone base, 

two-story capital of brick and stone, and a plain brick 

nine-story shaft. The doorways and windows of the first 

floor are framed with molding and their segmental 

arches have keystones. Above and between the second-

story windows are sculpted garland pendants of laurel 

leaves, flowers, and acanthus. The third floor has stone 

window frames connected by stone string courses 

against brick panels. The top two stories are separated 

by a brick-and-stone frieze band and stone-framed piers 

and spandrels, topped by a second frieze band and shal-

low cornice. The original paired and tripartite fenestra-

tion pattern above the first floor remains.   

Sources: Sanborn 1914-1954 I:39, Indianapolis Men of 

Affairs, 1923; Seager “Architectural Projects by the 

Daggett Firm of Indianapolis circa 1868-1976,” 1989; 

Bass Photo# 21763-F 1917, Indianapolis Star 

10/24/1030, 9/21/1969.  

          44-12 

CITY TRUST– INLAND BUILDING 

156 East Market Street 

156-160 E. Market St. 

R.P. Dagget & Co. 

1916 

Neoclassical 
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BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The building’s present ap-

pearance is from a 1999 alteration to a 1939 two-story 

commercial building. The rear (north) half was con-

structed even earlier, in 1914, and was made of fire-

proof construction with brick walls and concrete floors 

and roof.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The current façade consists 

of a plain brick wall pierced by a large semi-circular 

arch with three courses of brick voussoirs, a molded 

keystone, and rock-faced limestone impost returns on 

both sides. The doors are recessed. The second-story 

level is articulated by five windows. The center window 

occupies a third of the width of the façade and has a 

segmental arch with a molded keystone. This arched 

window rises above the four windows with limestone 

lintels which flank it. The parapet coping is also molded 

limestone.  

LOST ARCHITECTURE: This building, constructed by 

the Fletcher Avenue Savings & Loan Association in 

1939, replaced an earlier five-story, nineteenth-century 

brick building. Once built, FAS&LA occupied the first 

floor and L.M. Brown Abstract Co. occupied the second 

floor. The building was designed by D.A. Bohlen & Son 

with a limestone Art Deco façade. The façade was re-

moved or covered by a glass and metal grid curtain wall 

in the 1950s. 

Sources: Sanborn: 1914-54 I:39; Indianapolis Star 

5/14/1939, 2/13/1972.  

          44-13 

SKILES DETRUDE BUILDING 

150 East Market Street 

Same 

D.A. Bohlen & Son (Initial Building) 

1939 & 1999 

Modern 
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HISTORY: Fidelity Trust Co., one of many banks on 

Market Street, occupied this building from 1915 to 

1937, when it moved to more spacious facilities. Numer-

ous local government offices then occupied the building, 

giving it the name of Marion County Courthouse Annex. 

It was also owned and used by Peoples Bank, which 

bought it in 1954. In 1977 it was renovated to be a res-

taurant on the first floor, and was listed in the National 

Register of Historic Places in 1980. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Fidelity Trust Co. built this 

building in 1914-15 as their headquarters, hiring local 

architecture firm Rubush & Hunter. The eight-story de-

sign has a steel-and-concrete frame with tile and con-

crete floors and roof. Brick and architectural terra cotta 

are used to face the building, which is divided into three 

bays by four piers. Each bay from the second to eighth 

floor is subdivided into two windows by a mullion.    

Only the top three floors retain the original wood double

-hung windows and mullions; all others have been re-

placed by anodized metal sashes. White terra cotta origi-

nally enlivened the first floor with a cornice and in-

scribed frieze - “FIDELITY TRUST COMPANY” - 

with balustrades in the second-story windows and pier 

facings to give a columned appearance. At some un-

known date, the building lost the entablature above the 

first floor and the second-story balustrades. Today the 

terra cotta survives only in the door surround. Granite 

makes up the façade base at grade level. Recently a coat 

of brown paint was applied to the storefront elements. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Much of the original brick 

masonry, terra cotta ornamentation and fenestrations 

remain as designed on the second through seventh 

floors. The terra cotta door surround is the one remain-

ing element of the original storefront, with a molded 

frame topped by a segmental arched pediment and fruit 

festoon following the curve. The piers and recessed 

spandrels are composed of white glazed brick, while 

terra cotta adorns the lintels and sills. Decorative terra 

cotta is also found at the top floor and functions as an 

entablature with the windows piercing the frieze level, 

while the cornice, modillion-blocks, egg-and-dart, den-

til, and fruit festoons all face the top of the parapet. Be-

low the cornice, decorative panels facing the piers are 

adorned with a lion head, shield, wreath, and a pair of 

cornucopias. Below the pier panels is a cornice with 

bead-and-reel course and other elements.  

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:39; Bass Photo #228786, 

1934; Fidelity Trust Building National Register of His-

toric Places, 1979; Casler, “The Architecture of Rubush 

& Hunter”; Indianapolis Star 12/1/1954.  

          44-14 

FIDELITY TRUST COMPANY BUILDING 

146 East Market Street 

148 E. Market St. 

Rubush & Hunter 

1914-1915 

Neoclassical   
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          44-15 

LAW BUILDING/ PEOPLES BANK BUILDING 

136 East Market Street 

130-136 E. Market Street 

Louis H. Gibson 

1898 & 1974-75 

Modern   

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:39; Bass Photo #20634 

1910, #228786 1934; Peoples State Bank “50 Years of 

Service”; Peoples Bank: A Century of Stability and 

Growth”; Indianapolis Star 

12/31/1921;  News 12/31/1926; Charity Dye, Some 

Torch Bearers in Indiana, 1917, 240; Encyclopedia of 

Indianapolis,1994,623.  

HISTORY: This twelve-story structure was built in 1898 

as the Law Building, catering to law firms due to its  

close proximity to the Indianapolis City Hall, Marion 

County Courthouses, and Indiana Statehouse. It even 

housed a Law Library on the twelfth floor. The building 

was also associated with Peoples Bank, which moved to 

the Law Building in 1920 and changed the structure’s 

name to Peoples Bank Building. The bank located on the 

first floor and some upper floors, while remaining floors 

housed law firms, realtors, and insurance companies.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The 1975 façade is a wall 

of brick with twelve vertical ribbons of dark glass and 

an abrupt parapet. The first floor façade is a blank brick 

wall pierced by an entrance and a night deposit and bank 

machine opening. The façade was renovated again after 

2000 with limestone and brickwork piers framing three 

windows and the entrance.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Although the entire front 

façade has been lost, The Law Building’s character is 

still visible on the alley (west) side, with its intact fenes-

tration patterns and details. Limestone sills adorn every 

window, and most openings retain their arched tops. 

LOST ARCHITECTURE: Noted local architect Louis H. 

Gibson (1855-1907) designed the Law Building with 

floral ornamentation modeled after the sagittaria or ar-

rowhead, which is native to local swamps. Built of a 

steel frame with brick curtain walls, the original façade 

was very modern for its day with a grid of five piers and 

nine courses of spandrels. The first floor had four large 

bays of storefronts with transoms. The second floor had 

a Chicago window configuration. On the third through 

ninth floors, each bay was subdivided into three double-

hung windows. The tenth floor had a continuous balcony 

with an open metal balustrade. The frieze band below 

the cornice was simple. Every pier spandrel and mullion 

was faced with low-relief terra cotta with repeating flo-

ral geometric designs, reminiscent of Louis Sullivan’s 

Wainwright and Guaranty buildings.  
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          44-16 

INDIANA BUILDING 

120 East Market Street 

Same 

D.A. Bohlen & Son 

1956 

Art Deco/ Modern 

   

Sources: Sanborn 1958-69 I:39; Indianapolis Star 

5/27/1953; News 11/1/1954; Times 5/5/1956; Encyclope-

dia of Indianapolis, 1434.  

HISTORY: When constructed, the Indiana Building was 

hailed by the Indianapolis News as “the first new office 

building to be built in the downtown area in more than 

25 years”, referencing the end of the inter-war building 

boom in 1929. The D.A. Bohlen & Son-designed build-

ing served as Indiana National Bank’s new office when 

they moved from their Beaux Arts bank palais on Vir-

ginia Avenue. The bank moved again just fourteen years 

later in 1970, to the just-completed INB Tower at Ohio 

and Pennsylvania Streets. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The Indiana Building is 

twelve stories tall with a recessed, two-story service 

penthouse. Constructed of fireproof steel with concrete 

floors and a concrete block curtain wall, the first floor is 

faced in black polished granite while the floors above 

are of aluminum and Indiana limestone. The limestone 

vertical members rise to a blank parapet coped with an 

abstracted Doric frieze with implied triglyphs and 

metopes. Originally the building had two entrances, one 

centered and one at the west end. A third entrance was 

constructed between the two originals at a later date. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The building remains virtu-

ally intact as constructed. Limestone mullion strips di-

vide the façade into three bays, while the two outermost 

bays are further subdivided by narrow mullion strips. 

Between the mullions are double-hung aluminum win-

dows and fluted spandrels between the floors, giving the 

facade a strong vertical character. The black granite cre-

ates a stark contrast to the other building materials and 

clearly defines the pedestrian entrances.  

Perhaps most prominent is the monumental cast-

aluminum bas-relief plaque depicting a pioneer family, 

located above the center entrance against the granite and 

below the twin cantilevered flagpoles. The trailblazing 

man is clad in fringed buckskins and a coonskin cap. He 

holds an ax while the woman holds a baby and a flint-

lock musket. Behind them is a log cabin, symbols of 

agriculture, industry, transportation, a church, a jet, sky-

scraper, and other representations. The sculpture is the 

work of German-born Indiana artist Adolf Gustav 

Wolter (1903-1980). 

LOST ARCHITECTURE: This building was built on the 

site of the Union Trust Building, a five-story structure 

originally known as the Wright Block. Built in 1873 in 

the Second Empire Style, the Union Trust Building 

housed the offices of notable Hoosiers, including Poet 

James Whitcomb Riley and President Benjamin Harri-

son.  
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          44-17 

LEMCKE– LAROSA BUILDING 

107 North Pennsylvania Street 

Same 

R.P Dagget & Co. 

1899, 1906 & 1969 

Modern 

   

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:39; Bass Photo #4633 

1905, #70318F 1920, #275409F 1949; Indianapolis Star 

9/7/1967, 3/2/1969, 9/21/1969, 8/10/1975; Dunn 

Greater Indianapolis 702-03.  

HISTORY: The architectural firm R.P. Daggett & Co. 

designed the 1899 Lemcke office building for Julius A. 

Lemcke, an immigrant who was elected State Treasurer 

in 1887. His son, Ralph A. Lemcke, managed the prop-

erty and built the Lemcke Annex to the north. The Lem-

cke held stores on the first floor, such as Deschler Cigar 

Co. in 1916 and Hooks Drug Store from the 1940s-

1960s, and offices on the second through tenth floors. 

The building was renamed Investors Trust Building in 

1975. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: After John LaRosa remod-

eled the Lemcke building in 1969, nothing of the origi-

nal structure remained except the foundation and frame-

work. Around this skeleton LaRosa built a completely 

new building. Fixed pane windows are grouped in twos 

on the south elevation and threes on the west elevation. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Alternating vertical ribbons 

of metal, pebble-dash panels and glass define the Mod-

ern style in which the building was remodeled. The peb-

ble-dash clad piers running from the cornice to the side-

walk reflect the original bay configuration of the 1899 

design. Vertical metal strips flank these piers and also 

divide the windows, giving the appearance of exagger-

ated mullions. 

LOST ARCHITECTURE: The original Lemcke building 

had an imposing brick façade with a two-story double-

arched stone entrance centered on the Market Street fa-

çade. The facade was a grid of brick piers and recessed 

brick spandrels with round arches on the sixth and sev-

enth floors, and a plainer grid on the top three floors 

crowned by an entablature.  
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          44-18 

LEMCKE ANNEX/ CONSOLIDATED BUILDING 

115 North Pennsylvania Street 

Same 

R.P Dagget & Co. 

1909-1911 

Neoclassical 

   

HISTORY: Ralph Lemcke, the son of Julius Lemcke 

who built the original Lemcke building, hired R. P. 

Daggett & Co. to design the Annex to match the origi-

nal. The Annex was an unusual office building because 

it incorporated Keith’s Grand Theater behind it. The 

Lemcke Annex moniker was dropped when the tower 

was renamed the Consolidated Building in the 1920s, 

after Consolidated Realty and Theater Corp. purchased 

it in 1922. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The annex was designed to 

be bigger than the original Lemcke building, located 

immediately to the south. Reaching fifteen stories, the 

tower was constructed of a steel frame with tile and con-

crete floors and roof. Sometime before 1960 the cornice 

was removed and replaced by a plain bluff-brick para-

pet. The four middle bays of the west elevation and the 

two middle bays of the north elevation on the fourth 

through thirteenth floors also had the original brick ma-

sonry replaced with stone prior to 1960. The building’s 

windows are in a one-over-one configuration.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The building retains its clas-

sical formula for high-rise towers, with a three-story 

base, a shaft section composed of the fourth through 

thirteenth floors, and the top two floors as the capital 

with a cornice. Most original materials are extant, such 

as the stone detailing on the base and the brick masonry 

on the shaft section. The original capital details are skill-

fully executed in terra cotta and include intricate mold-

ing, garlands, and segmental arches with keystones. All 

original openings remain. Although the storefront win-

dows and doors have been lost along with the west en-

trance canopy, the fenestration outline remains a perfect 

blueprint of the original pedestrian-level access to the 

building. 
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Source: Sanborn 1898 II:152 1914-54 I:39 1956-69 I:39; 

Bass Photo #21077 1911, #275409 1949, #305069F 

1960; Gladson, Indianapolis Theaters From A to Z ,55; 

Indianapolis Star 6/8/1922; News 5/6/1966; Sun 

5/27/1911; Encyclopedia of Indianapolis 490-91.  
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Sources: Sanborn 1898 II:152 1914-54 I:39 1956-69 

I:39; Bass Photo #21077 1911, #275409 1949, 

#305069F 1960; Gladson, Indianapolis Theaters From A 

to Z ,55; Indianapolis Star 6/8/1922; News 5/6/1966; 

Sun 5/27/1911; Encyclopedia of Indianapolis 490-91.  

HISTORY: This 1967 building was built as an addition 

to the Lemcke Annex/Consolidated Building, replacing 

the Keith’s Grand Theater which originally stood on the 

site. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Seven stories in height, this 

building is composed of buff brick. It is divided into ten 

window bays, with metal panels separating the windows 

of each floor. Stone surrounds the perimeter of each bay. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Although the 1967 addition 

is void of any detail, remnants of the original theater 

building can be seen in the stone columns punctuating 

the enclosed ground floor. As of 2009, a stone arch with 

centered keystone still existed to delineate the original 

front entrance. That arch has since been removed. 

LOST ARCHITECTURE: Keith’s Grand Theater, a nine-

teenth-century building, was completely remodeled in 

1909 in tandem with the construction of the Annex. The 

theater entrance and lobby was in the Annex office 

building, and the theater had seats for 2,100. The theater 

closed in 1964, was demolished and replaced by the 

current seven-story addition on the same site.  

          44-19 

LEMCKE ANNEX ADDITION 

115 North Pennsylvania Street 

127 E. Wabash St. 

Unknown 

1967 

Not applicable 
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          44-20 

STUART PARKING LOT 

136 E. Market & 145 E. Wabash Sts. 

Same 

Unknown 

c. 1930s 

Not applicable   

LOST ARCHITECTURE: This paved surface parking lot 

was created sometime between 1927 and 1941 when the 

two brick garages on the site were demolished. These 

garages had served as livery barns for horses in the 19th 

century, with Opera Livery to the west and City Hall 

Livery to the east. People’s Bank built a drive-in bank 

office on the northwest corner in 1949. 

Sources: Sanborn, 1887 II:41, 1914-1954 I:39, 1958-

1969 I:39; Baist Atlas 1916, 1927, & 1941. 

          44-21 

EMPIRE THEATER/ PARKING GARAGE 

136 North Delaware Street 

121 E. Wabash St. 

Oscar Cobb 

1892, 1922 & 1926 

Italian Renaissance 

Sources: Sanborn 1887 II: 42; 1956-1968 I: 39; Indi-

anapolis Star Magazine 11/13/1949; Indianapolis Times 

1/14/1946; Bass Photo #70339F 1920; Indianapolis 

Theaters from A to Z, pp 34-35; Indianapolis Illustrated, 

Indianapolis Consolidated Publishing Co., 1893, p. 137. 

HISTORY: Theater architect Oscar Cobb of Chicago 

designed this theater for the Heuck Opera House Com-

pany, based in Cincinnati. Built as a burlesque and vari-

ety house, it had a capacity for 2,010 seats and was also 

a venue for professional boxing matches. The Empire 

opened Labor Day, September 5, 1892. In 1913 it was 

renamed the Columbia Theater. The Sanborn map re-

cords 1922 and 1926 as the dates the theater was rebuilt 

as a parking garage with 200-300 spaces, serving the 

needs of a growing number of downtown motorists.   

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Despite the loss of numer-

ous ornamental details, the exterior of the former theater 

still retains an imposing fortress-like appearance.   

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Two rusting framed sheet-

metal signs survive from the theater days, flanking the 

massive round arch over the entrance to the theater 

lobby. Other surviving features include the molded 

springstones, limestone sill courses, stone lintels, and 

arched openings, now filled.   



BLOCK 45 

Block 45 General Information:  

The northeast quadrant of Monument Circle  is 

bounded by Ohio Street to the North, Pennsylvania 

Street to the East, Monument Circle and Market 

Street to the South, and Meridian Street to the 

West. 

The Periods of Significance for this block range 

from Antebellum (1847-1866) to the Mid-

Twentieth Century (1950-1979). 

Christ Church Cathedral (45-1) and the Columbia 

Club (45-2) are listed on the National Register of 

Historic Places. 
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HISTORY: Christ Church is the only remnant of the an-

tebellum period when Circle Street (now Monument 

Circle) was fronted with houses and five churches. 

Founded in 1837, Christ Church was the city’s first 

Episcopal or Anglican church and is the oldest house of 

worship in the city. The architect, William J. Tinsley, 

was a masterful designer in the antebellum Gothic Re-

vival Style. His signature can be found above the main 

entrance, a “WJT” monogram in a shield in the tympa-

num. The church was elevated to the status of cathedral 

in 1954 for the Diocese of Indianapolis of the Episcopal 

Church, and listed in the National Register of Historic 

Places in 1973. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The limestone church ex-

hibits interior and exterior Gothic Revival detailing, 

with pointed arches found throughout. Built of rubble 

and cut limestone with a slate roof, the church was re-

modeled in 1900 with Tiffany-attributed windows and 

the addition of the attached parish house and wooden 

porch. The slate roof was replaced in the 1980s, restor-

ing the pattern of the original. A spire perched above the 

stone tower, topped by a Chi-Rho monogram, is clad in 

copper as it has been since 1954.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This building is considered 

a fine example of an “Early English Gothic” church. Its 

tall lance-like windows, some capped with trefoil de-

signs, retain their exquisite stained glass. Trefoils can 

also be found chiseled into the limestone triangular 

peaks of the exposed buttresses. Arch detailing in the 

tower further emphasize the Gothic influence. Each en-

trance is adorned with a stone arch carved with foliar 

molding and intricately carved wooden doors. The 

wooden porch covering the western entrance on the 

south elevation, constructed much later in 1900, echoes 

the steep roof pitches of the tower and sanctuary. Origi-

nal copper fixtures are located underneath the wood 

porch and flank the entrance to the parish house. 

Sources: National Register Nomination; Lilly, History 

of the Little Church on the Circle  

   45-1 

CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL 

125 Monument Circle 

Same 

William J. Tinsley 

1857-59 

Gothic Revival 
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HISTORY: This is the third home of the Columbia Club 

on the site. Founded in 1888 as the marching society to 

support the successful election of Benjamin Harrison to 

the United States presidency, the Club has always had a 

strong association with the Republican Party, hosting 

numerous GOP presidents, presidential candidates, and 

scores of national GOP leaders. The building contains 

guest rooms, ballrooms, banquet rooms, a restaurant, 

and a stunning lobby. Local architectural sculptors Alex-

ander Sangernebo and Josef Willenborg were responsi-

ble for the sculpted features of the exterior and some of 

the interior. The Columbia Club was listed in the Na-

tional Register in 1983. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The Club’s Gothic design 

by the Rubush & Hunter architecture firm pays homage 

to Christ Church Cathedral  next door. The clubhouse 

has a reinforced concrete frame, floors, and roof, and is 

faced with sculpted limestone. This limestone facing 

continues to the northwest elevation, as it was not cov-

ered or obscured by neighboring buildings. The façade is 

arced, following the property line, and five bays wide. 

However, the bay progression is altered by a seven-story 

oriel projecting out from the second level.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: One of this building’s most 

striking features, the oriel is subdivided into seven col-

umns of fenestration, divided horizontally by spandrels 

with blind tracery and vertically by molded mullions. 

The spandrels below the fifth floor are bas-relief with 

shields and supporters, while the sixth through eighth 

floors are decorated with blind tracery. Capping the oriel 

is a balustrade of open tracery. At the first floor the 

seven sets of windows below the oriel are framed with 

stone mullions, transom bars, and blind tracery frame. A 

sculpted landscape scene is located above the first floor 

windows at the west edge of the façade, depicting a 

frontier fort, trees, and an Indian camp that reference 

early Indiana history. These and other windows are 

filled with art glass depicting shields and Gothic medal-

lions, while the rest are six-over-six double-hung win-

dows. The entryway has a pointed arch with a sculpted 

tympanum divided by tracery into three parts; the center 

panel bears a shield with the Phrygian cap, which is the 

symbol of the Columbia Club. The tenth floor steps back 

from the façade behind the copper-clad roof, pierced by 

two gabled dormers flanking a centered shed dormer and 

crowned with copper roof cresting. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:38; National Register 

Nomination.  

          45-2 

COLUMBIA CLUB 

121 Monument Circle 

Same 

Rubush & Hunter 

1924-25 

Gothic Revival 
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HISTORY: Organized in 1909, Fidelity grew steadily, 

then exponentially, through a series of mergers with 

other banks. Between 1953 and 1957 it merged with five 

banks, creating the need for a new, larger headquarters 

building. When it merged with American Fletcher Na-

tional Bank & Trust Co. (AFNB) in 1959, before the 

building’s completion, it made AFNB the largest Indi-

ana bank for three decades. After a 1986 merger AFNB 

became Bank One, and an even later merger transformed 

it into Chase. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The first example of cur-

tainwall construction in the city, this building was de-

signed to house the main office of Fidelity Bank & Trust 

Co. on the first two floors, with rental office space on 

the remaining ten stories. The structure broke with tradi-

tion because it was the first building built on the circle 

since 1917 not faced with Indiana limestone, and it did 

not match exactly the same façade arc as all other circle 

buildings (with the exception of the 1857-89 Christ 

Church). It both conformed to and varied from the 1922 

height ordinance for Circle-facing buildings in that the 

entire façade was set back from the property line while 

the curtain wall of metal and glass rose uninterrupted to 

the maximum height of 150 feet.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The simplicity of this build-

ing’s design is also its greatest attribute. The linear lines 

of the metal columns extending from the base to the top, 

emphasized further by metal strips alluding to window 

mullions, break up the expanse of dark reflective glass 

encasing the building. The storefront has been remod-

eled over the years, but its fenestration pattern overall 

has not been compromised.  

          45-3 

FIDELITY– AFNB– CHASE BUILDING 

111 Monument Circle 

Same 

Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill 

1958-59 

Modern   

Sources: Sanborn 1958-69 I: 38, Indianapolis Star 

5/24/1957; News 6/29/1979; Encyclopedia of Indianapo-

lis; Bass Photo #301671F 1959. F
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Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:38; Bass Photo #1685 

1915, Indianapolis News 6/29/1979, Indianapolis Star 

7/1/1912, 9/20/1914, 1/26/1915 & 9/11/1927.  F
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HISTORY: This fifteen-story landmark bank office tower 

was built in 1913-14 on the site of the Talbott Block as 

the home of the Fletcher Savings & Trust Company. 

Insurance and law firms filled the floors not used by the 

bank. After the construction of the AFNB-Bank One 

Tower in 1990, the Fletcher Trust Building sat vacant 

until it was rehabilitated into a hotel in 1995 and 1998. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The Fletcher Building is 

constructed of a steel structural frame with concrete 

floors and roof. It is faced with Indiana limestone except 

for the lower three stories, which are faced with Crotch 

Island granite. The building’s façade follows the classi-

cal formula of base, shaft, and capital. Alexander 

Sangernebo was responsible for the façade’s sculpted 

elements.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This building retains most 

of its original features due to minimal changes made 

over time. Giant order Ionic pilasters and engaged col-

umns divide the ground floor into bays, which were 

originally storefronts for small shops. The original pedi-

mented doorway with scroll brackets still exists below 

the current entrance canopy. Metal cresting decorates the 

first and second floor windows. Foliar and geometric 

molding in horizontal bands adorn the tops of the first, 

second, and third floors, punctuated by rosettes on plain 

square shields. A decorative limestone balustrade at the 

fourteenth story emphasizes the beginning of the capital 

section of the building. The top is capped with an entab-

lature of foliar moldings and cornice with dentil mold-

ings.  

          45-4 

FLETCHER TRUST BUILDING 

108 North Pennsylvania Street 

10 E. Market St. 

Vonnegut & Bohn 

1913-14 

Neoclassical 



BLOCK 46 

Block 46 General Information: 

The northwest quadrant of Monument Circle  is 

bounded by Ohio Street to the North, Meridian 

Street to the East, Monument Circle and Market 

Street to the South, and Illinois Street to the West. 

The Periods of Significance for this block range 

from Mid-Twentieth Century (1950-1979) to the 

Present (1995-2011). 

There are no National Register Properties on this 

block. 
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HISTORY: This building was part of the office tower 

building boom of the 1980s. It is located at the corner of 

West Market and North Illinois Sts. Construction of 

Market Tower began in the fall of 1986 and completed 

in 1988.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: An example of Post-

Modernism, the 32-story Market Tower references the 

past with its series of step-backs similar to those of Cir-

cle Tower. A much taller building than the surrounding 

context, it cuts a distinctive profile against the sky. Its 

material and color scheme was extended to 120 Monu-

ment Circle by Ratio Architects in 1991. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This building’s two-tone 

gray and brown granite finish compliments nearby lime-

stone-faced buildings and avoids the color monotony 

Post-Modern designs sometimes have. The monumental 

beveled arched opening that faces Market Street can be 

read as a modern interpretation of traditional arched 

openings found on historic buildings such as the Test 

and the Guaranty. Ribbed spires divide the massive 

hipped roof, breaking away from the “toplessness” fa-

vored during this era. 

LOST ARCHITECTURE: Market Tower was built on the 

site of two 1940 commercial buildings designed by J. 

Lloyd Allen & John R. Kelly and built in the Art Mod-

erne Style. 

Sources: Indianapolis Architecture Transformation 

Since 1975.  

   46-1 

MARKET TOWER 

127 N. Illinois & 10 W. Market Sts. 

Same 

Lohan Associates & Ratio Architects 

1986-88 

Post-Modern 
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Sources: Indianapolis Architecture Transformations 

Since 1975, Encyclopedia of Indianapolis; Indianapolis 

News 3/28/1981, 6/14/1990; Star 11/11/1950, 

11/13/1950, 11/15/1950 & 11/17/1950; “120 Monument  

Circle Building,” 1991.  

HISTORY: Inside this building are the remains of the 

1950 J.C. Penney Co. department store building, the 

Circle’s controversial first Modern building. The Chi-

cago architectural powerhouse of Skidmore, Owings and 

Merrill designed the Penney building with a blank lime-

stone arced curtain wall and fenestration at the base and 

top for display and offices. The business occupied the 

building from 1950 to 1981, with other retailers such as 

Woolworth on the first floor. In 1982 the curved stone 

curtain wall and other exteriors were removed and re-

placed by a more conventional brick and tinted black 

glass façade.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Although it has been re-

modeled multiple times, the building retains its arc 

which follows the arc of Monument Circle. The third 

and present façade of granite and glass was designed by 

local firm Ratio Architects in 1990-91, with a fourth 

floor penthouse added to increase floor space. Ratio’s 

design won the 1992 citation award of the Indiana Soci-

ety of Architects and the Monumental Award. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The same gray-and-brown 

finish on the Market Tower building is found here, cre-

ating consistency between the buildings even though 

they are designed very differently. The Post-Modern 

design echoes the former English Opera House and Ho-

tel which historically stood on this site, with two end 

towers, colonnade of piers, and abstracted entablature.  

LOST ARCHITECTURE: Construction of the J.C. Penney 

building resulted from the controversial demolition of 

English’s Opera House and Hotel, a City landmark 

which occupied the entire northwest quadrant of the 

Circle.  Col. William H. English, a Democratic politi-

cian on the national stage, and his son built the Opera 

House and Hotel in phases from 1880 to 1897, modeling 

the theater after the New York Grand Opera House. The 

building met its demise in 1948. 

          46-2 

MONUMENT CIRCLE BUILDING 

120 Monument Circle 

Same 

SOM & Ratio Architects 

1950, 1982 & 1991 

Post-Modern 
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BLOCK 54 

Block 54 General Information: 

The block is bounded by Market Street to the 

North, Illinois Street to the East, Washington Street 

to the South, and Capitol Avenue to the West. 

The Periods of Significance for this block range 

from Post-Civil War (1890-1899) to the Late 

Twentieth Century (1980-1995). 

The Indiana Theatre (54-6) is listed on the National 

Register of Historic Places. 
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BUILDING RESOURCE INVENTORY 
BLOCK 54—West Market Street 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I: 36; Indianapolis Star 

6/5/1927, 5/20/1971, 10/1/1972. 
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HISTORY: This office building was originally built as 

the nine-story Hotel Harrison by the Benjamin Harrison 

Hotel Corporation. It was strategically located to lure 

guests coming into the city by bus, train, Interurban, and 

automobile. The 200-room hotel was designed with five 

stores and a hotel lobby on the first floor and a barber-

shop and beauty parlor in the basement. A hotel for forty

-three years, the building was converted to office use in 

1971 in response to the shortage of downtown office 

space. Remodeling included demolition of the hotel 

floor plan, fixtures and features; replacement of all win-

dows and doors; and resurfacing the limestone façade.   

 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Architect William Earl 

Russ designed the hotel in a restrained Renaissance Re-

vival style. The Harrison is constructed of concrete 

frame, floors and roof. It is faced with brick and has a 

pebble-dash finish on the first two floors. A metal can-

opy was added over the main entrance.   

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: While the original windows 

and doors have been lost, the building’s fenestration 

patterns remain fully intact. Perhaps its most striking 

feature is the limestone cornice decorated with exagger-

ated brackets and capped by a parapet wall.  

   54-1 

HOTEL HARRISON– HARRISON BUILDING 

143 West Market Street 

Same 

William Earl Russ 

1927-28 

Renaissance Revival 

 

HISTORY: Shoemaker, owner of leading Democratic 

newspaper the Indianapolis Sentinel and deputy treas-

urer of the State of Indiana in 1893, built the Shoemaker 

Flats with shops on the first floor and apartments on the 

second and third floors. The building had a number of 

uses, such as Tutewiler & Son Undertakers (1894-1914), 

Miller’s Restaurant (1940-1957), and department store 

annex for the William H. Block Co. (1950-1970). 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The façade is a formal Pal-

ladian composition with three stories. The first floor 

storefronts have been remodeled numerous times, most 

recently in 2004; however the second and third stories 

are largely intact. These floors have window units span-

ning both floors in a one-over-one pattern.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Panels containing carved 

garlands separate the second and third floor windows, 

which have molded frames and are capped by classical 

pediments with decorated tympanums. Above the pedi-

ments is a full entablature with framed frieze vents. The 

dentil-molded cornice is crowned by an ornate balus-

trade. Original masonry remains unpainted. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I: 36; Indianapolis Times 

8/7/1939; Star 4/7/1957; Polk City Directories 1893-

1914, Marion Co. Recorder’s Office.  

          54-2 

SHOEMAKER FLATS 

133 West Market Street 

129-139 W. Market St. 

John C. Shoemaker 

1894 

Italianate   
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          54-3 

SENTINEL PRINTING BUILDING 

125 West Market Street 

123-127 W. Market St. 

Unknown 

1892 

Renaissance Revival   

HISTORY: This three-story brick building was built in 

1893 as the home of the Sentinel Printing Company. The 

company was part of the Indianapolis Sentinel newspa-

per, the city’s first paper dating back to 1822 as the Indi-

anapolis Gazette and then renamed in 1841. The Senti-

nel Printing Co. remained here until 1926. The building 

eventually served as an annex for Wm. H. Block Co. 

department store until 1980, when a new owner rehabili-

tated it and added the rock-faced store facings on the 

piers.   

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Solidly built to hold print-

ing presses, the building has cast iron posts to support 

the floors above. The façade is divided into three bays, 

which in turn are subdivided into three openings on the 

second and third floors. The original storefronts were 

originally tripartite to match, but those have been lost in 

remodeling. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Like its neighbor the Shoe-

maker Flats, this building is remarkably intact on the 

second and third floors. Strong horizontal lines are cre-

ated by continuous stone window lintels. This horizontal 

trend is repeated in the two-banded decorative terra cotta 

frieze between the second and third floors and the single

-banded frieze above the third floor. Geometric terra 

cotta shapes punctuate the vertical piers separating the 

building bays. The parapet is embellished with stone 

accents and crenellation.  

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I: 36; c.1900 Bass Photo 

unnumbered; Indianapolis News 1/28/1929; Marion Co. 

Recorder’s Office. S
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HISTORY: Founded by Austro-Hungarian immigrant 

William H. Block in 1896, the William H. Block Co.  

grew from a small store on East Washington Street to 

one of the state’s largest department stores at North Illi-

nois and West Market Streets. The building was de-

signed and built in two sections by local architectural 

firm Vonnegut and Bohn. After merging with the Laza-

rus chain in 1988, the building remained a department 

store until its closing in 1993. It was rehabilitated for 

residential use in the early twenty-first century. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The original 1911 terra 

cotta store on the corner features Renaissance Revival 

design with a classical cornice and rusticated first and 

second stories. In 1934-36 during the Depression, the 

company re-hired the original architecture firm to design 

an addition enlarging the store’s capacity and updating it 

in the latest Art Deco style. The addition added three 

bays west of the original building. The architects com-

plemented the 1911 section by using matching white 

terra cotta and maintaining the same overall rhythm of 

the original building. A black granite storefront was 

added across the street-level façades.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This building’s most signifi-

cant feature is its terra cotta face, intricately embellished 

with geometric patterns, medallions, foliar moldings, 

cherub faces, and scroll work. The black granite store-

front, also significant, provides a striking contrast to the 

white terra cotta with Art Deco geometric grills located 

above streamlined, curved canopies projecting over the 

entrances. Simplified shields framed by garlands and 

engraved with the letter “B” are located above the sec-

ond floor. Rusticated columns vertically separate the 

window bays. The eighth-story windows remain arched 

on the 1911 building, framed with fruit garlands and 

scrolled keystones. The cornice retains its crenellated 

pattern, with foliar and shield molding on the 1911 sec-

tion and geometric columns on the 1930s addition. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:36; Bass Photo #239292F 

1937, & # 65710-F 1919; Encyclopedia of Indianapolis 

328.  

          54-4 

WILLIAM H. BLOCK CO. BUILDING 

50 North Illinois Street 

Same 

Vonnegut and Bohn 

1911 & 1934-36 

Renaissance Revival/Art Deco 
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HISTORY: This site originally held the Bates House 

hotel (1852-1901), where Abraham Lincoln stayed in 

1861 and gave an impromptu speech to the assembled 

street crowd before his inauguration. Following the 

Bates House was the landmark Claypool Hotel (1902-

1969) with haberdasher L. Strauss as the anchor tenant. 

Now the Embassy Suites/Claypool Court continues the 

hotel tradition, constructed in 1983-85 and opening for 

business in February of 1985. The hotel is perched atop 

the three-story Claypool Court, taking its name from the 

former hotel and designed to be a mini mall with restau-

rants and shops. Embassy Suites/Claypool Court won 

the city’s Monument Award in 1985.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The 360-room tower atop 

the shopping center has a 12-story open atrium. It was 

designed to be integrated into Circle Centre Mall, built a 

decade later, and that goal was accomplished by con-

necting it to the Artsgarden. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: In a break from tradition, 

this building sits at an angle instead of conforming to the 

compass orientation of the lot. It is faced with white, pre

-cast concrete panels that nod to the terra cotta-faced 

theater next door. The stair-stepped face is pronounced 

with a broken Post-Modern Chippendale pediment roof. 

          54-5 

CLAYPOOL COURT/ EMBASSY SUITES HOTEL 

110 West Washington Street 

Same 

CSO Architects Inc. with D.I. Design 

1983-85 

Modern 

   

Sources: Indianapolis Star 5/13/83, 9/1/1985, Indian-

apolis Architecture Transformations since 1975, News 

1/29/1985, 9/27/1985.  C
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Sources: : National Register of Historic Places 

Nomination, 1977; Gladson, Indianapolis Theaters 

from A to Z, p.59-61, Indianapolis Architecture Trans-

formations Since 1975. 

HISTORY: The Indiana Theatre was the apex of theater 

design, ornamentation, construction, and fantasy in Indi-

anapolis. Over time the lavish theater auditorium has 

been lost, but the lobby and charming Indiana Roof sur-

vive and hint at its former opulence. When renovated in 

1980-1982 by Woollen Associates, the auditorium was 

reconfigured to provide two theater spaces for the Indi-

ana Repertory Theater. CSO Architects and HDG Archi-

tects were responsible for the restoration scheme of the 

Indiana Roof Ballroom, which reopened in 1986. The 

building was listed in the National Register in 1979 and 

recorded in the HABS program. Both the theater reha-

bilitation and the roof ballroom restoration earned local 

awards: the 1982 ISA Honor Award and 1986 Indian-

apolis Chapter AIA Citation Award. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The six-story, concrete-

framed, 3,200-seat Indiana is lavishly decorated with 

white glazed terra-cotta expressing the Spanish Baroque 

style. It has the appearance of a church façade and fea-

tures stamped and cast-iron spandrel panels. Although 

the theater auditorium is gone, the Indiana still domi-

nates the streetscape with its commanding façade and 

marquee.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This façade’s monumental 

terra cotta face is one of the city’s best examples of the 

Spanish Baroque. The first floor is divided into three 

bays, with colonnettes dividing the storefront windows 

and doors and decorated with foliar-molded ceilings and 

piers. Two ticket booths adorned with decorative tile are 

located at the outer bays. Projecting over the first floor is 

the marquee, which is defined by rectangular panels 

framed with Ionic capitals and scrolled pediments. The 

three-bay configuration extends vertically to the stories 

above the marquee. The two simpler outer bays are iden-

tical with decorative moldings and niches. Their only 

break from symmetry is in the raised panels above the 

fifth floor; the left is in the form of a shield while the 

right is a sundial. In contrast, the central bay is a Chur-

rigueresque explosion of volutes, swags, portraiture, 

escutcheons, columns, curves, and niches. Urn-based 

flame carvings terminate the parapet, with a centrally-

located entablature crowned with flourishing and a 

shield. 

          54-6 

INDIANA THEATRE 

140 West Washington Street 

134 W. Washington St. 

Rubush & Hunter 

1927 

Spanish Baroque 
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HISTORY: This office building replaced a one-story 

commercial building fronting Washington Street with 

parking behind it. Construction started in 1980 and was 

completed in 1981. The first tenant, the state Chamber 

of Commerce, moved in before the interior was finished.  

The developer of the building was the One North Capi-

tol Co., composed of P.R. Duke Co, Melvin Simon & 

Associates, and the Downtown Merchants Association.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This twelve-story concrete 

and glass high-rise office building exemplifies the 

downtown building boom of the 1980s. Its glass-curtain 

wall design and simple vertical lines pay homage to the 

Modern architectural approach. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Vertical concrete columns 

are tempered by the horizontal lines of the black glass 

curtain walls. Much of the street-level facades are in-

verted back from the sidewalk, creating a striking geo-

metric void unique to this structure in downtown. 

LOST ARCHITECTURE: This site originally housed the 

Metropolitan (later renamed Capitol) Theater, the city’s 

first such building and designed by D. A. Bohlen. It 

opened in 1858 and closed seventy-seven years later. 

          54-7 

ONE NORTH CAPITOL OFFICE BUILDING 

1 North Capitol Avenue 

Same 

LOM Corporation 

1981 

Modern 

   

Sources: Indianapolis News 7/24/1986, Star 

9/30/1980, 2/10/1981,7/22/81, 11/8/1981, 9/1/1985.  

HISTORY: This eleven-story concrete parking garage 

was built in 1967 to serve the William H. Block Com-

pany department store immediately to the east. The 

basement and some of the first floor served as an annex 

for the store. It replaced a brick five-story annex ware-

house and a surface and underground parking structure 

that dated to about 1944. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Utilitarian in design, this 

structure has little in stylistic or materialistic signifi-

cance. 

          54-8 

PARKING GARAGE 

33 North Capitol Avenue 

27-39 N. Capitol Ave. 

Unknown 

1967 

Modern 

   

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:36, 1956-69 I:36.  



BLOCK 55 

Block 55 General Information:  

The southwest quadrant of Monument Circle is 

bounded by Market Street and Monument Circle to 

the North, Meridian Street to the East, Washington 

Street to the South, and Illinois Street to the West. 

The Periods of Significance for this block range 

from Post Civil War (1890-1899) to the Present 

(1995-2011). 

This block contains the highest number of individu-

ally listed National Register properties in the dis-

trict. The National Register of Historic Places prop-

erties include: The Test Building (55-2), H.P. 

Wasson Co. Building (55-5), Selig’s Dry Goods 

Co. Building (55-6), Taylor Carpet Co. Building 

(55-8), Indianapolis News Building (55-9), and 

Rink’s Womens Apparel Store/Circle Block Ga-

rage (57-11). 
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HISTORY: Construction of the Illinois Building was part 

of the interwar building boom that transformed down-

town Indianapolis. It was designed by the firm of Ru-

bush and Hunter as a speculative office building for the 

Illinois & Market Realty Company, and decorated by 

sculptor Alexander Sangernebo.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This Renaissance Revival 

office building has a concrete frame, floors, and roof and 

is ten floors in height. Faced with Indiana limestone, it 

follows the classical formula of base, shaft, and capital.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The building retains most of 

its original materials displaying exquisite detailing, es-

pecially in the bas-relief panels and terra-cotta cresting. 

The prominent entrance has double-leaf bronze doors 

separated by an Ionic pilaster. Above the door is a frieze 

with raised letters indicating the name and address of the 

building and a large stained glass transom framed by a 

cast-metal grid in the classical cross-and-saltire pattern. 

The two-story base is clad in pink granite, with marble 

spandrels between the first and second floors and bronze 

lanterns at the spandrel level. The piers rising from the 

third through ninth floors have bas-relief carved panels 

at their bases with pairs of nude Greek warriors, griffins 

and urns pendant garland, and foliage. The bas relief 

panels between the windows on the top floor are classi-

cal trophies, palm branches, and escutcheons bearing a 

fleur-de-lis. Above the cornice is a glazed terra cotta 

acroterion crest. 

Sources: Washington Street-Monument Circle Historic 

District National Register Nomination, 1996; Historic 

American Building Survey (HABS No IN-217), 1990.  

   55-1 

ILLINOIS BUILDING 

35 North Illinois Street 

17 W. Market St. 

Rubush & Hunter 

1925-26 

Renaissance Revival 
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HISTORY: The Test Building (now Lacy Building) was 

designed by the architecture firm of Bass, Knowlton & 

Co. and constructed as an investment property by the 

heirs of Charles Edward Test, former president of the 

National Motor Vehicle Co. The building’s garage was 

one of the earliest examples in Indianapolis. Herbert 

Bass was an expert in garage design and attuned to the 

relationship between automobile and architecture. Origi-

nally the building had a capacity of over 200 cars with 

parking from the basement to the seventh floor. It was 

listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 

1983.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The building conforms to 

the 1922 height ordinance limiting it to nine stories tall. 

The Circle Street façade is five bays wide and arced, 

conforming to the property line shaped by the curved 

street, while the Market Street façade is six bays wide. 

Indiana limestone rests upon granite pedestal blocks at 

grade level and rises to become the cornice, following 

the classical formula of base, shaft, and capital. The 

west and south elevations are faced with yellow brick. 

Rusticated piers frame the metal storefronts and rise to 

the top of the second floor. The fenestration is made up 

of simple one-over-one windows. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The Test Building is re-

markably intact, with a limestone archway framing the 

Monument Circle entrance retaining its beautiful carved 

stone reveals with rosettes in coffers, foliar molding, a 

name tablet bearing the carving “LACY”, and rosette 

medallions on the spandrels. The archway is flanked by 

the original copper light fixtures. Decorative 

metal detailing crowns the first floor store-

fronts and the spindle colonettes of the sec-

ond floor windows. At the third floor level 

between the windows are carved panels 

depicting the Monument, Statehouse, and 

then-modern means of transportation. The 

top floor is articulated by a shield and gar-

land band with sculpted panels in Renais-

sance decorative motifs above flanking the 

windows. The building is crowned by dentil 

and egg-and-dart courses and consoled cor-

nice. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54, I: 37; Indianapolis Star 

4/9/1926; Indianapolis Men of Affairs; Test Building, 

National Register Nomination.  

          55-2 

TEST BUILDING– LACY BUILDING 

54 Monument Circle 

Same 

Bass, Knowlton & Co. 

1924-25 

Neoclassical    
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HISTORY: This building is the newest one on Monu-

ment Circle. The building includes the façade of the 

1897 Journal Building, former home of the daily Indian-

apolis Journal. The Journal suffered the loss of its en-

tablature following a 1953 fire and the structure was 

demolished in 1989, but its façade remained in situ. For 

a decade it was supported by a steel structure until the 

Emmis, designed by local firm Ratio Architects, was 

constructed and integrated the Renaissance Revival fa-

çade into the design. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The quadrant’s façade arc 

line is maintained in the new façade by a six-bay, two-

story limestone façade with molded entablature. The two 

southeastern-most bays, which terminate at the west 

edge of the Guaranty Building, serve as the base for the 

elevator tower. The other four are a false front, creating 

a courtyard before the main entrance, which is in the 

secondary façade of metal and glass. The building sits at 

the property line and the tower rises 150 feet, which 

required a variance from the 1922 height restriction zon-

ing ordinance.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The metal-and-glass grid 

design of the façade resembles the grid of the 1959 Fi-

delity-AFNB-Chase building across the Circle, while the 

molded limestone borrows from the 1897 Journal Build-

ing. Although just a façade, the Journal Building retains 

its richly curved limestone rustication, balustrades, con-

soles, giant order pilasters, garlands, and entablature. 

The name tablet also remains, with the carving 

“Indianapolis Monthly” serving as a reminder of the 

site’s journalist beginnings. 

LOST ARCHITECTURE:  In 1970, two nineteenth cen-

tury brick commercial buildings on this site burned and 

were demolished. The site functioned as a park and out-

door café in the 1980s but remained largely undeveloped 

until the Emmis building was built. 

Sources: Indianapolis Business Journal 3/10/1997; 

Indianapolis News 3/3/1993 and 3/5/1997;Journal 

Building Historic American Building Survey (HABS No. 

IN-213), 1989.  

          55-3 

EMMIS BROADCASTING / JOURNAL FACADE 

40 Monument Circle 

Same 

Ratio Architects 

1897 & 1999-2000 

Modern 
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HISTORY: This speculative office building was erected 

by Indianapolis financier Albert E. Metzger at the begin-

ning of the downtown office building boom in the dec-

ade following World War I. It was the first Monument 

Circle building to be built after the 1922 height restric-

tion zoning ordinance was enacted, allowing buildings 

on the Circle to rise to 108 feet. However, hired archi-

tectural firm Rubush & Hunter anticipated a repeal of 

the limitations and prepared plans for a twelve-story 

building instead. When it became clear the ordinance 

would remain, the design was altered to conform result-

ing in the current nine stories.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The building has a fireproof 

steel-and-poured-concrete frame with a limestone fa-

çade. Like its sister the Test Building at the other end of 

the quadrant, the Guaranty follows the classical formula 

of base, shaft, and capital and is uniquely designed to 

front Monument Circle. The retail shops on the first 

floor open into the building’s lobby as well as onto the 

street, providing an interior shopping arcade unusual for 

Indianapolis office buildings of the period. One-over-

one windows adorn the front facades facing Monument 

Circle and South Meridian Street, while three-over-three 

windows are visible on the south elevation. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This building’s curved Cir-

cle elevation and Renaissance limestone façade harmo-

nizes well with other buildings of the period and estab-

lishes a unique architectural setting for the Monument. 

The heraldic sculpture on the exterior façade (along with 

the interior plaster ornamentation) are the work of 

prominent Indianapolis sculptor Alexander Sangernebo. 

Decorative metal detailing, friezes, and spindle 

colonettes similar to the Test Building adorn the south 

and east storefronts. The Meridian Street limestone 

arched entrance is carved with simplified foliar motifs 

and a frieze containing the name plate “Guaranty Build-

ing” sits above the doors. Sculpted panels on the top 

floor display a shield-and-scroll pattern with three fleur-

de-lis on each shield, and above that, below the cornice, 

are decorative carved corbels.  

 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I: 37; Encyclopedia of Indi-

anapolis, 648.  

         55-4 

GUARANTY BUILDING 

20 North Meridian Street 

Same 

Rubush & Hunter 

1922-23 

Renaissance Revival 
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Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I: 37; Bass Photo 

#237812F 1937 & #277678F 1950; H.P. 

Wasson & Co. Building, Indianapolis-Marion 

Co. Register of Historic Properties, 1983.  H
.P
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HISTORY: This Art Deco cubic rectangle was built as 

the home of H..P. Wasson & Company, one of three 

major department stores in the city’s history. Hiram P. 

Wasson founded H.P. Wasson & Co. in 1883, expanding 

to annex buildings on Monument Circle in 1922 and 

even opening a suburban location in 1957. Constructed 

in 1937 and added to in 1948, this store closed its doors 

in 1979. The building was listed in the National Register 

in 1997. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The design is a combina-

tion of smooth and sculpted limestone, polished granite, 

block and plate glass, and bronze materials. When com-

pleted in 1937, the east half was eight stories in height 

while the west half was five stories to reflect the heights 

of nearby buildings. In 1948 the west half received an 

additional three floors to match the east. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: A remarkably intact exam-

ple of the Art Deco movement, the building is faced 

with limestone and pierced by vertical ribbon windows 

of glass block. Above the window slits in the parapet are 

“keystones” with bas-relief Art Deco sculpture. In con-

trast to the verticality of the upper portion, the polished 

granite base is horizontal, helping to frame the entrances 

and large display windows. Bronze is used in the deco-

rative grills, window frames, and suspended canopy. 

          55-5 

H.P. WASSON & COMPANY BUILDING 

2 West Washington Street 

2 N. Meridian St. 

Rubush & Hunter 

1937 & 1948 

Art Deco 
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Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:37; Bass Photo #250090 

1941, #237543F 1937; #2294F 1929; #88481F 1924; 

“Architectural Projects by the Daggett Firm of Indian-

apolis, ca1868-1976”; Dunn, Greater Indianapolis; 

Krause, Realities & Impressions.  
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HISTORY: Alsatian-born Moses Selig founded Selig’s 

Dry Goods Co. Years later his successors hired Vonne-

gut, Bohn & Mueller to design a seven-story building 

for retail sales rooms and show rooms. Selig closed its 

doors in 1933; the building was then occupied by Morri-

son’s and later Em-Roe Sporting Goods. The building 

was listed in the National Register in 1984. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The façade above the first 

floor retains its original design, including the white terra 

cotta frame, entablature, mullion piers, and original steel 

window sash and glass. Aside from the terra cotta span-

drel band at the third floor, the other floor spandrels are 

either metal or terra cotta in a dark finish.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The narrow strip of green 

marble above the storefront is original. Exquisitely 

molded terra cotta details such as rosettes and scroll car-

touches above the second floor, a spandrel band of clas-

sical roundels between the sixth and seventh floors, two 

piers terminating above the frieze band with poly-

chromatic flower basket finials, and a dental modillion 

cornice emphasize this building’s Neoclassical feel. 

Original steel sash and glass also contribute. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I: 37; Bass Photo #221762F 

1933; Selig’s Dry Goods Co. Building – National Regis-

ter Nomination, 1984; Indianapolis News 3/16/1925.  

          55-6 

SELIG’S DRY GOODS CO. BUILDING 

20 West Washington Street 

Same 

Vonnegut, Bohn & Mueller 

1924 

Neoclassical 

   

HISTORY: The H. Lieber Co. occupied this building 

from 1897 to 1974. Founder Herman Lieber first had a 

bookbindery and bookshop, then moved to picture 

frames and later to art and photography supplies. The 

company led the state in photography, photographic 

supplies, art supplies, picture frames, and mirrors. Its 

Lieber Art Gallery was located on the second floor 

where many Indiana artists exhibited and sold their 

works.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Following a 1920 fire the 

entire façade was remodeled, producing a flat limestone 

face for the third and fourth floors with subtle detailing 

like incised horizontal lines and paneled spandrels. The 

bay fenestration was simplified, with flanking display 

windows to exhibit artwork. The storefront has been 

replaced several times; the present one dates to c. 2005. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This four-story solid ma-

sonry commercial building has first and second floors 

framed and detailed in cast iron, while the rest of the 

material is limestone. A shallow, simple cornice projects 

below the low pedimented parapet with a spear-point 

finial flagpole rising an additional two stories. The store-

front transoms and second floor window bay, with its 

cast iron fruit garlands and roped colonettes, lend deco-

rative details to an otherwise very simple façade.  

          55-7 

H. LIEBER COMPANY BUILDING 

24 West Washington Street 

Same 

R.P. Daggett & Co. 

1897 

Italian Renaissance   
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HISTORY: Taylor Carpet Co. began as Taylor & Taylor 

in 1892, but reorganized as Taylor Carpet Co. in 1897. 

The company sold carpets, linoleum, curtains, and by 

1925, furniture. Soon after that the company vacated and 

the building was occupied by clothing stores until 1949. 

Numerous later tenants occupied the two lower floors 

while the upper floors stayed empty. The building was 

listed in the National Register in 1984.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The Taylor Carpet Co. 

Building is seven stories tall, constructed of brick with 

steel beams supporting concrete floors. Originally the 

building had just four stories. Three additional stories 

were added in 1906 by contractor William P. Jungclaus. 

The storefront has been remodeled numerous times. The 

second story was altered to an Art Moderne style some-

time after 1941, originally with limestone and presently 

with a stucco material.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Although the first and sec-

ond floors are altered, the third through seventh floors 

remain remarkably intact. The building is faced with an 

unglazed terra cotta molded frame and its outer edge is 

framed by two courses of classical guilloche and leaf 

molding. Each floor is divided into three bays with slen-

der pilasters decorated with floral motifs. Shorter pilas-

ters anchor the seventh floor. In the entablature are three 

wreath-framed oculi alternating with heraldic cartouches 

and torches, and a cornice contains egg-and-dart and 

dentil courses.  

Sources: 1914-54 I: 37; Bass Photo #6487 1906, 

#88481 1925; Polk City Directories; Indianapolis News 

6/4/1921; National Register Nomination 1983.  

          55-8 

TAYLOR CARPET CO. BUILDING 

26 West Washington Street 

Same 

William P. Jungclaus (contractor) 

1897 & 1906 

Neoclassical and Art Moderne   
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          55-9 

INDIANAPOLIS NEWS– GOODMAN JEWELERS 

26 West Washington Street 

30 W. Washington St. 

Jarvis Hunt 

1909-10 

Gothic Revival 

HISTORY: Jarvis Hunt (1859-1941), nephew of architect 

Richard Morris Hunt, was hired by Delavan Smith (1861

-1922) to design the News Building to occupy the site of 

the old office. It was the home of the News until 1949 

when the evening paper’s new owner, Eugene C. 

Pulliam, moved it to North New York Street. That same 

year, Goodman Jewelers bought the building and re-

mained at this location for fifty years, closing in 1999. 

The building was listed in the National Register in 1984. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This ten-story office build-

ing is of fireproof construction with a steel frame and 

concrete floors. The main façade is faced with glazed 

terra cotta and divided into three bays, with the classical 

composition of base, shaft, and capital. The first two 

floors of the building on the storefront have been re-

stored to their original appearance.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The beauty of this building 

lies in its preserved terra cotta façade. Two mullion piers 

positioned at the edges stretch from the third to tenth 

floors, while raised vertical moldings divide the three 

bays. Terra cotta rosettes inset within geometric shapes 

wrap around the storefront. Above the ninth floor is a 

balconet balustrade adorned with more geometric shapes 

and four drop finials positioned underneath. The tenth 

story windows have Tudor arches and the building is 

topped with a simplified Gothic cornice and foliar mold-

ing. The same Tudor-arch form is repeated in the second 

floor windows. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I: 37; Bass Photo #88481F 

1925, #31599 1912; National Register Nomination, .  
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BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The 23-story Conrad suc-

cessfully blends in with the historic buildings on the 

block as well as other new construction. Designed in the 

Neo-Art Deco Style, it sensitively fills the void caused 

by the 1990 loss of the Roosevelt Building. The Conrad 

is integrated into the Circle Center Mall through the 

Artsgarden. Local firm Browning Day Mullins Dierdorf 

Architects designed the building in collaboration with a 

New York firm. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The Conrad is clad in light 

stone, reflecting its surrounding context, and has a clear 

base rising four stories with two strong horizontal ele-

ments on a frieze entablature. The façade soars upward 

with dominant piers and recessed spandrels. A deep and 

plain parapet marks the upper five stories, which are 

arranged in a series of setbacks referencing the Art Deco 

Style. Art Deco hints are also found in the metal grills 

on the third floor level. The entrance, with its tradition-

ally designed canopy, is situated between the tower and 

the historic Indianapolis News Building. 

LOST ARCHITECTURE: The Conrad Hotel occupies the 

site of four former buildings and an alley, Bird Street. 

Two of those buildings were the 1923 Roosevelt Build-

ing and the 1872 Griffith Block. The Roosevelt was 

twelve stories and clad with glazed limestone-colored 

terra cotta on its south and west facades. When the site 

was cleared in 1990 in anticipation of the Circle Centre 

Mall development, the Griffith Block façade was sal-

vaged, moved to the south side of Washington Street, 

restored and integrated into the mall build-out.  

          55-10 

CONRAD HOTEL 

1 North Illinois Street 

50 W. Washington St. 

Browning Day Mullins Dierdorf (Partner) 

2005-06 

Neo-Art Deco 
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HISTORY: Founded by Joseph A. Rink in 1886, the 

Rink’s Womens Apparel Store was “one of the first ex-

clusive women’s cloak houses in the nation,” according 

to its management’s claims. The firm erected their six-

story edifice with the help of Swiss-born architect Adolf 

Scherrer to provide expanded space for its rapidly grow-

ing women’s apparel clientele. Rink’s departments in-

cluded millinery, furs, evening gowns, children’s, and 

beauty salon with each department having its own floor. 

Because of financial difficulties, Rink’s closed its doors 

in 1939 after 53 years in business. The building then 

served as the home of G.C. Murphy, a “five and dime” 

store, for about forty years. In 1990 the building was 

demolished in preparation of the Circle Center Mall de-

velopment, but the façade remained. The parking garage 

built behind the façade and extending to the south were 

designed by local firms Ratio Architects and CSO Ar-

chitects. A restaurant now occupies the storefront. The 

building was listed in the National Register of Historic 

Places in 1984. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Built with a steel frame 

clad in limestone and copper sheet metal, the façade 

retains classical elements such as pilasters and a project-

ing cornice. The façade is now connected to the adjoin-

ing six-story parking garage, built in 1999 to serve the 

Emmis Building on Monument Circle. The garage was 

designed to work in tandem with the Rink façade and 

has some of the same elements in abstract form, such as 

the slit voids which correspond to the Rink’s spandrel 

panels. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The windows are among 

this façade’s primary features, designed with double-

hung sash windows flanking one single-pane window 

within each bay. This arrangement exemplifies the influ-

ence of the Chicago School of Architecture. The luster 

light transoms above the second story windows are also 

unique. The stone cornice separating the two-story store-

front from the upper floors has sculpted foliar designs 

emanating from simplified shields at each end. The sec-

ond thru sixth floor windows are topped by a decorative 

metal spandrel panel and the building is capped by an 

ornate metal cornice. Five finials are positioned atop the 

cornice with cresting between the finials and an in-

scribed “R” located directly beneath each finial. 

LOST ARCHITECTURE: The Rink Building demolition 

was pursuant to the Memorandum of Agreement with 

the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation for the 

Circle Centre Development project. 

   55-11 and 55-12 

RINK’S APPAREL/ CIRCLE BLOCK GARAGE  

25 North Illinois Street 

Same 

Adolf Sherrer, Ratio Architects & CSO 

1910 & 1999 

Neo-Classical and Chicago School 
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Sources: Washington Street-Monument Circle Historic 

District National Register Nomination, 1996; Historic 

American Building Survey (HABS No IN-217), 1990.  



BLOCK 56 

Block 56 General Information:  

The southeast quadrant of Monument Circle is 

bounded by Monument Circle and Market Street to 

the North, Pennsylvania Street to the East, Wash-

ington Street to the South, and Meridian Street to 

the West. 

The Periods of Significance for this block range 

from Antebellum (1847-1866) to the Present (1995

-2011). 

Hotel Washington (56-10), Lombard Building-

Victoria Centre (56-11), and Marott’s Shoes Build-

ing (56-12) are listed on the National Register of 

Historic Places. 
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HISTORY: Indianapolis Power & Light Co. was founded 

in 1926, consolidating two existing power companies 

which were formed after electrical power service came 

to the city in 1882. In 1935 IPL bought and moved into 

the Continental, located on the Circle and built in 1925, 

and erected an enormous sign on its roof to announce its 

presence. In 1959 IPL purchased the neighboring 1879 

Baldwin Building, and in 1963 announced its plan to 

demolish the Baldwin, erect a nine-story addition, re-

move the Renaissance stone façade of the Continental, 

and sheath new and old in a new stark limestone skin in 

the Modern Style. IPL president O.T. Fitzwater at the 

time stated that the addition and re-facing would “show 

our faith in the future of downtown… and further ad-

vance its modernization.” 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The Circle façade is seven 

bays wide while the Meridian façade is five bays wide. 

Each window bay is subdivided by a trio of fixed win-

dows. In the 1990s a new monumental entrance of 

curved glass was created out of the four corner bays, 

altering the original rhythm pattern.   

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This building in its current 

form uses projecting limestone sections and the voids 

created between them to create depth on an otherwise 

plain surface. Of the original building features, only the 

Continental building height and bay configuration re-

main on the upper seven floors. The curved glazed entry 

is expressive of the streamlined approach of the 1990s 

and uses a combination of glass and metal to break up 

the limestone monotony. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54, I: 40; Indianapolis Star 

5/7/1963; News 6/30/1964; Indiana Architect, March 

1965; Electrifying Indianapolis 1960; Bass Photo # 

317019F 1965. 

   56-1 

INDIANAPOLIS POWER & LIGHT  

1 Monument Circle 

Same 

Lennox, Matthews, Simmons & Ford 

1925 & 1965 

Modern  
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Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:38; Indianapolis-Marion 

County Register of Historic Properties. C
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HISTORY: “Modern to the Minute” and “The Aristo-

crat” were mottoes applied to Circle Tower when it was 

completed. Built on the eve of the Great Depression, it 

exemplified the Art Deco Style that was all the rage in 

the 1920s. Circle Tower was also the first building to 

take advantage of the setback provision of the 1922 

height-limit ordinance. Its location appealed to law firms 

and stockbrokers due to its close proximity to the State-

house, City Hall, Marion County and U.S. Courthouses. 

More recently it has housed commercial  and restaurant 

ventures. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Circle Tower is the city’s 

finest example of the Art Deco Style, not only for its 

numerous decorative details in the “Aegypto-Deco” 

Style but also for its massing, configuration, and loca-

tion on Monument Circle. Designed by the architectural 

firm Rubush and Hunter, the building’s features include 

the exquisite arched Market Street entrance with an 

Egyptian motif in a carved limestone and bronze screen 

(which continues into the lobby). The storefronts are 

also crowned with bronze cresting in the same manner, 

although some are now missing. Limestone carvings are 

found in the parapet and the many levels of the ziggurat, 

which conceals the elevator penthouse.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This building’s massing and 

height is significant because it reflects the setback provi-

sions of the 1922 height ordinance. The fenestration 

pattern and bay configuration are original to the design. 

Limestone materials with carved detailing, storefronts 

retaining bronze cresting and other bronzed elements 

also survive. An arched entry fronting Market Street has 

highly stylized foliar and animal molding. Above this 

entry is a frieze with raised letters indicating the build-

ing name and a large arched transom overlaid with a 

bronze grid of Egyptian motifs. Because of the high 

“Aegypto-Deco” Style and the unaltered design and ma-

terials, extreme consideration should be given to any 

proposed alterations or modifications to design or mate-

rials.  

          56-2 

CIRCLE TOWER 

55 Monument Circle 

1-9 E. Market St. 

Rubush & Hunter 

1929-30 

Art Deco   
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BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This parking garage was 

built in two phases; the south half in 1996 and the north 

half in 2000. The nine-story concrete garage has a com-

bined stair and elevator tower near its center. It incorpo-

rates several businesses on the first floor facing North 

Pennsylvania and East Market Streets.  

LOST ARCHITECTURE: The garage was built on the site 

of two nineteenth-century and two twentieth-century 

commercial buildings. The three-story Rialto Building 

and the four-story When Building, both built before 

1875, were demolished in 1995 to make way for the 

south garage section. The When had a magnificent man-

sard roof and was the last standing Second Empire Style 

commercial building in the city. The north section was 

built in 2000 after two twentieth-century buildings were 

demolished. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Utilitarian in design, this 

structure has little in stylistic or materialistic signifi-

cance. 

 

Sources: Sanborn:1956-69 I:39; Indianapolis Architec-

ture. 

          56-3 

EXPRESS PARKING GARAGE 

20 & 50 North Pennsylvania Street 

Same 

Ratio Architects 

1996 & 2000 

Not applicable  

HISTORY: This two-story concrete-block commercial 

building was constructed in 1964 on the site of a three-

story Italianate commercial building. Numerous shops 

and restaurants have occupied the space over time. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The building’s simplified 

brick façade has a vague Colonial Revival influence 

with four round-arched openings of wood blind tran-

soms with fan muntin patterns. A brick pier supporting 

the two middle arches relates the storefronts to the ar-

cade above. Above the arcade are three openings aligned 

with the three northern-most arches, filled with eight-

over-twelve divided-lite double-hung windows. The area 

above the southern-most arch is solid brick. The facade 

is coped by two courses of limestone on the unadorned 

parapet.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Utilitarian in design, this 

structure has little in stylistic or materialistic signifi-

cance. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-1954 I:38, 1956-69 I:38. 

          56-4 

COMMERCIAL BUILDING 

16 North Pennsylvania Street 

10-16 N. Pennsylvania St. 

Unknown 

1964 

Modern  
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HISTORY: Roselyn Bakery was a popular local chain 

founded in 1943 by Mr. & Mrs. John Clark. They built 

this one-story structure as their downtown store in 1963, 

and a Christian Science Reading Room occupied the 

northern third of the building for decades. Roselyn Bak-

ery went out of business in the 1990s; since then the 

store has been minimally renovated for other restaurant 

and commercial uses. The renovations retained most 

elements. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The façade is faced with 

multi-colored ceramic tile and an aluminum storefront 

that fronts both East Washington and North Pennsyl-

vania Streets. A revolving pole sign, retaining its dis-

tinctive “V” shape dating from Roselyn’s tenancy, is 

perched on the rooftop at the building’s corner. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This iconic building retains 

its roadside diner character that was so distinctive of the 

1960s. Features include the ceramic tile, revolving sign 

and fully glazed aluminum storefront. 

LOST ARCHITECTURE: Roselyn bakery was built on 

the site of two three-story brick commercial buildings 

which were most likely constructed after the Civil War 

and later destroyed by fire. 

Sources: Sanborn1958-1969 I:38; Indianapolis News 

3/10/1948, 6/9/1960, Indianapolis Star 5/3/1964. 

          56-5 

ROSELYN BUILDING 

10 North Pennsylvania Street 

48-50 E. Washington St. 

Unknown 

1963 

Modern  

HISTORY: This building has seen multiple uses, from a 

picture frames manufacturer in 1887 to a laundry and a 

shirt factory in 1898. The building was also home for 

several decades to W.K. Stewart Co., a bookstore and 

stationer. When Arsenal Savings and Loan moved to this 

location in the early 20th century they gave the building 

its identifying name. The present façade dates from circa 

1958 and was praised in a January 1959 advertisement, 

saying: “Arsenal enters the new year in a modern new 

home, specially designed to give you more convenience 

and still better service.”  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The original Georgian-

inspired façade has been replaced with the present mid-

20th century curtain wall. However, the side and rear 

brick walls retain their nineteenth century appearance.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Polished granite provides a 

frame around all three stories, with a ceramic tile band at 

the east and north ends. Metal-framed windows are in-

dicative of the mid-century style in material and curtain 

wall design. 

Sources: Sanborn: 1887 II:41, 1898 II:151, 1915-54 

I:38, 1958-69 I:38; Bass Photo #243035 1939, #74327F 

1921; Indianapolis Star 1/1/1956 & 1/4/1959, News 

9/24/1988. 

          56-6 

ARSENAL SAVINGS & LOAN BUILDING 

44 East Washington Street 

Same 

Unknown 

c. 1880s & 1958 

Modern 
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HISTORY: This modest brick building is one of only a 

few surviving pre-Civil War buildings in the Mile 

Square. It is also one of the oldest commercial buildings 

in the city and a rare example of the Greek Revival Style 

adapted to commercial architecture. It was built to be the 

drugstore of one of the city’s earliest druggists, W. Han-

naman. In the 1860s wholesale and retail druggist firm 

Stewart and Morgan took over Hannaman’s business.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Originally four stories, a 

fifth floor was later added, as seen by a disruption of the 

brick courses on the east wall and slight variation in the 

molding of the cast-iron lintels. Despite the building’s 

distinct past, it was unsympathetically treated for many 

decades. The cornice was removed sometime in the 

early twentieth century, the storefront was remodeled 

innumerable times, and the second and third floors were 

completely covered with sheet metal panels. A devel-

oper recently removed  the panels and intends to reha-

bilitate the building 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The simple masonry and 

cast-iron lintels in the two upper stories are hallmarks of 

the Greek Revival style. Also present on the façade and 

rear elevation are the star anchor plates.  

          56-7 

HANNAMAN & DUZAN BUILDING 

42 East Washington Street 

40-42 E. Washington St. 

Unknown 

1852 

Greek Revival  

HISTORY: This was originally a nineteenth-century 

commercial building. Feltman & Curme, a shoe busi-

ness, occupied the storefront for decades. Sometime 

between 1939 and 1954 the three-story structure was 

drastically remodeled, with the third floor removed and 

the enameled steel paneled façade erected. 

 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The current two-story 

building is faced with painted smooth panels and 

flanked by piers. Eight of the panels were replaced with 

single-pane windows sometime after 1996; six in a row 

above the storefront and two equally spaced on the sec-

ond floor. The present storefront was installed in 2008-

2009 and updated in 2011. 

 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES:  Little of the building’s 

original character remains due to extensive remodeling. 

However the “FELTMAN & CURME” brass letters set 

in concrete in front of the storefront still exist, a re-

minder of the early twentieth century business located 

there. Mid-century details such as the flair of the fluted 

piers and the curve of the steel panels hint of Art Mod-

erne influence. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:38; Bass Photo #31965 

1913, #74327-F 1921, #73558F 1921, #243035 1939. 

          56-8 

COMMERCIAL BUILDING 

38 East Washington Street 

Same 

Unknown 

c. 1880 & c. 1950 

Modern 

Sources: Sanborn 1887 II:41, 1898 II:151, 1914-54 

I:38; E. Sachse & Co. View of Indianapolis, 1854; Bass 

Photo #73558 1921, #243035, 1939. 
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HISTORY: Gay-Lord Clothes appears to have been this 

building’s first occupant, with six façade signs stating 

“High Class But Not High Price.” By 1925 Richman 

Clothes moved in and altered the storefront. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Modeled after eighteenth-

century Georgian townhouses, this four-story building 

with a concrete frame was built in 1918. The glazed 

terra cotta entablature and parapet balustrade hint at the 

original terra cotta-faced storefront, now gone. Bowed 

metal balconets at each of the fourth-floor windows and 

a metal balconet balustrade at the sill of the grouped 

third-floor windows are also lost, along with the corner 

pilasters, Adam-esque entablatures, and semi-elliptical 

transom with patera muntins. The present storefront was 

added in 2008-2009. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Divided-lite windows on the 

third and fourth floors represent the Georgian  influence.  

These windows are adorned by terra cotta sills and brick 

soldier course headers, with a terra cotta keystone piece 

crowning the grouped third-floor windows. The upper 

floor brick also remains unpainted. Simple garlands and 

scroll brackets decorate the entablature below the para-

pet balustrade and wrap around the front façade to in-

clude a portion of the west elevation. Urn finials sit atop 

the balustrade.   

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:38; Bass Photos #74327F 

1921, #73558-F 1921, #92829 1925, #243035F, 1939. 

          56-9 

GAY-LORD BUILDING 

36 East Washington Street 

Same 

Unknown 

1918 

Georgian Revival 
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HISTORY: Hotel Washington was designed by the archi-

tecture firm R.P. Daggett & Co. as a first-class hotel for 

J. Edward Krauss in 1912. Remodeled in 1938 by later 

owner E.W. Benson, it closed in 1965 after Benson’s 

death. The hotel was remodeled and reopened in 1965 as 

an apartment building, then remodeled yet again in 1982 

as an office building. Hotel Washington was listed in the 

National Register of Historic Places in 1980. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This seventeen-story hotel 

is built of steel and masonry fireproof construction. The 

main façade is three bays wide and uses the classical 

architectural formula. The “base” is three stories in 

height and faced with limestone. The repeating ten sto-

ries of the “column shaft” have limestone window sills 

and contiguous lintels. The fourteenth floor windows are 

framed with limestone, and a cornice separates it from 

the top three floors that form a “capital” with segmental 

windows and another cornice. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Many of the hotel’s original 

features remain, including the storefront detailing, or-

nate limestone, unpainted brick masonry, and window 

and bay configuration. Divided-lite windows dress up 

the transoms of the storefront and windows and doors 

opening onto the second-floor balcony. Foliar moldings 

are carved into the limestone at the base and capital lev-

els along with exaggerated keystones and pillars. A 

limestone “W” enclosed by a circle is located at the ends 

of the entablature on each side.  

A unique aspect of this building is that much of the de-

tailing wraps around the secondary facades, particularly 

at the “base” and “capital.” Paired one-over-one win-

dows on the  Washington Street elevation as well as on 

the east and west secondary elevations reflect the build-

ing’s original use as a hotel providing an abundance of 

natural light. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:38; Hotel Washington 

National Register Nomination, 1980. 

          56-10 

HOTEL WASHINGTON 

32 East Washington Street 

Same 

R. P. Daggett & Co. 

1912 

Neoclassical 
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HISTORY: The Lombard Building was a speculative 

commercial office venture financed by Elizabeth Tinker 

Talbott. Between 1942 and 1980 its numerous tenants 

included insurance companies, Marott’s Shoe Store, 

Kahn Tailoring Co., American National Bank, and 

Richman Brothers. One tenant, Kirk Furniture Co., re-

named it the Kirk Building in 1927. The name changed 

again to Victoria Centre when the building reopened 

after its 1981-1982 restoration and rehabilitation. The 

Lombard Building was listed in the National Register of 

Historic Places in 1982. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The building combines 

brick, stone, iron, and terra cotta in an expression of the 

popular Renaissance Revival style of the late Victorian 

period. The façade is divided by piers into four bays and 

by spandrels into six floors. Each bay is subdivided into 

two windows with masonry mullions.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Surviving  original elements 

on the first floor include decorative cast-iron piers sup-

porting the steel I-beam lintel, while the second through 

sixth floors remain virtually unaltered. Prominent ex-

posed steel lintels book-ended by rosettes crown the-

second-floor windows. Of particular interest is the 

slightly projecting bow of the two central bays, creating 

a dimensional contrast to the flat fronts of flanking 

buildings. The building’s richest ornamentation is found 

on the fourth and fifth floors, with giant order fluted 

pilasters, rustication, and compressed terra cotta pedi-

ments tucked into the segmental arches. Foliar and ro-

sette terra cotta molding insets further define the arches. 

The cornice is decorated with paired exaggerated brack-

ets and colonnettes and a reconstructed name plate with 

the inscription “Victoria Centre.”  

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:38; Bass Photo #6509 

1905 & #31965, 1913 #249222FB 1940, #20411F 1927; 

Lombard Building National Register Nomination, 1980. 

          56-11 

LOMBARD BUILDING—VICTORIA CENTRE 

22 East Washington Street 

22-28 E. Washington St. 

R. P. Daggett & Co. 

1892 

Renaissance Revival 
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Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:38; Bass Photo #295560F 

1950s, #68645.F 1919, #6509 1905; National Register 

Nomination, 1983; Polk City Directories; Marion 

County Recorders Office. 

HISTORY: The seven-story Marott’s Shoes Building was 

built as a speculative investment by  Carl von Hake and 

Franklin Vonnegut, his brother-in-law. The Badger Fur-

niture Co. was the first major tenant and occupied all 

floors for ten years. Marott’s Shoe Shop followed in 

1911, remaining until 1978. Shop owner George J. Ma-

rott was not only a successful shoe retailer but also in-

vested in streetcars, interurban lines, utilities, the Marott 

Department Store, the Marott Hotel and real estate. Ma-

rott’s Shoe Building was listed in the National Register 

of Historic Places in 1983. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The Marott Building façade 

is composed entirely of glass and terra cotta. It is di-

vided into four bays with terra cotta mullions resting on 

narrow terra cotta spandrels. While the second through 

sixth floors have a fenestration pattern of two central 

single-pane windows flanked on the ends by double-

hung, one-over-one windows, the top floor has five win-

dows with transom bars and gothic-arched transoms. 

The storefront was restored in 1983-84. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This building’s intricately 

detailed terra cotta border of foliar and geometric mold-

ing outlining the perimeter and cornice is its most dis-

tinctive feature. A pair of armored busts supporting 

elaborate three-dimensional vases flank the third floor 

spandrel. Extending this terra cotta detail onto the build-

ing façade is a series of blank shields decorating the 

seventh floor spandrel. The repeating window pattern 

and seventh floor arched transoms also define the Ma-

rott’s Renaissance style. The parapet is crenellated with 

shields and crowns on the four battlements, with scallop 

shells framed by unfurled ribbons alternating with the 

shields.  

          56-12 

MAROTT’S SHOES BUILDING 

18 East Washington Street 

18-20 E. Washington St. 

Unknown 

1900 

Renaissance Revival 
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HISTORY: This building’s odd name is taken from its 

owners, Robert L. and Eugenia B. McOuat, whose an-

cestors were Indianapolis pioneers. Its central location 

enticed many tenants, including Badger Furniture Co. 

and the Columbia National Bank as the original occu-

pants. Columbia became National City Bank in 1912 

and remained at the McOuat until 1921. The Lyman 

Brothers, dealers in art, picture frames, moldings, art 

supplies, etc. came later, leasing the building for 20 

years until their vacation in 1981.  The building was 

rehabilitated in 2010. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The McOuat Building is a 

seven-story brick commercial building with steel beams 

supporting the floors. The façade is virtually all glass; 

each story has a ribbon of glass separated by thin mul-

lions resting on cast-iron spandrels that run uninter-

rupted from one building end to the other. The top floor 

fenestration differs from the pattern below as it is di-

vided into eight double-hung sash windows. The origi-

nal storefront was divided into three bays by two square 

fluted columns and two pilasters with a colored terrazzo 

entryway. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Small and delicate details 

enhance this simple façade. Between the second through 

sixth floors, the metal spandrels contain stamped rope 

and bead patterns. Stamped foliar molding borders the 

second floor and also the third through seventh floors. 

The prominent entablature is stamped sheet-metal with 

pairs of consoles at each end supporting the foliar-

molded cornice. In the simple frieze is a tablet with 

raised letters reading “McOUAT” and foliar scroll book-

ends. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:38; Bass Photo #68645F, 

1919 & #295560F 1950s; Polk City Directories; Marion 

Co. Recorders Office; Hymans Handbook, 1902 

          56-13 

MCOUAT BUILDING 

14 East Washington Street 

14-16 E. Washington St. 

Unknown 

1901 

Renaissance Revival 
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HISTORY: This two-story building was completed in 

1953 on the site of an 1856 four-story Italianate com-

mercial building. Shoe stores were tenants in the 1950s, 

while a McDonalds occupied it in the 1980s.  

 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The structure is of fireproof 

construction with steel columns and beams. The current 

façade of anodized sheet-metal, added in circa 1980, 

replaced the original 1952 Art Moderne enameled steel 

façade.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES:  This building has been re-

modeled on numerous occasions and lost much of its 

1953 character. Remaining hints of the Art Moderne 

style are found in the fluted columns projecting from the 

second floor and piercing the top of the plain cornice. 

Sources: Sanborn 1958-69 I:38; Bass Photo# 295560F; 

Klein & Kuhn, “Appraisal of 8 E. Washington St. for 

Volney M. Brown” 5/20/1952. 

          56-14 

COMMERCIAL BUILDING 

10 East Washington Street 

10-12 E. Washington St. 

Unknown 

1952-53 & c. 1980 

Modern 

   

LOST ARCHITECTURE: This lot is divided into two 

parcels, both with the address of 6 E. Washington Street. 

Two brick nineteenth-century commercial buildings 

originally stood on this site. The west one was four sto-

ries tall, constructed in 1859 by Gustavus Schurmann 

and demolished in 2002. The east building was con-

structed in 1856 and designed by Hodgeden & [D.A.] 

Bohlen. After 1952, the top three floors were removed, 

reducing the building to one story. The façades of both 

buildings were covered with sheet metal. One of its last 

occupants was a fast food restaurant. 

 

 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54, I: 38; Bass Photo 

#282602F; Klein & Kuhn, Appraisal for 8 E. Washing-

ton, 5/20/1952. 

          56-15 

VACANT LOTS 

6 East Washington Street 

6-8 E. Washington St. 

Unknown 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 
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          56-16 

KAHN TAILORING CO./ KING COLE BUILDING 

1 North Meridian Street 

7 N. Meridian St. 

Vonnegut, Bohn & Mueller 

1915 

Classical Revival 

   

Source: Sanborn 1914-54 I: 38; Encyclopedia of Indian-

apolis 862; Bass Photo #86633F 1924. 

HISTORY: In 1915, Henry Kahn erected this building as 

the headquarters for The Kahn Tailoring Co., one of the 

largest tailoring firms in the city and state during the 

first half of the twentieth century. Starting in 1929, one 

of the city’s most upscale restaurants operated in the 

basement for many years, first as the “Seville” and later 

as the “King Cole.”   

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The Kahn Building is one 

of the most prominent terra cotta-faced edifices along 

Washington Street. Its ten stories exemplify the term 

“tall-and-thin” with a configuration of two bays deep 

and seven bays wide. It follows the classical formula of 

base, shaft, and capital. The first floor has experienced 

numerous remodeling projects which fragmented the 

storefronts over time.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This building’s character is 

defined by lavish glazed terra cotta sculptural details 

which completely cover its west and south elevations. 

These are the work of architectural sculptor Alexander 

Sangernebo. His design weaves geometric patterns, me-

dallions, foliar moldings, rosettes, garlands, and brackets 

in an intricate pattern repeated throughout the ten sto-

ries. Rusticated columns vertically separate the window 

bays. Further emphasizing the classical formula, Chi-

cago-style tri-partite windows define the second floor of 

the “base” while paired arched windows define the 

“capital.” In the spandrel between the ninth and tenth 

floors are lion heads, centered below the mullion divid-

ing each pair of arched windows. The building retains its 

entablature and cornice of geometric dentil and circular 

moldings.  
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BLOCK 57 

Block 57 General Information: 

The block is bounded by Market Street to the 

North, Delaware Street to the East, Washington 

Street to the South, and Pennsylvania Street to the 

West. 

The Periods of Significance for this block range 

from Antebellum (1847-1866) to the Present (1995

-2011). 

Although this block spans multiple Eras of Signifi-

cance, there are no properties currently listed on the 

National Register of Historic Places. 

BUILDING RESOURCE INVENTORY 

Monument Circle District Preservation Plan 169 
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BUILDING RESOURCE INVENTORY 
BLOCK 57—North Pennsylvania Street and Market Street 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54, I:40, Indianapolis News 

12/9/1920, & 1/20/1922; Star; 7/31/1927, 12/30/1928, 

5/7/1937, 10/28/1960; Bass Photo # 83494-F 1923. 
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HISTORY: Established in 1937, Union Federal Savings 

& Loan Association built this eight-story building in 

1963-64 on the site of the 1861 former Federal Post Of-

fice. In 1963 the Indianapolis Times described “the 

highly contemporary building” as a gem “to lift Down-

town.” Huntington Bank is the building’s current occu-

pant.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The 1963-64 Union Federal 

building was vertically oriented, similar to the façade 

elements of the current City-County Building.  Seven 

piers on the north façade stretched from grade to parapet 

with a metal grid subdividing these bays. The west fa-

çade was a blank wall of limestone or concrete panels 

perforated by six small windows on each floor from the 

second through the eighth floors. In 1985 the 1964 fa-

çades were removed and replaced. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Since this building was re-

skinned in 1985 much of its original character has been 

lost. The current facades of mirrored glass and enameled 

steel panels which clad the recessed vertical piers reflect 

the material trend of the 1980s. The overall orientation 

has been softened and the emphasis placed on horizontal 

lines instead of the original vertical lines. 

Sources: Sanborn 1956-69 I:40; Indianapolis Times 

11/20/1962, 1/16/1963, & 6/10/1964; DMD doc # 85-

AP-160.  

   57-1 

UNION FEDERAL BUILDING 

45 North Pennsylvania Street 

Same 

Bank Building and Equipment Corp. 

1963-64 & 1985-86 

Modern  

HISTORY: John Franklin Wild began his career as a dry 

goods shopkeeper in Noblesville in 1879. In 1891 he 

started banking and his successful Wild Bank remained 

in business until 1927 when it closed. In 1929 the State 

Savings and Trust Co. occupied the Wild Building. 

Later Fidelity Bank & Trust moved in, followed by Har-

rison Life Insurance Co. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This twelve-story Italian 

Renaissance Revival building has a steel frame with 

concrete floors and a limestone skin. The building is 

designed in the classical pattern of a column, with a two-

story “base,” nine-story “shaft,” and one-story “capital” 

with windows on the twelfth floor piercing the frieze.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The central entrance has 

paneled bronze doors flanked by Tuscan columns and a 

frieze above that reads “J.F. Wild And Company.” Rus-

ticated blocks, divided-lite windows, a bronze canopy 

and original light fixtures also adorn the storefront. 

Foliar and geometric moldings decorate the base and 

capital sections. Cast-iron spandrel panels between the 

floors contain geometric, inverted fish-scale, and fleur-

de-lis patterns with lion head medallions. A limestone 

entablature and cornice with courses of dentil, egg and 

dart, and medallion blocks, along with an architrave 

band, crown the capital.  

   57-2 

J. F. WILD STATE BANK BUILDING 

129 East Market Street 

123, 129 E. Market St. 

Fermor S. Cannon 

1922-23 

Italian Renaissance Revival 
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Sources: Sanborn 1956-69 I:40; Indianapolis News 

3/13/1958  

HISTORY: This paved surface parking lot is the site of a 

three-story, 1870 Italianate commercial building demol-

ished in 1958. 

   57-3 

PARKING LOT 

135 East Market Street 

131-139 E. Market St. 

Unknown 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:40; Board of Zoning Ap-

peals letter to Gardner- Atkins, 10/30/1929, Casler, “The 

Architecture of Rubush & Hunter”.  

HISTORY: This eight-story parking garage took the 

place of the 1875 Thorpe Block, a four-story commer-

cial building. Gardner-Atkins Realty Company erected it 

in 1930. Designed to hold 600 cars, it was sensitively 

designed to blend into the streetscape of office build-

ings.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The garage is constructed 

of reinforced concrete frame floors, columns, roof, and 

ramps, with a limestone-skinned façade.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Although simple, many 

thoughtful details contribute to this building’s impor-

tance as an example of contextual design. A suspended 

canopy projects over the tiled driveway with flanking 

integrated storefronts. The canopy has a chevron motif 

which is repeated in the lintels over the first floor open-

ings. Rusticated vertical piers separate the window bays 

containing operable casement windows that disguise the 

building’s utilitarian use. Parapet panels of Art Deco-

inspired chevron and simplified foliar moldings crown 

the cornice. 

   57-4 

INDIANA PARKING GARAGE 

145 East Market Street 

143-151 E. Market St. 

Rubush & Hunter 

1929-30 

Art Deco 
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Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:40; The Columbian “A 

History of the Columbia Club” 1925; Indianapolis News 

7/4/1948; IN Construction Recorder, 5/9/1925; Polk 

City Directories 1928-1961; Bass Photo # 97869; Indi-

anapolis Star 5/6/1963, Times 10/12/1958.  

HISTORY: Now called the Barrister Building, this high-

rise began life in 1925 as a combination parking garage 

(Del-Mar) and office building (Union Title Building). It 

was built on the site of the former Baldwin Block Build-

ing. The building was owned by Thomas A. Moynahan 

Construction Co., a business that built, owned, and oper-

ated many apartment buildings and which had its office 

inside the Union Title building. Architect Arthur Fleck 

began his career with the company, designing apartment 

buildings such as the Admiral and its neighbor, the 

Commodore, as well as many houses. Between 1928 and 

1948, the parking garage section  was converted level by 

level to offices.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This eight-story building is 

constructed of reinforced concrete frame, floors, ramps 

and columns. The east façade is eight bays long while 

the north façade is three bays wide. All original charac-

ter and material has been lost on the first floor, including 

the Gothic details on the pier posts and the storefronts 

above the Gothic frieze band due to a 1958-59 remodel-

ing project. A suspended metal canopy was added circa 

1980. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Most original details above 

the first floor are intact with the exception of replace-

ment windows. The building is faced in rusticated Indi-

ana limestone and sculpted with Gothic Revival fea-

tures. Above the first floor’s metal canopy and sign 

panel is a pattern of blind tracery, which is repeated 

again in the spandrel above the sixth floor. Engaged 

pilasters with pinnacles separate the window bays. 

Foliar moldings decorate the seventh and eighth floors. 

In the parapet below the pediments, framed by addi-

tional Gothic blind tracery, are shields bearing the UTB 

monogram. 

   57-5 

UNION TITLE-DEL MAR GARAGE BUILDING 

155 East Market Street 

34-52 N. Delaware St. 

Arthur Fleck 

1925 

Gothic Revival 
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Sources: Sanborn 1914-54; 1958-1969, I:40; Indian-

apolis Star,9/1/1973, 6/30/1974, Star Magazine 

5/23/1976; Bass Photo #606811, 1917. Indianapolis 

Architecture, p.36.  

HISTORY: German immigrant John C. Hereth had the 

block built in c.1866 to house his business, J.C. Hereth, 

Brother & Co., which manufactured and sold saddles, 

harnesses, horse collars, “safety bridle and lines.” The 

building faced the county courthouse and as a result, it 

also became home to law offices on the upper floors. 

Later taverns , grocery and meat shops used the space. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This four-story building is 

constructed of brick masonry. The original fenestration 

configuration remains intact, with seven windows on the 

second and third floors of the primary North Delaware 

and secondary East Court Street.   

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Despite numerous changes 

to the storefront, this building has a high level of style 

integrity. Stone storefront piers and corresponding en-

tablature remain on the primary and secondary facades. 

Cast-iron arched window hoods with foliar moldings 

decorate the primary façade. The Court Street windows 

retain their original six-over-six pattern, with stone lin-

tels and sills. An intact wood and cast-iron entablature 

with foliar-molded brackets wraps around the facades. A 

steel fire escape is cantilevered on the secondary façade. 

   57-6 

PARKING LOT 

26 North Delaware Street  

26-32 N. Delaware St. 

Unknown 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

 

DESCRIPTION: This paved surface parking lot is 

framed by the side and back walls of neighboring build-

ings and the alley known as East Court Street. The mural 

was done by high school students in the Tech (H.S.) 300 

and the Summer Program for Economically Disadvan-

taged Youth, who also produced the mural at 15-35 E. 

Washington St. 

LOST ARCHITECTURE: This was the site of the Del-

court building (later called the Von Hake Block) which 

was an Italianate brick commercial building four stories 

tall with a mansard roof. Two storefronts faced the alley. 

It housed the G.A.R. Hall in the 1890s and later a cigar 

maker. The Delcourt building was demolished sometime 

between 1969 and 1974. An urban mural was originally 

on both the west and north walls, painted by artist Ro-

land Hobart in 1973. Hobart won the first “Urban 

Walls” contest in 1973 conducted by the Urban Walls 

Task Force and the Metropolitan Arts Council.  

   57-7 

HERETH BLOCK 

20-22 North Delaware Street 

18-24 N. Delaware St. 

Unknown 

1866 

Italianate 

Sources: Logan’s Indianapolis Directory, 1867; Indi-

anapolis News 11/24/85.  
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Sources: Sanborn: 1887 II:41, 1914-54 I:40; Bass Photo 

#92094 c.1875.  

   57-8 

COMMERCIAL BUILDING 

12 North Delaware Street 

12-16 N. Delaware St. 

Unknown 

1870 

Second Empire & Modern  

 

HISTORY: In 1887 a saddlery and two restaurants occu-

pied this three-story brick building. When it was drasti-

cally remodeled sometime after 1954, the three shop 

fronts were reconfigured and framed with rusticated, 

smooth ashlar limestone.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This building originally 

exhibited Second Empire details, with a mansard roof 

providing the fourth floor. As a result of the mid-

twentieth century remodel, the slate roof, seven dormers, 

and bracketed cornice were removed and the fenestra-

tion pattern radically altered.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Although many details have 

been lost, remnants of the original façade remain. Load-

bearing cast-iron columns are present on the second and 

third floors. The stone string course below the third floor 

windows which functioned as the window sill course is 

still visible, as are the original window openings with 

segmental arches. Below the parapet coping is a brick 

modillion course. The centered doorway is framed by a 

limestone pediment with a pair of fluted pilasters.  

Sources: Sanborn1914-54 I:40; Bass Photo #92094 c. 

1875; City Directories 1877-1921.   

   57-9 

FREIBERG AND TECHENTIN BUILDING 

10 North Delaware Street 

Same 

Unknown 

c. 1873 

Italianate 

 

HISTORY: Joshua M.W. Langsdale purchased this site 

in 1870 and constructed the building soon after. His first 

tenant was John C. Hereth, who also owned the property 

at 18-24 N. Delaware St. In 1876 German immigrants 

John Freiberg and Henry Techentin occupied the shop 

for their saddle company. By 1899 it had become a tav-

ern, and numerous similar businesses followed. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This three-story brick 

building exhibits features of the Italianate Style, which 

was popular during the Civil War era. The first-floor 

storefront has been remodeled numerous times with no 

historic fabric currently visible. The second-floor fenes-

tration was altered to have one horizontal opening. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Evidence of original second 

floor window openings remain defined by segmental 

arches. The third floor and above are fully intact, with 

stamped sheet-metal frames around the two windows. 

The entablature is stamped sheet-metal with a cornice, 

dentil course, frieze with blank medallions, and two ter-

minal consoles. 
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Sources: Sanborn 1887 II:41, 1898 II:151; Bass Photo 

#92094 c.1875, #200379 1926, #93912F 1925; Marion 

Co. Recorders Office; Logan & Polk City Directories; 

Nowland, Reminiscences of Early Citizens; “View of 

Indianapolis”.  

   57-10 

STEVENS– COFFMAN BUILDING 

152 East Washington Street 

Same 

Unknown 

1853-54, 1889 & 1985 

Late Victorian 

 

HISTORY: Judge Josh Stevens bought this property in 

1839 and took out a mortgage in 1853, presumably to 

build this structure. It is depicted on the 1854 “View of 

Indianapolis.” Druggists occupied the building for the 

first couple of decades, followed by realtors, taverns, 

law firms and a cloak company. Goldstein Brothers Fur-

niture store occupied this and the adjoining building 

from 1900 to 1940. In 1985, law firm Mitchell, Hurst, 

Pinkus, Jacobs, & Dick renovated the building.   

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The southern two-thirds of 

this building facing Washington Street was built first in 

1853-54. Then the building was radically remodeled in 

c.1889 while under the ownership of Judge Stevens’ 

daughter Margaret Coffman, giving it a late Victorian 

appearance. The fenestration pattern was altered, reduc-

ing the number of bays on the front from five to four. 

More windows were cut into the Delaware façade and 

the corbelled table parapet was added with terra cotta 

accents. The present appearance dates to 1985 when a 

new brick skin was added to the first floor and the open-

ings were reconfigured. The northern third of the build-

ing lost its Italianate cornice, replaced by the brick cor-

bel table parapet. Cast-iron pilasters of the c.1889 store-

front are encased behind the 1985 brickwork.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Although the windows have 

been replaced, the openings retain their masonry soldier 

course headers and stone sills. The corbelled table para-

pet is intact, wrapping around the two primary facades. 

Terra-cotta tiles with varying rosette patterns decorate 

the spandrel between the second and third floors and the 

parapet.  

As one of the few remaining mid-nineteenth century 

buildings, the encased structure of this building is also 

significant. While the exterior appearance reflects his-

toric features dating to the late 19th century, removal of 

those later changes may reveal original pre-civil war 

materials. 
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Sources: Sanborn 1958-69 I: 40; Bass Photo #200379, 

1926; Indianapolis Star 9/3/1961 & 3/15/1967. 

   57-11 

COMMERCIAL BUILDING 

146 East Washington Street 
146-148 E. Washington St. 

Unknown 

c. 1890 & 1965 

Modern 

 

HISTORY: This building, built c.1890, experienced a 

radical remodeling sometime between 1961 and 1967. 

The remodel followed the downtown trend of downsiz-

ing buildings by removing upper floors or re-facing to 

update the older building’s look.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The original façade was 

three bays wide, divided vertically by four pilasters sup-

porting an entablature with a decorated parapet. The 

present four-story façade is a curtain wall of windows 

and spandrel panels. However the side and rear brick 

walls retain their nineteenth century appearance. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Two plain brick vertical 

piers frame the façade. Glass and metal compose the 

storefront, while a thin metal grid separates the windows 

and spandrel panels into strong horizontal and vertical 

lines which end at the parapet. 

Sources: Sanborn 1956-1969 I:40; Indianapolis Star 

9/3/1961.  

   57-12 

LAWYERS TITLE BUILDING 

140 East Washington Street 

Same 

Carl M. Geupel Construction Co. 

1962 

Modern 

 

HISTORY: Two nineteenth century commercial build-

ings were razed in 1961 to make way for this mid-

century construction. The structure was erected by Carl 

M. Geupel Construction Co. for the L.M. Brown Divi-

sion of Lawyers Title Insurance Group under a long-

term lease. It was described at the time by the Star as 

continuing “the trend of upgrading the downtown area 

surrounding the new City-County Building.”  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This two-story building is 

composed of glass and aluminum with grey brick verti-

cal piers that provide a counter to the façade’s strong 

horizontal lines. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Little has changed on the 

curtain-wall façade since its construction. Its materials 

are representative of mid-century Modern trends and the 

stark horizontality expresses the building’s utilitarian 

spirit. 
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Sources: Sanborn 1958-1969 I:40 Indianapolis Star 

9/7/1922 & 8/7/1947, 5/12/1931 & 3/15/1967; Endel-

man, 38-9.  

   57-13 

FARM BUREAU INSURANCE BUILDING 

130 East Washington Street 

Same 

Vonnegut, Bohn & Mueller 

1924 & 1968 

Renaissance Revival 

HISTORY: Meyer-Kiser Bank was founded in 1906 by 

cousins Sol Meyer and Sol S. Kiser, who built the origi-

nal portion of this building as their offices in 1924. One 

of the largest institutions in the state, their bank financed 

the development of many downtown commercial build-

ings. The Meyer-Kiser Bank closed its doors in 1931, a 

victim of the Great Depression. Afterwards the building 

was home to Security Trust, a branch of the Union Trust 

Company. Farm Bureau bought the building in 1947 

when it outgrew its previous home in the Majestic 

Building. Announcing in 1967 that it would more than 

double the size of the 1924 structure, a Farm Bureau 

spokesman said that it was “proud to be part of the con-

tinued progress of downtown Indianapolis.” The Disci-

ples of Christ international headquarters currently occu-

pies the building. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The smaller 1924 Meyer-

Kiser is within the western half of this twelve-story 

structure, while the 1968 addition is the eastern half. The 

Meyer-Kiser was designed by the architectural firm of 

Vonnegut, Bohn & Mueller and built of a reinforced 

concrete frame, floors, and roof. This framework is still 

visible on the west wall.  It was faced with light colored 

terra cotta in a Renaissance scheme with two engaged 

fluted Doric columns supporting the entablature at the 

base level. Glazed terra cotta faced the four piers, which 

divided the facade into three bays subdivided by slim 

mullion strips faced with terra cotta. Sculptured spandrel 

panels were found on each floor either of pigmented 

terra cotta or metal. The two capital levels were crowned 

by modillioned cornice with cresting.   

The present 1968 façade was the product of the architec-

tural firm of Lennox, Matthews, Simmons & Ford, who 

also designed the east and west wings of the nearby City 

County Building. It has a grid configuration divided by 

limestone spandrels and stainless steel cantilevered mul-

lions stretching from the third floor to the plain parapet, 

creating seven bays. The east façade is faced in tan 

brick. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The first and second stories 

are faced with polished granite, providing a contrast to 

the light colors of the rusticated limestone and steel on 

the façade. The cantilevered mullions visually carry the 

columned appearance of the granite vertically up the 

wall. On the west elevation are hints of earlier details, 

such as blind rectangular tracery and geometric carved 

panels along the cornice line. 
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BLOCK 57—East Washington Street 

Sources: 
Sanborn 1914-54 I:40; Bass Photo # 93960F 1925 & 

#267593 F 1946; Indianapolis News 6/29/1979; & 

11/29/1958 Indianapolis Star 5/7/1961, 11/18/1988; 

Encyclopedia of Indianapolis 1021  
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   57-14 

CITY PARK 

110 East Washington Street 

112-120 E. Washington St. 

Hagerman Construction 

2001 

Modern 

HISTORY: This parking garage replaced a former sur-

face parking lot, which in turn replaced three nineteenth 

century commercial buildings demolished in 1961-62.  

One of those commercial buildings, 120 East Washing-

ton Street, was the Vonnegut Hardware Store. Founded 

by German immigrant Clemens Vonnegut in the nine-

teenth century,  the company grew to become one of the 

most successful hardware stores in the city. It finally 

closed its doors at the end of the 1970s. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The garage is five stories 

tall and made of reinforced concrete. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Utilitarian in design, this 

structure has little in stylistic or materialistic signifi-

cance. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 II:40, 1956-69 I:40; Bass 

Photo #93960F 1925 & #267593 1946; Hymans Hand-

book 1902; Indianapolis Star 12/22/1961 ; Encyclopedia 

of Indianapolis 1390 

   57-15 

NATIONAL CITY BANK BUILDING 

110 East Washington Street 

Same 

Unknown 

1921 

Neoclassical 

HISTORY: National City Bank, founded in 1912 and 

through mergers later became J.P. Morgan Chase, built 

this building in 1921. City Trust Company was the next 

occupant, followed by savings and loan company Indi-

anapolis Morris Plan. Originally the first three floors 

were composed of four Corinthian pilasters dividing the 

façade into three bays, with the middle bay containing a 

round arch. It has been remodeled twice; the first re-

moved the classical architectural elements to create a 

modern façade, while the second added the current pol-

ished granite. The building was rehabilitated from com-

mercial office use to residential in 2001-02.   

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This sixteen-story building 

has a steel frame, concrete floors and roof and follows 

the classical formula for high rise towers with a base, 

shaft, and capital.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The shaft is faced with a tan 

brick and bereft of ornamentation. The capital has rusti-

cated stone panels between the windows and smooth 

Corinthian giant order pilasters framing the fifteenth and 

sixteenth story windows that terminate at the entabla-

ture. Foliar and geometric moldings also decorate the 

capital section. The entablature lost its cornice and para-

pet sometime after 1961 and has been replaced by a 

blank red brick-faced parapet. 
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   57-16 

ODD FELLOWS BUILDING 

1 North Pennsylvania Street 
102-106 E. Washington St. 

Rubush & Hunter 

1907-08 

Neoclassical 

HISTORY: The Odd Fellows Building was built by the 

Grand Lodge of Indiana of the Independent Order of 

Odd Fellows (I.O.O.F), one of many popular 19th cen-

tury fraternal lodges. This building replaced an earlier 

Odd Fellows lodge hall that was built in 1854. The top 

two floors originally were used for Odd Fellow offices 

and the very top floor contained an ornate 1300-seat 

auditorium. First Federal Savings and Loan Association, 

a tenant since 1955, bought the building from the Grand 

Lodge Association in 1960 and remodeled it in 1963-64. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Upon completion at four-

teen stories, this building was the tallest in the state. The 

main (west) façade is five bays wide with the main en-

trance originally located at the northern-most bay, while 

the south façade is three bays wide. The first floor was 

and still is used for retail purposes, with stories above 

for commercial office space. Following the “column” 

skyscraper formula popular at the time, the first three 

floors serve as a base, with floors four through twelve 

serving as the shaft with piers providing strong vertical 

lines, and the top two floors create the capital topped by 

a massive stone entablature.  

 

Originally the south and west facades were clad with 

Indiana Bedford limestone from Bedford Stone & Con-

struction Company. By 1961 the first floor had been 

remodeled by the Bank Building Corporation of Amer-

ica in St. Louis, MO for First Federal. The more in-

volved remodel of 1963-64 resulted in stripping all lime-

stone and ornamentation off the first three floors and 

cladding them with polished granite, and replacing all 

the doors and windows with brushed metal frames. The 

arches of the fourteenth floor windows were also lost. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Much of the building’s fa-

çade details between the fourth and fourteenth floors 

remain intact, although the window openings have been 

replaced or covered. The limestone elements were the 

work of local sculptor Alexander Sangernebo. Horizon-

tal lines punctuated by geometric shapes decorate the 

spandrels between floors. Cartouches with foliar mold-

ings topped by lion heads and face masks adorn the 

twelfth floor. Dentil molding separates the shaft from 

the capital sections. An entablature, cornice, and parapet 

embellished with more geometric and foliar moldings 

crown the capital. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:40; Bass Photo #20635 

1910; Indianapolis Star 2/2/1908, 10/21/1960, 

9/11/1927, 9/25/1955; Indianapolis News 1/22/1964, 

11/28/1961; Sulgrove 372-73.  O
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   57-17 

Kuhn– Herron Building 

15 North Pennsylvania Street 

Same 

Unknown 

1897-98 

Gothic Revival  

HISTORY: Realtor and developer August M. Kuhn built 

this building specifically for tenet Frederick M. Herron, 

a jeweler. Herron remained in the building until 1911. 

Men’s furnishing store J.G. Haugh Co. occupied the 

store next, followed by Earhart & Earhart Dentists, hab-

erdasher C. M. Valentine & Co. , and George J. Mayer 

Co., a manufacturer of rubber stamps and stencils.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This two-story brick build-

ing is constructed of buff-colored masonry with terra 

cotta panels and accents. The first floor storefront has 

been remodeled and is composed of larger masonry 

units with metal and glass windows and door. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The building retains its 

original elements above the first floor, exhibiting a 

Gothic Revival character specifically inspired by Ve-

netian models. The top three windows are framed by 

terra cotta mullions and Gothic blind arches. Within 

these arches are Renaissance-style portrait tondi depict-

ing Mercury, the god of commerce, and a patrician ma-

tron and patron framed in wreaths. Foliar moldings 

decorate the panels. More wreaths encircling shields 

decorate the brick above and the crenellated parapet.  

Sources: Sanborn 1898 II:152; Polk City Directories; 

Marion County Recorders Office; Indianapolis News 

4/8/1922 & 11/15/1937; Indianapolis Star 5/10/1931; 

Dunn Greater Indianapolis, 795-96.  

Sources: Sanborn 1898 II:152; Cottman Scrapbook 

Collection IX:9-10; Marion County Recorders Office; 

Polk City Directories; Indianapolis Star 11/10/1951.  

   57-18 

HILGENBERG– A.B. MEYER & CO. 

17-19 North Pennsylvania Street 

Same 

Unknown 

1897-98 

Tudor Revival  

HISTORY: This building was built by owner Christian 

A. Hilgenberg. His first tenants were the Charles F. 

Meyer & Bro. and A. B. Meyer & Co., owned by broth-

ers who ran cigar and tobacco businesses as well as 

dealing in coal, lime, cement, sewer pipe, and bricks. By 

1920 haberdasher McCarthy & Co. occupied the build-

ing, followed by a restaurant and then a series of furriers 

between the 1930s and 1950s. Restaurants have again 

occupied the first floor since the mid 1970s. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This three-story brick 

building is composed of tan glazed terra cotta and glass. 

The storefront was reconstructed in c. 2000 to accom-

modate a door accessing the stairs to the shop above.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: A molded frame of dentils 

and foliar motifs frames all three floors and accentuates 

the third floor window arch. The second and third floor 

windows are tripartite, with a transom band of Luxfer 

glass squares above the second floor windows. The para-

pet is faced by five round cartouches with palmette 

crests and molded frames holding floral crosses.  
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   57-19 

AETNA BUILDING–INSURANCE CENTER 

21 North Pennsylvania Street 

21-25 N. Pennsylvania St. 

Unknown 

1859 & 1945 

Italianate & Art Deco 

HISTORY: An illustration in the 1861 directory depicts 

the Aetna Building with the caption: “Erected 1859-

Owned by the Co.” It was home to the Aetna Insurance 

Co. and also housed Herman Lieber’s store of “gilt 

frames, moulding and paintings.” The top floor was a 

“large and spacious hall” used as an armory or drill 

room by the Indianapolis National Guard and the 

Zouave Guards on the eve of the Civil War. The Indiana 

Dental College leased space from 1881 to 1894. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Four stories tall, the origi-

nal five-bay façade was crowned by an Italianate cornice 

with a central rounded pediment and decorated tympa-

num. The present limestone façade is in the late Art 

Deco Style. Original brick is still on the north elevation. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This building’s first floor is 

faced with polished block granite and doors and win-

dows framed in aluminum. The façade is divided verti-

cally into five bays, with the center bay a continuous 

glass-block window from the second through fourth sto-

ries. Piers separate the bays with fluted panels at each 

spandrel and over the fourth floor. Incised block letters 

read “INSURANCE CENTER” below the parapet.  

Sources: Sanborn: 1887 II:41; Bass Photo #46792 

1916; Art Deco in Indianapolis, 16; Indianapolis Direc-

tory & Business Mirror, 1861; Journal Handbook of 

Indianapolis, 1902.  

   57-20 

PENN PARKING GARAGE 

35 North Pennsylvania Street 

Same 

Unknown 

1970 

Modern 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Seven stories in height, this 

garage is made of concrete with a limestone façade 

masking most of the levels of the garage. Originally 

named Penn Parking, it became Huntington Plaza Park-

ing Garage in recent years. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Utilitarian in design, this 

structure has little in stylistic or materialistic signifi-

cance. 

LOST ARCHITECTURE: The parking garage was built 

on the site of Loew’s Palace Theater, which opened in 

1921 with 2,600 seats. One of many elaborate cinemas 

in the central business district, the façade was in the 

Neoclassical style with giant Ionic pilasters in terra 

cotta. The theater’s interior and exterior decoration was 

the work of sculptor Alexander Sangernebo. Loew’s 

closed in April of 1970 and was razed to make way for 

this parking garage.  

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:40; Gladson, Indianapolis 

Theaters from A to Z, 68-69; Indianapolis Star 

9/11/1927.  



BLOCK 65 

Block 65 General Information:  

The block is bounded by Washington Street to the 

North, Pennsylvania Street to the East, Maryland 

Street to the South, and Meridian Street to the 

West. 

The Periods of Significance for this block range 

from Post Civil War (1890-1899) to the Mid-

Twentieth Century (1950-1979). 

The Merchants National Bank Building and its An-

nex structure (65-1) are listed on the National Reg-

ister of Historic Places. 
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HISTORY: Founded in 1865, Merchants National Bank 

built its headquarters building in sections, with the first 

four floors of the southern half built in 1907-1908 and 

the rest constructed in 1912. Once completed, it was the 

tallest building in the city until 1962. When the bank 

finally moved in 1977 it maintained the monumental 

two-story banking lobby on the ground floor as a branch 

until its absorption into National City Bank in 1992. 

Law firm Barnes, Hickam, Pantzer and Boyd, a major 

tenant of the building since the 1940s, purchased it in 

1981. Attorney Tom Charles Huston stated the firms’ 

purchase showed its “commitment to the downtown 

area.” The building was listed in the National Register in 

1982.   

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Merchants Bank Building is 

a prime example of an early twentieth-century sky-

scraper and the only surviving commission in the city by 

a member of the Chicago School of Architecture. The 

seventeen-story building has a steel structural frame 

with concrete floors and roof. It is designed in the tripar-

tite formula of many of the skyscrapers of the period, 

with a base, shaft, and capital. The first three floors of 

the base are clad with limestone, the thirteen-story shaft 

is clad in brick, and the one-story capital is clad with 

terra cotta. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The basic unaltered charac-

ter of the building as well as the refined use of materials 

including brick, terra cotta and limestone are significant. 

This structure has been a mainstay of the city’s skyline 

since its construction and held the distinguished title of 

tallest building for decades.  

Although the first floor storefront windows are replace-

ments, all other details creating the building’s “base” are 

original. The doors, second floor storefront windows and 

embellished frames, and third floor Chicago-style win-

dows remain intact. The Doric pilasters, entablature, and 

cornices are extravagantly decorated with limestone 

moldings including roundels, foliar motifs, egg-and-dart, 

bead-and-reel, and Greek fret patterns.  

In contrast, the shaft is composed of simple brick with 

identical one-over-one window patterns on each floor. 

Crowning the top of the building, the capital repeats the 

Chicago-style fenestration of the third floor. Decorative 

motifs are also repeated in the terra cotta cladding with 

the addition of medallions resembling shields situated 

between the windows. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I: 22; Indianapolis Star 

5/25/1981; The City and the Bank 1865-1965; National 

Register Nomination, 1982. 

   65-1 

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK 

11 South Meridian Street 

Same 

D.H. Burnham and Co. 

1907-12 

Chicago School 
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HISTORY: The current 1938 façade unifies two c.1890 

buildings which were being used by Woolworth since 1912. 

The remodeling was the product of the F.W Woolworth 

Planning District Office in Chicago. After Woolworth closed 

in 1967, Kirk Furniture occupied the first two floors with 

Merchants National Bank offices on the upper floors. Kirk 

remained until 1982. The building was listed on the National 

Register as the Merchants National Bank Annex in 1982.  

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This five-story limestone build-

ing’s storefront was originally composed of polished marble, 

granite, and glass. However, those materials have been lost 

as different businesses repeatedly remodeled the first floor. 

The intact second through fifth floors are divided into five 

bays. Two piers flank the three centered bays which have 

metal spandrels at each floor. The rear façade on Pearl St. 

expresses the original two-building character. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The building’s lines and decora-

tive features follow traditional Art Deco styling. The piers 

flanking the three centered bays are fluted, while the two 

outer bays are crowned by bas-relief panels with geometric 

foliar embellishments. The metal panels have stylized verti-

cal and horizontal lines, which are also imitated by the origi-

nal windows. The stepped parapet completes the building’s 

vertical emphasis. 

Sources: Sanborn 1887:3,1898 III:303, 1914-54 I:22; 

Bass Photo# 242025F 1938; Merchants National Bank 

& Annex Nat. Register Nomination, 1980; Indianapolis 

  65-2 

F.W. WOOLWORTH CO. BUILDING 

11 South Meridian Street 

7-11 E. Washington St. 

F.W. Woolworth District Office 

1890 & 1938 

Art Deco 

   

HISTORY: This large paved surface parking lot is over-

looked by a mural called “The Runners,” designed by 

architect James McQuiston. The mural was the result of 

the Urban Walls competition held by the Greater Indian-

apolis Progress Committee and the City’s Department of 

Parks and Recreation.  

LOST ARCHITECTURE:  The lot was originally home to 

the twelve-story 1898 State Life Building and the five-

story brick Grant Building. The State Life Building was 

razed in 1974 after a fire while the Grant Building suf-

fered demolition after it was reported the land would be 

“temporarily used as a parking facility by employees of 

an adjacent building.” 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:22; Indianapolis News 

8/2/1973, 2/18/1974, 8/20/1975, Star Magazine 

5/23/1976. 

  65-3 

PARKING LOT 

15 & 41 East Washington Street 

15-35 E. Washington St. 

Unknown 

Not applicable 

Not applicable   
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HISTORY: Founded in Detroit in 1899 by Sebastian Sper-

ing Kresge, S.S. Kresge Company was a national rival to 

F.W. Woolworth Co. Both had five and dime retail stores in 

downtown Indianapolis. This building, Store No. 227, 

opened for business in 1923 and closed in 1947 when the 

company moved to West Washington Street. Wm H. Block 

Co. then used this building for decades as its budget store. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: This four-story commercial 

building is constructed of reinforced concrete frame, floors, 

and roof and is faced with limestone in a vaguely Gothic 

Revival Style. The front façade is divided into five bays 

while the Pennsylvania façade is twelve bays long. In 1982 

the storefront was reconfigured for office use with tan brick 

and limestone keystones, spring stones, and sills to imitate 

the fenestration pattern of the second floor. The interior 

was rehabilitated in 1991 and again in 1997-98. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The building’s second through 

fourth floors define the building’s Gothic character, with 

second-story Chicago-style windows and third– and fourth– 

story casement windows. Bas-relief tracery is found in the 

spandrels between the floors and at the top of the piers un-

der the shallow cornice. The crenellated parapet with alter-

nating arched and flat-top battlements with blank shields 

comprise the cornice. 

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:22; Bass Photo #222224F, 

1931; Indianapolis Star 12/2/1923, 10/26/1923; Polk 

City Directories, 1923-1990.  

  65-4 

S.S. KRESGE BUILDING 

41 East Washington Street 

41-47 E. Washington St. 

S.S. Kresge & Co. 

1923 

Gothic Revival 

   

HISTORY: This eight-story concrete parking garage was 

built on the site of two four-story brick buildings, a five-

story brick building, and a steel-framed seven-story 

building. The structure was built to hold 612 cars. The 

first floor accommodates two storefronts, one occupied 

by long-term tenant Cento Shoes. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The façade has a blank 

brick elevator-stair tower that rises well above the top 

deck parapet. In the year 2000 the front façade was re-

modeled, facing the first floor in limestone panels with a 

rock-faced stone stringcourse and plinth.   

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Utilitarian in design, this 

structure has little stylistic or material significance. 

Sources: Sanborn 1956-69 I: 22.  

  65-5 

MERCHANTS GARAGE 

31 South Meridian Street 

35 S. Meridian St. 

Unknown 

1964 

Modern   



BLOCK 66 

Block 66 General Information: 

The block is bounded by Washington Street to the 

North, Meridian Street to the East, Maryland Street 

to the South, and the Circle Center Mall Artsgarden 

to the West. 

The Periods of Significance for this block range 

from Post Civil War (1867-1889) to the Late-

Twentieth Century (1980-1995). 

The Elliot’s Block (66-6) is listed on the National 

Register of Historic Places. 

NOTE: This block is home to various reconstructed 

and reassembled facades that form a historic cur-

tain wall over the Circle Center Mall. 

BUILDING RESOURCE INVENTORY 
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66-1 Part A 

ARTSGARDEN CIRCLE CENTER MALL 

100 West Washington Street 

Same 

Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Whitelaw 

1994-95 

Post Modern 

HISTORY: This signature piece of the Circle Center 

Mall is both “winter-garden” and entertainment area. 

Instead of creating a utilitarian mall crosswalk like those 

over Maryland, Illinois, and Georgia Streets, the Arts-

garden was designed to be a destination in and of itself. 

It connects Claypool Court, Conrad Hotel, Hyatt Re-

gency Hotel and the Circle Center Mall together. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The glass and steel dome is 

118 feet in diameter, providing 72,500 square feet for 

performances, exhibitions, meetings, and meeting space. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The Artsgarden with its  

monumental stacked arches and green-blue tinted glass 

is a unique cultural identifier for the City of Indianapo-

lis. Hovering over the intersection of Washington  and 

Illinois Streets, it is both an engineering and architec-

tural statement of the 1990’s. 
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66-1 Part B 

CIRCLE CENTER MALL FACADE 

49 West Maryland Street 
1st Block W. Washington St 

Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Whitelaw 

1995 

Post Modern 

HISTORY: This façade section of the Circle Center Mall 

illustrates the balance between historic contextual design 

and Post Modernism. They replace the former 1950 S.S. 

Kresge store in the late Art Deco style, a 1968 two-story 

building, the five-story Charles Mayer & Co. Building, 

the 1914 Occidental Building, and a 1953 three-story 

concrete-block commercial building. 

 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The facades occupy the 

stretch between the Ayres building and the Griffith 

Block façade and also the terminal section west of the 

Griffith Block façade. The mid block portion incorpo-

rates the strong pier-framed bay system found on the 

Ayres and the round arches found on the Griffith. It also 

has a cornice to match its neighbors. The terminal west 

portion is quite different with the use of buff-colored 

brick and a large off-centered wall clock. Its first-floor 

storefront aligns with that of the Griffith. 

 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: Serving as contemporary 

infill around the historic Griffith Block Façade, this 

building section of Circle Centre Mall is representative 

of a unique infill design approach. Instead of a mono-

lithic mega block of new construction, the architects let 

the surviving historic buildings take the lead by using 

traditional materials, textures, shapes, colors, forms and 

rhythms to fill in the blanks between the historic an-

chors.   

Sources: Sanborn 1956-1969 I:21; Bass Photo #9500 

1950, #93970F 1925.  
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Sources: Historic American Building Survey (HABS 

No. IN-214), 1990; Bass Photo #A395 1907, #88191F 

1924. . 

HISTORY: This façade is all that remains of the Griffith 

Block, a four-story building originally constructed on 

the north side of West Washington Street where the 

Conrad Hotel now stands. It was built as an investment 

by the heirs of Humphrey Griffith, an early Indianapolis 

resident, in 1872. The building had commercial tenants 

on the first two floors while the top floors were meeting 

rooms and ballrooms. In 1990 the Griffith Block was 

demolished to clear the site for the planned Circle Cen-

tre Mall and its façade dismantled, documented, and 

stored. During mall construction the façade was recon-

structed, restored, and installed as part of the mall’s fa-

çade on the south side of Washington Street. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The limestone façade with 

sheet metal entablature and pediment were altered over 

time with false fronts added to update the building. 

These installations were destructive to the decorative 

stone work. Ironically, the façade now looks better than 

ever, despite the fact that the actual building behind it 

was removed.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The carved limestone details 

decorating this building are remarkably intact. The first 

floor rusticated piers sport geometric motifs at their 

crown, while engaged Corinthian columns of various 

sizes support the arched openings of the upper floors. 

Shields, foliar moldings, and brackets decorate the span-

drels between the second and fourth floors. The sheet 

metal entablature is embellished with more foliar and 

geometric moldings and oversized brackets and is 

crowned by a detailed pediment and name tablet that 

reads: “Griffith Block 1872.” 

   66-2 

GRIFFITH BLOCK FACADE 

49 West Maryland Street 
1st Block W. Washington St. 

Unknown 

1872 & 1995 

Italianate 
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   66-3 and 66-4 

L.S. AYRES & CO. DEPARTMENT STORE 

1 W. Washington & 30 S. Meridian Sts. 

Same 

Vonnegut and Bohn & SOM 

1905, 1914, 1928-29 & 1946 

Chicago School 

Sources: Historic American Building Survey (HABS 

No. IN-214), 1990; Bass Photo #A395 1907, #88191F 

1924. . 

HISTORY: This company began in 1872 when Lyman S. 

Ayres bought an interest in the N.R. Smith & Co. Two years 

later it became L.S. Ayres & Co. Under the direction of 

Lyman’s son Frederic, the building was constructed as the 

city’s first fireproof department store complete with tea room, 

elevators, soda fountain, and the expansive display windows 

that were quite the attraction during Christmas seasons. After 

a series of mergers and buy-outs, final company owner May 

Department Stores Co. of St. Louis closed the flagship store 

in 1992. The full building was later integrated into the Circle 

Center Mall development rather than just a façade affixed to 

the mall walls. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The design exemplifies the Chi-

cago commercial style, expressing the structural support sys-

tem of piers and floors that frame large bays filled with win-

dows. The success of L.S. Ayres & Co. can be seen in the 

numerous additions that are harmonious with the original 

design. The original 1905 portion is at the southwest corner. 

The first addition includes the three identical bays to the 

west. The 1928-29 additions are to the south and bridge over 

the former Pearl Street. The final 1946 additions are the two 

southern-most bays.  

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: This building’s dog-tooth brick-

work and mottled brick finish in a grey-brown color promi-

nently marks the building. The window patterns comprise a 

large percent of the primary facades and are a distinct feature. 

Finely carved limestone details surround the original en-

trances in the Renaissance Revival style, while the 1928-29 

entrance features streamlined Art Deco details. Foliar, geo-

metric, and Greek fret moldings and exaggerated brackets can 

be found on all sections. The terra cotta lion heads in the 

entablature above the original first floor are the work of 

Alexander Sangernebo. Corinthian columns flank the win-

dows of the original eighth floor. A parapet with an “A” 

shield motif decorates the 1905 and 1914 sections, while the 

ornamentation of the 1929 addition continues the motif with 

Art Deco styling. The cantilevered corner bronze clock, also 

the work of Vonnegut & Bohn, was added in 1936. An an-

nual Christmas season fixture, the bronze cherub first made 

its appearance on the clock in 1947.   
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   66-5 

STEWART BUILDING 

50 South Meridian Street 

Same 

Rubush & Hunter & Gordon Mess Corp. 

1908-09 & 1985-86 

Italianate Revival & Arts & Crafts Revival 

HISTORY: This commercial building was built for the 

Daniel Stewart Company, a wholesale dealer of drugs, 

glass, and cigars. It replaced the previous 1882 Stewart 

Building which was destroyed by fire. When the drug 

and glass departments split, with the glass department 

becoming Stewart-Carey Glass Co. in 1908 and Daniel 

Stewart Co. drug firm merging with A. Kiefer Drug Co. 

to form Kiefer-Stewart Co. in 1916, Stewart left the 

building. The furniture company Sander & Recker 

moved in and remained until the 1930s. The building 

was rehabilitated in 1985-86. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: The 1980s rehabilitation 

included replacing the interior wood timber posts and 

beams with steel posts and girders. Two more floors 

were added to the original six-story building, with one 

of the floors located under the added glass mansard roof.  

Now the Meridian Street façade is divided into three 

bays while the Maryland Street façade has seven bays.  

The cornice is supported by brackets, recalling the Ital-

ianate style. Arts & Crafts details can be found in the 

brickwork and stone accents. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The original brick masonry 

with stone accents, banding and sills all remain after the 

1985 remodeling. Fenestration patterns are also original, 

despite the replacement of windows and storefronts. 

Brackets interspersed with stone work once supported a 

projecting cornice but now serve as a transition to the 

glass mansard addition. 

    

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54, I: 21; Indianapolis Star 

2/20/1909 & 6/8/1986; Hyman’s Handbook 1897; Bass 

Photo #48058F 1916, #93978F 1925.  S
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   66-6 

ELLIOTT’S BLOCK 

14 West Maryland Street 

14-22 W. Maryland St. 

Ratio Architects (Addition)  

1875, 1999 & 2002 

Italianate 

HISTORY: Wholesale liquor merchant Calvin A. Elliott 

built the building as an investment. In 1880 Daniel 

Stewart and Thomas G. Barry bought it and used the 

warehouse for their glass business. Five years later sta-

tionery and blank book printers Levey, Baker and Co. 

occupied the building. Indiana News Co., a dealer of out

-of-town and foreign publications, became a tenant in 

1973 and stayed twenty-five years. The building was 

renovated in 1999 into a restaurant with residential units 

on the third floor, then again in 2002 with a fourth resi-

dential floor designed by Ratio Architects. It was listed 

in the National Register in 1973. 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION: Elliott’s Block is a three-

story Italianate brick commercial building that when 

built, bridged the retail central business district and the 

newly created Wholesale District south of Maryland 

Street. Four brick- and cast-iron piers divide the facade 

into three vertical sections. The two bookend sections 

are two bays wide while the center is five bays wide. An 

1885 city directory advertisement for Levey, Baker & 

Co depicted the building with a centered arched pedi-

ment above the cornice, since removed. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The brick building re-

tains exceptional metal ornamental details, from the cast

-iron piers and columns to the cornice with foliar and 

geometric motifs found throughout. Each bay is articu-

lated by first-floor cast-iron columns and spandrels. The 

second-story windows are round-arched with molded 

cast-iron hoods and stone sills. The aligned third-story 

windows are segmental-arched with cast-iron hoods. 

The elaborate entablature with exaggerated brackets is 

made of stamped sheet-metal steel.  

Sources: Sanborn 1914-54 I:21; National Register 

Nomination 1971.  
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PRESERVATION GUIDELINES 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The IHPC’s Authority To Approve 

State statute I.C. 36-7-11.1 authorizes the Indianapolis Historic Preservation Commission (IHPC) 

to review and approve actions before they occur in a designated district, including the following: 

 

Construction of any structure 

Reconstruction of any structure 

Alteration of any structure 

Demolition of any structure 

Alteration to the streetscape 

Rezoning 

Variance of Use 

Variance of Development Standards 

 

Unless otherwise stated in this plan, it is presumed that all actions related to the above items MUST 

BE APPROVED by the IHPC and it is presumed that related preservation guidelines are enforce-

able. 

 

Certificates of Appropriateness (COAs) 

The IHPC grants approvals by issuing Certificates of Appropriateness, or in special circumstances, 

Certificates of Authorization (in the case of an inappropriate action approved for a special circum-

stance). The following sections contain the preservation guidelines for this historic district. The 

IHPC will use the guidelines when it reviews applications for Certificates of Appropriateness.  

 

Purpose of Preservation Guidelines 

These guidelines are intended to help property owners choose an appropriate approach to issues 

that arise when working on buildings and when developing in this district. They are meant to indi-

cate a range of alternative approaches that may differ from building to building and from property 

to property, but which are nevertheless compatible with the character of Monument Circle District. 

The preservation plan’s building resource inventory will be used as a reference for determining sig-

nificant features that convey this character. The guidelines are not meant to restrict creativity, but 

rather are meant to suggest appropriate approaches and guard against unsympathetic actions. 

 

Where to Find Help 

The IHPC staff may be consulted for assistance in meeting the preservation guidelines, applying for 

Certificates of Appropriateness, and for obtaining IHPC 

rules, policies, and procedures. Staff office information 

can be found in the Resources section of this plan. 

 

Informational Note 

A diagram showing the guideline hierarchy of the follow-

ing preservation objectives, preservation directives, and 

reference standards can be found on page 225 of this sec-

tion. 

Photo Source: Circle Tower and Monument Circle, 1930, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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PRESERVATION STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

 

Monument Circle District is located in the heart of downtown Indianapolis. Its boundaries encom-

pass the central portion of the city’s original Mile Square plat, designed in 1821 and influenced by 

the Pierre L’Enfant plan for our nation’s capital, Washington, D.C.   

 

The district includes the surviving resources of the historic downtown established in the nineteenth 

century and more recent resources from the early, mid- and late-twentieth century. It contains both 

historic and architecturally significant buildings constructed in a variety of styles, materials, shapes, 

and sizes. Most of the buildings were architect-designed, many by local talented firms which drew 

attention to the city’s civic pride in its built environment. Different areas symbolized unique func-

tions, including the city’s historic retail and financial districts on Washington and Market Streets, 

various entertainment and recreational venues that served the local population, and Monument Cir-

cle, originally a residential neighborhood that evolved into an urban public plaza of prestigious 

landmark buildings. The oldest surviving church within the Mile Square also remains intact in its 

original location on the Circle. 
 

Additionally, the streets within the boundaries exhibit unique features. Washington Street, the 

planned main street of  the city, is a segment of the National Road stretching from Maryland to Illi-

nois, with the Indianapolis portion completed in the late 1820s. Monument Circle is the circular 

street designated as the center of the original Mile Square plat and still today remains the nucleus of 

downtown Indianapolis. The four streets running north, south, east, and west of Monument Circle 

provide vistas of the architecture that make up the city’s public and private spaces, just as intended 

when the city was founded. Virginia Avenue at the southeast corner of the district is the only sur-

viving diagonal street from Ralston and Fordham’s plan. 

 

Altogether, the district represents a continuous history of this city from inception to the present. Its 

buildings and streets are the physical manifestations of the dreams, beliefs, and work its citizens 

poured into the place they identified as their home and their livelihood. The IHPC desires to protect 

this history, preserve its physical fabric, and promote the continued evolution of downtown as the 

showcase of Indianapolis.  

 

WHY PRESERVE? 

 

Indianapolis’ historic urban core embodies the city’s spirit, character, and identity.  

 

It tells compelling stories of its past by representing important local events and trends, reflect-

ing the lives of significant citizens, and illustrating distinctive and artistic design achievement.  

 

The Monument Circle District Preservation Plan is designed to recognize this irreplaceable city 

heritage.  

 

Through this plan, it is the mission of the IHPC to preserve the district’s character and fabric for 

all present and future citizens of Marion County, Indiana.  
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PRESERVATION GUIDELINES 

PRESERVATION OBJECTIVES 

 

Protect, preserve, and promote the character of Monument Circle District as the “showcase” of the 

City of Indianapolis, by guiding sensitive change that respects the original planning concept while 

also contributing to the context of its varied architectural styles and eras. 

 

To this end, the following criteria will serve as the objectives to guide the decisions of the IHPC 

when renovation, alterations, additions, signage, demolition, new construction or land use changes 

are proposed and considered for appropriateness within the district. 

 

Does the action… 

 

Protect and preserve character-defining features of architecturally or historically significant build-

ings or landscapes which represent the district’s eras of significance? 

 

Contribute to the context in which work is proposed? 

 

Promote the use of high quality design using durable materials? 

 

Enhance and improve the design quality and character of the streetscapes? 

 

Remain sensitive to the architectural and historic context when introducing alternative or sustain-

able materials or energy conserving solutions? 

 

Enhance and balance the pedestrian and vehicular activities in the public spaces? 

 

Remain sensitive to the architectural and historic context when improving accessibility? 
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PRESERVATION GUIDELINES 

PRESERVATION DIRECTIVES 

 

The preservation of Monument Circle District and its significance to the identity of the City of Indi-

anapolis requires a clear set of directives as a premise of actions taken by the IHPC. They include: 

 

Existing Buildings 

Recognize and preserve the significant historic and architectural character of the building and its 

context. 

 

Accommodate change, modernization, and energy efficiency without sacrificing significant historic 

or architectural character. 

 

Retain significant original materials that can be reasonably retained and restored, especially where 

highly visible. 

 

Building façades (all or part) that do not face streets and were not designed to be viewed by the 

general public may be considered for greater alteration and substitution of original material than 

facades that face streets and were designed to be seen. 

 

Accommodate new signs responsive to the building’s sign history.  Their installation should  not 

unnecessarily obscure significant original material, should minimize damage to original materials, 

and should be compatible with the building design in size, shape, illumination, content and mate-

rial. 

 

Additions to Existing Buildings 

Encourage a high standard of design contributing to the significance and integrity of the building 

and district. 

 

Encourage design complementary to the historic fabric and respectful of the features, based either 

on historic reference or contemporary design. 

 

Discourage additions detracting from the original scale, mass, and character of the building and its 

context, which shall remain recognizable. 

 

New Buildings 

Encourage a high standard of design contributing to the significance and integrity of the building 

and district. 

 

Encourage design complementary to the historic fabric and respectful of the features, based either 

on historic reference or contemporary design. 

 

Encourage design contributing to the continuum of architectural expressions in the district. 

 

Encourage design that promotes interaction with the streetscape and preserves its integrity and con-

tinuity. 

 

Integrate signage within the design concept. 
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PRESERVATION GUIDELINES 

Public Infrastructure and Streetscape 

Encourage physical development worthy of its unique location in Monument Circle District, the 

most historically significant public space in Indiana.1 

 

Respect the original Ralston Plan when considering any modifications to the public rights-of-way.  

 

Respect the historic views and vistas, both horizontal and vertical. 

 

Reflect the level of quality and significance established by the Soldiers and Sailors Monument and 

its surrounding public space when considering infrastructure and streetscape amenities. 

 

Discourage building structures into the public rights-of-way. 

 

Land Use 

The IHPC shall utilize the Central Business District One (CBD-1) Regulations of the Zoning Ordi-

nance of Marion County, Indiana as the basis for its land use review process in Monument Circle 

District. 

 

Demolition 

Definition: For the purpose of this plan, demolition shall be defined as the razing, wrecking or re-

moval by any means of the entire or partial exterior of a structure. 

 

Discourage demolition or removal of architectural elements that result in a loss to the character of a 

building or the district. 

 

The criteria for evaluating proposed demolition, total or partial, are found in the Demolition Guide-

lines of the Wholesale District Historic Area Preservation Plan, as adopted by the Indianapolis His-

toric Preservation Commission and the Metropolitan Development Commission, and shall serve as 

a guide when considering demolition in Monument Circle District. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. American Planning Association Designated Monument Circle one of the Top 10 Great Public Spaces for 2011 and 

recognized it for its unique assemblage of buildings & institutions.  
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PRESERVATION GUIDELINES 

REFERENCE STANDARDS 

 

The Wholesale District Historic Area Preservation Plan, the City of Indianapolis Regional Center 

Plan and Design Guidelines, and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of His-

toric Properties will supplement the Monument Circle District’s Preservation Objectives and Dis-

trict Directives and be given consideration when renovation, alterations, additions, signage, demoli-

tion, new construction or land use changes will be reviewed by the IHPC and its staff.  

 

Some aspects of these reference standards may not apply to cases in the Monument Circle District. 

They are to be used as a guide only where appropriate. 

 

Definition of the Wholesale District Historic Area Preservation Plan 

The Wholesale District Historic Area Preservation Plan, adopted by the Indianapolis Historic Pres-

ervation Commission and the City of Indianapolis Metropolitan Development Commission in 1990, 

is intended to officially designate and delineate the historic area known as the Wholesale District. 

This district is located adjacent to Monument Circle District and shares a common boundary, with 

Monument Circle District to the north and the Wholesale District to the south. The Preservation 

Plan provides general and specific criteria for preservation, restoration, rehabilitation, and develop-

ment within the boundaries of the Wholesale District.  

 

Definition of the City of Indianapolis Regional Center Plan and Design Guidelines 

The Regional Center Plan and Design Guidelines are intended to support and enhance the Regional 

Center Zoning approval process, established in 1970 with adoption of the Regional Center overlay 

zoning ordinance.  The Regional Center ordinance regulates development within the Regional Cen-

ter and within the North Meridian Street Corridor.  Monument Circle District falls entirely within 

the defined boundary of the Regional Center.   

 

Definition of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic  

Properties 

The Standards, revised in 1992, were codified as 36 CFR Part 68 in the July 12, 1995 Federal Reg-

ister (Vol. 60, No. 133).  They are intended to provide guidance to historic building owners and 

building managers, preservation consultants, architects, contractors, and project reviewers prior to 

treatment.  These Standards have served as the basis of Design Guidelines across the country for 

historic district commissions, review boards, and 

other local agencies charged with the protection of 

historic resources.  

 

 

Photo Source: Monument Circle Street Scene, 1925, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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PRESERVATION GUIDELINES 

 

PRESERVATION GUIDELINES DIAGRAM 



Resources 

Monument Circle District Preservation Plan 

Photo Source: Streetcar on Illinois Street, 1927, Indiana Historical Society Collection 
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INFORMATION RESOURCES 

 

IHPC Office 

Indianapolis Historic Preservation Commission 

1801 City-County Building 

200 East Washington Street 

Indianapolis, IN  46204 

 

Phone:  317.327.4406 

Fax:   317.327.4407 

Website:  http://www.indy.gov/ihpc  

 

Internet Resources 

City of Indianapolis Regional Center Plan and Design Guidelines: http://www.indy.gov/eGov/

City/DMD/Planning/Services/Neighborhood/Pages/downtown.aspx 

Indiana State Register of Historic Places: http://www.in.gov/dnr/historic/ 

National Park Service, The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards For the Treatment of Historic 

Properties: http://www.nps.gov/hps/tps/standguide/ 

National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services: http://www.nps.gov/tps/  

National Register of Historic Places: http://www.cr.nps.gov/nr/ 

War Memorial Commission: http://www.in.gov/iwm/ 

RESOURCES 

Photo Source: Christ Church Episcopal Cathedral, 1904, Indiana Historical Society Collection  

http://www.indy.gov/eGov/City/DMD/Planning/Services/Neighborhood/Pages/downtown.aspx
http://www.indy.gov/eGov/City/DMD/Planning/Services/Neighborhood/Pages/downtown.aspx
http://www.in.gov/dnr/historic/
http://www.nps.gov/hps/tps/standguide/
http://www.nps.gov/tps/
http://www.cr.nps.gov/nr/
http://www.in.gov/iwm/
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RESOURCES 

 

 

IMAGE RESOURCES 
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